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CHAPTER I
TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE:
An Effective Treatment For Cancer

Is Cancer Really Incurable?
Many people believe cancer is incurable. A patient suffering from this disease is
often thought of as a dying man.
In fact, cancer is a cold-blooded killer depriving many of their precious lives.
Though doctors have been trying their best to conquer this disease since the beginning of
the 20th century, they are constantly frustrated by their inability to find a reliable cure.
With the current developments in technology, however, doctors are more and more
encouraged by the medical breakthroughs in coping with this killer disease.
Cancer is difficult to defeat because the cancer cells spread rapidly within the
affected area as well as the other parts of the body. A doctor’s failure to detect this
abnormal development may spell a patient’s doom because, usually, the correct diagnosis
can only be confirmed when it is already too late and at a stage when effective cure can
no longer be assured. Moreover, the causes of cancer and the mechanism behind its
growth are still a medical mystery.
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Nevertheless, numerous persons have fought and ultimately survived the disease.
Patients who suffer from first stage cancers of the uterus, breast, stomach, esophagus and
laryngopharynx are found to have a survival rate of 90%.

Even patients who are

unfortunate to be stricken with liver cancer now have better chances of prolonging their
lives for five years more. In effect, the early discovery and treatment of cancer can
guarantee, at least, an acceptable measure of success in totally eradicating the disease.
Currently, medical experts the world over persist in their study of cancer to seek for new
and recommendable healing modalities. Unfortunately, applications of new inventions
over a sustained period expose the patients to equally harmful side effects and,
consequently, place the doctors in a dilemma. These new discoveries and opportunities
for treatment are now posing new challenges for oncologists and other cancer-specialized
physicians.

Current Cancer Treatments
At present, there exists a variety of acceptable treatments for cancer. Enumerated
herein are brief explanations of some of the most applied treatments.
1. Surgical Treatment
At the early stage, removal of the cancer nidus by surgery is the most
effective way of treatment. Not only is it the most orthodox, but it is also the
most effective of treatments.

Full recuperation can be achieved without

exception. In cases where the cancer cells metastasized or transferred to the other
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parts of the body, the direct symptom arising from cancer development can
likewise be removed by surgery.
There are still restrictions to the surgical method, however. The partial
removal in any degree of any part of the body will inevitably result in new injury.
As the normal body structures are cut apart, blood vessels, the lymph and neural
systems are shut off in the course of the operation. Sometimes, more harmful
consequences result. Provided the cancer cells have already intruded into vital
internal organs and the medical crew must indeed go through with the drastic
operation, safety issues and concerns must necessarily be addressed.
In recent years, the laser or entoptic mirror method of operation has
attracted much attention in the medical sector because, not only does it enjoy a
high success rate, it also reduces body injury and post-surgery complications.
The selection of the proper method is still ultimately subject to the prudent
appraisal of the attending physicians.
2. Anti-Cancer Drugs Treatment
The use of anti-cancer drugs is most effective in the treatment of leukemia
and malignant lymphoma. In addition, it is also applicable to the elimination of
cancer cells that cannot be completely removed by operation. In the employment
of anti-cancer drugs, however, normal cells are destroyed together with the cancer
cells and violent side effects are normally manifested.

Once the digestive,

hematopoietic and lymphoid systems are disrupted, white blood cells decline, loss
of appetite is experienced and the patient is generally sapped of his physical
energy. Contrary to the purpose of healing, incomplete metabolism and the
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 5
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consequent accumulation of drugs within the body that may well exceed the range
that the patient could endure may trigger cachexia or the general wasting away of
the body or weakening of the brain.
Common side effects of anti-cancer drugs include:
9 Inhibition of the bone marrow function: due to the increase in white
blood cells, blood platelets, red blood cells, hemoglobin, and the
decline of the immune system, symptoms such as bacterial infection,
fever, bleeding and exhaustion may be notice.
9 Decline in enterogastrone function: thirst, anorexia, nausea, vomiting,
inflammation of mucous membrane of the mouth, ulcer, constipation,
diarrhea, hemorrhage in gastrointestinal tract, abdominal pain.
9 Weakening of the immune system: incapability of identifying normal
from abnormal cells and incapability of inhibiting growth of cancer
cells that may lead to metastasis.
9 Attenuation of kidney function: liver pain and emergence of jaundice.
9 Attenuation of the heart: dilation of heart valves, puffiness of limbs
and face caused by disturbance in the blood circulation.
9 Attenuation of lung function: intermittent hepatitis, over inflation of
lungs, fever, cough, and dyspnea or difficulty in breathing.
9 Influence on neural system: paralysis of hands and feet, abnormal
feelings arising from peripheral neuritis.
9 Baldness: loss of hair may affect the patient’s emotion; when one is
depressed, free radicals that increase cancer cells may be activated.
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 6
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3. Radiotherapy
Radioactive rays inflict tremendous casualties among the young,
uncontrollable cells. Radioactivity can destroy cancer cell growth and can even
be applied on a localized basis concentrating on the particular invaded body part.
This modality is likewise well accepted in eliminating cancer cells that cannot be
completely removed by surgery.
Although radioactive rays can totally destroy cancer cells, the treatment
can prove harmful even to the healthy, normal cells. It is, therefore, inappropriate
to employ radiotherapy on patients who are in the final stage of cancer and whose
physical condition is extremely weak.
Common side effects of radiotherapy are:
9 Uncontrollable flare-ups, headache, vertigo, attenuation of the
immune system;
9 Anorexia, nausea, vomiting, indigestion, abdominal distension and
diarrhea;
9 Decrease in white blood cells and blood platelets resulting from the
inhibited production of bone marrow and the consequent
hematopoietic disorder;
9 Possible side effects on other parts of the body:
9 Skin symptoms: flushing, itching, baldness, pigment precipitation,
ulceration, congestion, edema, blisters and ulcers;
9 Symptoms in the mouth cavity:

inflammation of the mucous

membrane of the mouth, thirst, alteration or complete deprivation
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of the senses of taste and smell due to the atrophy of the salivary
gland;
9 Symptoms in the brain: encephalatrophy, brain necrosis, myelitis
and disturbance or listlessness in feelings and movements.
9 Symptoms in the lungs:

pneumonia, cough, expectoration and

fever.

The Complementary Functions Of Chinese And Western Medicines
As all of the above-explained treatments are rooted in western medicine, Chinese
medicine would seem to be a blessing with its long history in the course of 5000 years
and its complementary actions in relieving the harmful results in the application of
western medicine.

There remains a considerable amount of records dealing with

pathogenic logic, subjective symptoms and disease related features on the human body
and recorded treatments in ancient Chinese documents. Among these historical accounts,
numerous volumes deal with cancer-related illnesses. For example, “Regularity and
Irregularity Doctrine” and “Dialogue on Medicine” both dealt with the pathogenic
theory of cancer and contained conclusions drawn from successful treatments. They
likewise contained detailed interpretations of theories and methods that can be deemed
relevant even today. Later, detailed introduction to the books will be provided.
Chinese medicine enjoys the reputation as the “essence of clinical experience over
thousands of years” because results are achieved and gathered through continuous
experimentations and tests and, in no way based on hypothesis or deduction. Vastly
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different from ingredients used in western medicine, Chinese medicine boasts of
therapeutic effects that are complementary to western medicine in that it generally
succeeds in proving an overall healing without further inflicting the patient with painful
side effects.

Table 1: Current Situation of the Effects of Anti-Cancer Agents
Effect
Group

Treatment

Extended

Tumor

Types

longevity

Shrunk

Of Cancer
Acute lymphemia
Most popular

1

Cancer of children
Breast cancer
Small-cell carcinoma of

2

lung
Stomach cancer
Non small-cell carcinoma
of lung
3

X

Cervical cancer
Large intestine cancer
Liver cancer

4

X

X

X

Pancreatic cancer
Hypothyroid cancer
Stomach cancer

: effective

: inconspicuous X : indistinguishable

(quoted from Daily News, November 12, 1995 [Consultation 5 of Anti-cancer Agent].)
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If western medicine is defined as partial treatment, then Chinese medicine shall be
defined as overall treatment. Only with the artful integration of both can we effectively
fight against cancer.
In fact, most Chinese traditional medicine possesses the necessary therapeutic
property to fight cancer. For example, ingredients of current anti-cancer drugs are all
derived from natural plants that commonly form the effective contents of Chinese
medicine. In addition, Chinese medicine is especially renowned for its nutritional value
and tonic effect that can activate the immune system of the body. Once the immune
system is enhanced, the body can by itself inhibit the reproduction of cancer cells and
ultimately, destroy them. With each successful case, it is becoming an indisputable fact
that healing becomes much more effective through the combined use of Chinese
medicine, anti-cancer drugs and radiotherapy. Such practice is even conducive to easier
and faster recovery after surgery.

Characteristics Of Chinese Traditional Medicine
As different as Chinese and western medicines are in their medical approaches,
both share a common goal. As Chinese medicine boasts of special theories and features,
there are a number of differences in the two modalities. Simply speaking, the advantages
of using Chinese medicine rectify the disadvantages or inadequacies of western medicine.
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Following is a brief discussion on the medical orientation of Chinese traditional
medicine:
(1) Concept of Wholism
From an integral perspective, Chinese medicine takes the whole body into
consideration when treating illness. Since cancer affects the whole body, Chinese
medicine does not pay attention solely on the afflicted body part but stresses the
enhancement of the immune system as a whole. Chinese medicine advocates
above all the necessity to remove the cancer nidus to prevent its uncontrolled
proliferation as well as the possibility of metastasis.
(2) Vital vs. Malignant Doctrine
All pathogens are considered “malignant” in Chinese medicine while body
resistance against disease is viewed as “vital”. Other than emotional stress that
induces production of cancer pathogens, there are still more reasons why this
situation exists; to mention some, stagnation of the qi (a morbid condition since
the circulation of qi is impeded leading to localized obstruction:, blood stasis
(blood stagnation in certain areas of the body due to the sluggish flow of qi or
blood and trauma), noxious heat (pathogenic and noxious qi), accumulation of
dampness or humidity and accumulation of phlegm (phlegm remain in certain
areas of the body).
The vital qi constitutes of four elements such as qi, blood, yin and yang.
Cancer arises from the insufficiency of the vital qi and the malignant qi
immediately moves in to fill the breach. With the inadequate supply of vital qi,
all the vital organs of the body start to enervate.
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 11
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In the so-called “pre-ailment” stage, the most important approach of
Chinese medicine is the prevention of cancer through the maintenance of body
resistance and constant accumulation of vital qi.

The Chinese saying

“Malignance withdraws in face of the vital qi” clearly expresses this firm belief.
The occurrence of cancer can be compared to the combat between vital and
malignant qi. In case the vital qi recovers and increasingly strengthens, the
malignant qi will wane and the illness will gradually disappear. Contrarily, if the
malignant qi is given the opportunity to intensify while the vital qi fades, the
physical state of the patient will deteriorate and will be driven to a terminal state.
(3) Comprehensive Diagnosis
(Diagnosis and treatment based on overall analysis of symptoms and
signs, the cause, nature and location of the illness, and the patient’s physical
condition according to basic theories of traditional Chinese medicine”
Another unique feature of Chinese medicine lies on the affirmation of
“syndrome” (a term to collectively summarize certain symptoms and signs
according to the theories of traditional Chinese medicine). Simply put, different
locations of cancer and different degrees of deterioration lead to different
syndrome. “Comprehensive diagnosis”, therefore, is the most distinctive feature
of Chinese medicine in that it fits efficient prescription to the special or particular
states of illness.
The comprehensive diagnosis involves: the eight principal syndromes
(serving as guidelines in diagnosis, namely, yin and yang, exterior and interior,
cold and heat, deficient and excessive syndromes); differentiation of diseases
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 12
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according to pathological changes of the viscera and their interrelations;
differentiation of syndromes according to the state of qi and blood; analysis and
differentiation of febrile diseases in accordance with the theory of the six channels
(namely, the Taitin, Shaoyin, Jueyin, Yangming, Taiyang, and Shaoyang
channels); and the differentiation of syndromes according to the pathological
changes of tri-jiao (including upper-, middle-, and lower-jiao, the upper of which
houses the heart and lungs; the middle of which, the spleen and stomach, the
lower-jiao, the liver, kidney, urinary bladder, small and large intestines). The
treatment of cancer concerns three main items: the eight principal syndromes,
differentiation of diseases according to pathological changes of the viscera and
their interrelations; and the differentiation of syndromes according to the state of
qi and blood. The principle of “strengthening the body resistance to eliminate
pathogenic factors” generally includes: hemostasis by invigorating qi (treating
hemorrhage due to deficiency of qi with drugs); nourishing yin and
supplementing yang, clearing away heat and toxic material, regulating the
circulation of qi (a therapy using medicines that promote the flow of qi, check its
upward adverse flow, and replenish it to treat stagnation, adverse flow and
deficiency of qi), promoting blood circulation by removing blood stasis, removing
dampness and phlegm, dissolving the hard lumps, softening and dissolving hard
masses ( a therapy for masses formed by accumulation of phlegm and blood
stasis); treating the toxic disease with poisonous agents, etc. With reference to
these principles, we can diagnose cancer and work out specific remedies together
with the appropriate selection of medication to soothe, if not cure it.
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 13
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(4) Function Adjustment
Chinese medicine boasts of stable and mild therapeutic efficacy with very
slight side effects. Western medicine, on the other hand, is quite known for the
harmful and uncomfortable side effects that plague the patient under treatment.
Undeniably, side effects seem to be a necessary evil in the use of anti-cancer
drugs, but in employing Chinese medicine, side effects are kept to a minimum
through the proper balance of the medical ingredients. Significantly, Chinese
medicine not only improves the therapeutic efficacy of cancer treatment, it
likewise fortifies the whole immune system of the patient.

Integration Of Western And Chinese Medicine
Generally speaking, Chinese and Western medicine have their respective pros and
cons. Western medicine, with its espousal of radical operation, use of anti-cancer agents
and radioactive rays, emphasizes the swift and immediate cure of cancer which cannot be
achieved by Chinese medicine. While we are keen on the strong therapeutic efficacy of
Western medicine, we cannot ignore the very serious side effects of this modality that
could do as much harm as the cancer itself. In this respect, the stable and mild Chinese
medicine demonstrates very slight side effects. Accordingly, there would be nothing
better than the integrated employment of both Chinese and Western medicines and
learning from each other’s considerable advantages to offset the inherent weaknesses in
each therapy.

While western remedy capably attacks the cancer cells, the Chinese

remedy, in turn, counteracts the painful side effects as well as enhances the body’s
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immunity that it may acquire the vigor needed to fight cancer. Through this integration,
we not only upgrade the therapeutic efficacy of both remedies but also convincingly
prevent metastasis or recurrence of the disease. We will never be afraid of facing cancer
again.
If western medicine is defined as partial treatment, then Chinese medicine
implies overall treatment. Only with the skillful integration of both can we effectively
fight against cancer.

Current Situation Of Integration Of Chinese And Western Medical
Remedies
The so-called integration of Chinese and Western medical remedies does not
simply refer to the dual applications of both Chinese and western medicines nor the
adoption of other approaches after a sustained period of usage of one. Above all, the
conclusion of the respective advantages of Chinese and western medicines should be
based on the analysis of the conditions as well as the pathological features of the illness.
With the tailor-made treatment scheme, it is likely to achieve goals of integrity,
thoughtfulness and wellness in the treatment process.

Specific approaches of

combinations are:
(1) Treatment according to differentiation of symptoms and signs VS.
differentiation of illness
According to the western manner of diagnosis, several treatment
schemes can be selected from among surgery, radiotherapy and anti-cancer
agents. Through the analysis of the state of the illness based on different
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 15
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stages standardized in Chinese medicine, we can apply the treatment
according to the differences in the symptoms. For illnesses with the same
diagnosis, the difference in one or two conditions or in the different stages
will vary the “syndromes” as a consequence. Naturally, the principles of
treatment will also differ (one method “supplementing qi and nourishing yin”,
the other method “ dissolving phlegm and removing dampness”).
Cancer of the lung, for example, can be classified into such types as
deficiency of both qi and yin ( a morbid condition characterized by exhaustion
of both yin fluids and yang, usually seen in the late stage of epidemic febrile
disease and chronic consumptive diseases), and the type of phlegm-dampness.
This is termed “treating the same disease with different methods” in Chinese
medicine. In addition, patients suffering from different types of cancer are
found to share the same “syndrome” in a certain stage of the illness (for
example, the syndrome of insufficiency of the spleen-qi, hypo function of the
spleen – a morbid condition chiefly manifested with decreased digestion and
absorptive functions), and Chinese medicine will apply the same treatment
method of “strengthening the spleen and replenishing qi” to them. This is
accepted as treating different diseases with the same therapeutic principle,
whereby, the whole body receives proper treatment.
(2) The combination of the method “strengthening the body resistance” with
the method “eliminating pathogenic factors”
Whichever means of treatment is employed, whether surgery,
radiotherapy or anti-cancer agents, these are all effective treatments against
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 16
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cancer (eliminating of pathogenic factors). The destruction of cancer cells,
however, has its negative influence on the immunity of the human body and
inevitably bring about side effects, complications, and other developments. In
the design of the treatment scheme, it is necessary to take into consideration
factors such as enhancing the comprehensive immunity of the patient ( namely,
strengthening body resistance ), repairing injured cells and improving
resistance against cancer.
(3) Integral treatment VS. Partial treatment
For such cancers as skin cancer, nasopharyngeal cancer, and urinary
bladder cancer, it is obligatory to apply integral treatment.

For terminal

cancer, however, with obvious proliferation of the cancer cells to the entire
body, the partial treatment enjoys priority. Because of the searing pain arising
from tuber compression, we should partially apply radioactive treatment to
soothe the emerging symptoms of the patient.
During the course of partial treatment such as operation and
radioactive treatment, Chinese medicine can be employed to repair and aid the
patient’s body acquire optimum opsonic action. Currently, this concept of
extending partial treatment to integral treatment turns out to be the most
promising approach in many people’s perspective.
(4) Comprehensive Treatment
Only with the combination of medical treatment and the scientific
management of the patient’s lifestyle can the cancer treatment remain fruitful.
After surgery or in the course of receiving radiotherapy or anti-cancer agents,
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 17
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the patient should maintain a regulated diet, live in a regular way with proper
exercise to achieve a satisfactory therapeutic result and avoid the recurrence of
the disease.

A well-rounded treatment should, therefore, include lifestyle

management especially during the period of convalescence.
(5) Short-Term Treatment VS. Long-Term Treatment
In designing the long-term treatment, we should gradually apply the
plan in accordance to the state of progression of both the patient and the
illness. In other words, adopt different approaches on different stages. The
emphasis shall not be on short-term results but on preserving and consolidating
the therapeutic effect so far enjoyed, preventing recurrence, as well as on the
recovery of long-term normal life.

Table 2: Comparison of the Treatment Results between the Respective
Employment of Tian Xian Liquid, Radiation Therapy and the Combined
Application of Chemotherapy and Tian Xian Liquid
(Comparison of treatment results between combined employment of Tian Xian Liquid and
the radiation therapy with solely radiation therapy)
Effect
Group

Number
Of cases
(Patients)

With
Cure
Distinctive
Effect
13 persons
6

Total

1

Not
Effective
0

5
8

0
0

100
20

Effective

20

Combined
20

65%
6 persons

30
6

Private
20
30%
30
40
0
100
(Comparison between [Tian Xian Liquid 1350ml + full dose DT6000cgy-7500cgy
irradiation] and [private full dose of DT6000cgy – 7500cgy irradiation]).
(approximately P = 0.01)
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(Comparison of treatment results between combined employment of Tian Xian Liquid and
chemotherapy with solely chemotherapy)
Effect
Group

Number
Of cases
(patients)

Cure

With
Distinctive
Effect

Effective

Not
Effective

Total

14 persons

12

10

38

29.2%

25

20.8

79.2

Combined
48

2 persons

22

8

24

32

3.6%

39.2

14.3

42.9

57.2

Private
56

(Comparison between [Tian Xian Liquid + POD, PCD2 anti-cancer agents] and [private
POD, PCD2 anti-cancer agents]

Cure: complete disappearance of tumor
Distinctive effect:

above 50% of tumor

Total
Î

shrinking

Cure + distinctive effect

Effective: 50% of tumor shrinking

+effective

Non-effective: tumor development – enlarge
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CHAPTER II
“Tian Xian Liquid” – Traditional Chinese
Anti-cancer Medicine

Traditional Chinese Medicine Recognized By The Chinese Government
Although almost all of the traditional Chinese anti-cancer medicine claims to be
“a secret prescription handed down in the family from generation to generation”, the
series of “Tian Xian” medicine such as the Tian Xian Liquid and Tian Xian pill have
undergone strict tests and research of its pharmacological action. With long-term clinical
experiments done on a large scale and with approval from cancer patients, it has been
nationally recognized as the traditional Chinese anti-cancer medicine.
Developed from Chinese medical and pharmaceutical theories, the series of Tian
xian medicine falls into the category of “complex han prescription”. Specifically, the
series of Tian Xian medicine abides by the theories of promoting the circulation of qi {a
therapeutic method to relieve stagnation of qi by using medicines that regulate it};
promoting blood circulation by removing blood stasis (a method using blood-activating
and stasis-eliminating medicine); dissolving hard lumps, softening and dissolving hard
masses ( a therapy for the accumulation of phlegm and blood stasis); clearing away heat
and toxic materials; eliminating dampness and removing phlegm; and removing necrotic
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 20
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tissues and promoting granulation (a method used to remove putrid tissues and promote
growth of new tissues). The medicine pays special attention to the direct attack on cancer
cells.
On the other hand, due to its direct attack on cancer cells as well as its effect on
the elimination of pathogenic factors, Tian Xian medicine also provides such functions as
strengthening the spleen and stomach (improving and protecting the digestive system);
invigorating the liver and reinforcing the kidney (supplementing the functions of both the
liver and the kidneys and nourishing the liver too); restoring qi and enriching the blood;
regulating yin and nourishing yang (for body balance), etc. In this manner, the original
immunity of the body against cancer will be restored and the vital qi will be cultivated.
In the modulation of the series of Tian Xian medicine, the following theories of
the traditional Chinese medicine are recognized: channel tropism of property and flavor
(property refers to such four properties as cold, heat, damp and cool; while flavor
indicates hot, sweet, acid, bitter and salty; with its special drug effect, it acts in the special
meridians and the bowel), and the lifting, lowering, floating, and sinking (theory of
direction of the action of drugs). The lifting and floating drugs with upward and outward
effects are used for activating vitality, inducing sweating and dispelling cold.

The

lowering and sinking possess a downward and inward effect and are used for
tranquilizing, consolidating or purgation. The principle of monarch, minister, assistant
and guide (the different roles played by different ingredients of a prescription) are also
considered for their action. Monarch refers to the principal drug, which produces the
leading action in treating the cause and main symptoms of the disease. Minister refers to
the adjutant drug that helps strengthen the action of the principal drug. Assistant refers to
Green & Gold (www.tianxian.com) y 21
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the adjutant drug that helps offset side effects and the conductant drug refers to the drug
that directs the action of the prescription on the affected channel or tempers the action of
the other drugs.
Over 30 medical and pharmacological institutions and science institutes around
the world have conducted clinical observation over the pharmacology, drug action, and
toxicology of the series of Tian Xian medicine. This series of products has not only
proven through scientific documentations its superior effectiveness but also its extensive
application with respect to cancer treatment. In other words, among all the anti-cancer
drugs developed across the world, the series of Tian Xian products enjoys the confidence
that traditional Chinese medicine deserves.

The Development Of Tian Xian Liquid
I was motivated to challenge cancer accidentally by my experience as an intern. I
once saw a 12 year old girl kneel before a physician and cry heart-brokenly, “Doctor,
please save my mother! Please!” At the end of my wits, I simply stood aside and
helplessly watched the precious life of this little girl’s mother taken away by terminal
liver cancer. At that moment, I determined to devote my life in the fight against cancer.
Since I had full confidence on traditional Chinese medicine, I had focused my endeavors
in developing its curative and therapeutic effects on cancer.
I started my journey by collecting herbs and prescriptions “capable of treating cancer”,
as well as searching for folk treatments that had been handed down from one generation
to another around the country. I was, then, engaged in the comprehensive research of
anti-cancer drugs in a variety of aspects. During this period, too, I gathered nearly 1200
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types of crude drugs and prescriptions according to the medical theories of Chinese
medicine. In addition, all of the crude drugs and prescriptions are classified by the four
theories of removing heat and toxic materials, promoting blood circulation by removing
blood stasis, alleviating pain and dissolving lumps, and invigorating qi and enriching
blood.
The effects differ with the various assortments and prescriptions of crude drugs.
For example, crude drugs A and B manifest opposite results with the proportion of 1:1 or
1:3, or further, if added to C and D, no matter how much is added or eliminated, one
spoonful of this delicate combination produces incomparable results. This effect is
termed as “duel effect”. The effect of single types of crude drugs might be common;
however, with the combination of two, three or more, the superior effect will greatly
impress you.
There remained 60 types of qualified crude drugs surviving from the strict
selection and filtering process of over 1200 types of crude drugs as well as prescriptions.
After another round of tests and selection, only 30 types successfully hurdled the
standards prescribed. Composed mainly of crude drugs with high anti-cancer effect, the
30 types showed enhanced potency on the intestine and stomach, promoted diuresis,
nourished and strengthened the immune system. The function of each crude drug could
likewise be clearly defined.
Ultimately, through over 18 years of innumerable experiments and combinations
of the 30 types of crude drugs, we successfully found the perfect Chinese anti-cancer
medicine.
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The research was fortunate enough to get the government’s support and was
approved for large-scale clinical experiments. In 1995, China National Ministry of
Sanitation and National Science Committee formally rated the initial product “Tian Xian
Pill”, which was spoken of very highly by the representatives of the Chinese government
who were involved in this key research projects of science and technology.
It was also approved for production as the new anti-cancer agent on a national
scale. In 1998, it was ratified as the Chinese medicine with satisfactory anti-cancer effect
for the first time. On the basis of the “Tian Xian Pill”, we further developed the series of
Tian Xian products of different systems, types and doses according to the requirements in
the medication course.

Hopefully, we expect that this can effectively meet the

therapeutic requirements of all cancer patients.
Above all, the most important research development lies on the liquefaction of the
Tian Xian pill. In 1991, the crude drugs upon which sustained research, experiments and
processes had been based had proven suitable for initiation into the liquefaction of the
Chinese anti-cancer medicine and marvelously improved previously noted therapeutic
effects. In order to stress the magnificent feat of “initiation”, we named it “China No. 1”.
From the “China No. 1 – Tian Xian Liquid”, which is effective on a variety of
cancers, to “China No. 1 – Tian Xian Liquid, refined type”, to “China No. 1 – Tian Xian
Liquid, strong type”, which enjoys reinforcing ability, we constantly strive for perfection
in the refinement of the product. We believe that it is our mission to “persist on research
and development of more effective anti-cancer drugs to save lives of more cancer
patients.”
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Main Contents And Ingredients
The main crude drugs of Han prescription adopted by the series of Tian Xian
products as Tian Xian Liquid and Tian Xian Pill are derived from fresh herbs growing in
soil rich in trace elements. They boast the effect of enhancing the immune system and
among the herbs are ginseng, bighead atractylodes rhizome, and the root of largeflowered skullcap abundant in organic selenium and germanium that remain distinctively
effective on cancers of the stomach, intestine and blood. Above all, the combination of
several anti-cancer crude drugs enjoys powerful healing results.

Table 3: Contents of Main Crude Drugs of Tian Xian Liquid
and Their Respective Actions.
CONTENTS

BASICOTA AND PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTIONS
Basicota: refinement of the root of five Jialse ginseng

Ginseng

Pharmacological actions: improvement of various body functions.
Basicota: refinement of the products of pearl oyster

Pearl

Pharmacological actions: anti-anaphylaxis, stabilization, promotion of metabolism.
Basicota: refinement of the root of fabaceceous skullcap

Skullcap

Pharmacological actions: dilation of blood vessel, lowering of blood pressure,
enhancement of immunity, diuresis, counter poison, draining, etc.
Basicota: refinement of the leaves of black nightshade

Black Nightshade

Pharmacological actions: used as anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory, anti-virus and
cordial agent, hypotensor.
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BASICOTA AND PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTIONS
Basicota: isolated from the resin obtained from Dipterpcarpaceae

Borneol

Pharmacological actions: aromatic stimulant for resuscitation and acceleration of
blood stream, can be used as an antipyretic and analgesic agent.
Basicota: dried root and stem of atractylodes, microcephala

Bighead atractylodes

Pharmacological actions: used as hypoglycemic, antiseptic agent, anti-stasis of

rhizome

blood, anti-tumor, promotes diuresis and arrests spontaneous sweating.
Basicota: dried root of Trichosanthes kirilowii or cucurbi taceae

Snakegourd root

Pharmacological actions: used as anti-tumor and antiseptic agent.
Basicota: dried root and rhizome of clematis chinensis, C. hexapetala or C.

Clematis root

manshurica
Pharmacological actions: relieves pain, used as antiseptic agent, prevents cancer in
digestive organs.
Basicota: dried root of hedyotis diffusae

Herba hedyotis

Pharmacological actions: enhances immunity, anti-cancer actions, promotes

Diffusae

accessory renal cortex
Basicota: drug consisting of blue powder separated from the leaf of Paphicacanthus

Natural indigo

cusia, Indigofera suffruticosa, Polygonum tinctorium or Isatis indigotica
Pharmacological actions: used as anti-tumor and antiseptic agent, protects liver,
promotes digestive functions of cells.
Basicota: dried fruit of Ligustrum lucidum

Glossy privet

Pharmacological actions: lowering lipogenesis of blood vessels, used as cordial,

Fruit

antitussive and antiseptic agent, promotes diuresis, enhances immunity.
Basicota: dried root and rhizome of Glycyrrhiza uralensis, G. inflata or G. glabra

Licorice roote

Pharmacological actions: controls immunity, relieves pain, used as anti-tussive, antipeptic ulcer, and anti-inflammatory agent.
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BASICOTA AND PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTIONS
Basicota: dried sclerotium of porous plant Dysuria

Dysuria

Pharmacological actions: the abstracted material of Dysuria as well as
polysaccharide of Dysuria can enhance immunity, used as anti-tumor, diuresis and
antiseptic agent
Basicota: refinement of zoogenetic bile

Zoogenetic bile

Pharmacological actions: relieves pain and used as an antiparasitic agent.
Basicota: dried secretion from acromatic bladder of male animals

Zoogenetic secretion

Pharmacological actions: increases blood stream to the heart, relieves pain and used
as antiseptic and anti-tumor agent.

The Chang Bai Mountain – “Treasure House Of Crude Drugs”
All the raw materials of the series of Tian Xian products are from the precious
herbs of the Mountain Range of Chang Bai. Please refer to Table 3 for the contents of
main crude drugs and action of Tian Xian Liquid.
Situated in the crater of the mountain range of Chang Bai, the Chang Bai
Mountain is an active volcano. Due to the constant eruptions of the volcano in the past,
the extended mountain ranges are covered with thick volcanic ash. Over the years, the
soil in this mountain range gradually accumulated over 20 trace elements such as
selenium and germanium which are especially produced by the volcano. Indispensable
constituents of the human body, these trace elements boast of excellent effects on
improving consitution, preventing aging, latitude and cancer.
In recent years, the dried Korean ginseng immersed in the natural fountain
sprouting from the fault zone of the Chang Bai Mountain range has miraculously
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germinated. Noticeably, residents near and around the Chang Bai Mountain range enjoy
longevity. It is said that this could be attributed to the fountain naturally flowing from
the Chang Bai Mountain Range. The natural fountains, therefore, are reputed to have
come from the “mountain of youth”. Due to the excellent nature of the water, soil and
climate around the mountain range, plants (herbs) in the neighboring areas grow rapidly
with short growth cycles but long rest periods. Herbs with extraordinary characteristics
are consequently abundantly cultivated.

Pharmaceutical Actions Of Main Crude Drugs
(1)

Ginseng
Ginseng has outstanding effects of supplementing energy to the human
body. In addition, the ginseng cultivated in the area abundant in water source
plus soil of the Chang Bai Mountain Range contains at least 12 saponins, amino
acid, polypeptide, polysaccharide, vitamin and sodium, potassium, magnesium,
steel, manganese, copper, zinc and germanium, etc.
In the animal experiment on research of cancerous pathogenic chemical
materials, we proved that long-term consumption of ginseng not only decreases
occurrence of cancer, but also inhibits the growth of cancer cells.

Besides,

polysaccharide contained in ginseng can protect the liver, improve the immune
system, and reinforce the normal functions of body organs. Other than improving
therapeutic effects, the combined employment of anti-cancer agents can also
lessen the side effects normally arising from the intake of anti-cancer agents. It
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also boasts certain effects on the treatment of cancer of the stomach and the large
intestine. According to the clinical experiments, the patients previously suffering
from a decline of white blood cells and lymph corpuscles had successfully
acquired normal levels of the same after intake of the product.
(2)

Skullcap
Skullcap contains polysaccharide, monosaccharide, flavone complex,
mucolipid, trace elements, etc. According to recent medical research, skullcap
was proven to be capable of improving comprehensive immunity and immunity
against pathogenic microbes, while at the same time reinforcing the actions of the
T lymph corpuscles. Polysaccharide can induce interferon, enhance the activation
of esterification of T cells, improve the immunity of cells, and inhibit the growth
of viral or cancer cells in the cell organization. As a result, it is used mostly as an
immunity-enhancing agent.

(3)

Bighead Atractylodes Rhizome
Bighead atractylodes rhizome contains volatile oil and coumarin, etc.
According to the results of the experiments, the neutral oil of the volatile oil
contained in the Bighead atractylodes rhizome can definitely inhibit the cancer of
the esophagus. The volatile oil as a whole boasts of inhibiting abdominal hydrops
as well as improving immunity. Due to its action of increasing white blood cells,
it is mainly used for the prevention of side effects arising from radiation treatment
and intake of anti-cancer drugs in clinical experiments.
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Dysuria
Dysuria contains ergosterin, polysaccharide, rough protein, inorganic salts
and vitamin H, etc. Among them, polysaccharide is most effective as an anticancer agent mainly because it reinforces the polyphagia activation of the
macrophage. It is rare to separately use dysuria as a single anti-cancer agent, but,
when the same is combined with other agents, it is most potent in invigorating the
spleen and removing dampness by diuresis. It is, therefore, commonly applied to
patients suffering from the cancer of retention of water. According to clinical
survey, in combination with other anti-cancer agents, dysuria can improve the
condition of primary cancer of the stomach. It is proven helpful in combating the
side effects by boosting the immune system of the patient. In most cases where
dysuria extract is employed as a single anti-cancer agent, it is normally to improve
the patient’s immune system.

(5)

Licorice Root
Licorice root contains food sweating agent as well as kalium and calcium
salts, and flavones complex. Test results on animals showed that polysaccharide
of licorice root has potent effect on vesicular stomatitis virus, adenovirus III,
herpes simplex virus I and vaccinia virus with distinctive inhibiting actions.
Furthermore, glycyrrhizin acid act as inhibitors of cancer of transplanted marrow
and prevents white blood cell disease.
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Glossy Privet Fruit
Glossy privet fruit contains such elements as oleanolic acid, lupeol,
mannitol, oleic acid, linolenic acid, palm oil and glyceride. Other than promoting
the multiplication of lymphocyte in the basic experiment, it also inhibited the
decline of white blood cells due to radiation. Glossy privet fruit also exhibited
49.2% success rate in fighting cancer of the cervices of rats.

(7)

Natural Indigo
Natural indigo contains indigo blue, etc. among which the most effective
anti-cancer ingredient is indirubin. Natural indigo can enhance the phagocytic
function of the mononuclear macrophage of animals suffering from cancer as well
as humoral immunity.

With respect to the clinical experiments, it mainly

emphasized treatment and research of chronic leukemia.
(8)

Radix Trichosanthis
Radix trichosanthis contains starch, saponin, protein and various amino
acids. Test results on rats showed that radix trichosanthis has distinctive effects on
abdominal hydrops of the liver cancer. Besides lessening abdominal hydrops and
extending longevity, it also inhibited the transmission of liver cancer. In the
clinical experiment, it was mainly applied to treatment of malignant fetus monster
and chorion cancer. The development and research of the series of Tian Xian
products refer to the clinical employment against stomach cancer.

(9)

Clematis Root
Clematis root contains sterol, glucopipide, and saponin.

Other than

inhibiting the tumor S180 in the experiments on rats, it also promoted blood
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circulation and removed obstruction in the channels.

It relieved pain and

eliminated dampness and phlegm. In the clinical employment, it was mainly
applied to the treatment of cancer of the stomach, bones and brain tumor.
(10) Black Nightshade
Also known as Herba Solani Nigri. Such elements as black nightshade
and saponin effectively inhibit cancer of abdominal hydrops, lymphatic leukemia
–615, as well as tumor 37, etc. In the clinical treatment, it is proven effective for
cancer of the intestine and lungs.
(11) Borneol
Borneol possesses outstanding qualities. It orchestrates the therapeutic
effects of the other drugs it is combined with and relieves pain.
(12) Pearl Powder
Pearl powder contains calcium carbonate, organic materials as well as a
variety of trace elements. With the usage of pearl powder on yellow fruit fly and
rats, this ingredient proved effective in the removal of free radical (activated
oxygen) and oxidized materials.

It was most apparent in the experiments

conducted due to the decline in the lipofuscin of the heart and other organs of the
subject.
(13) Herba Hedyotis Diffusae
Herba hedyotis diffusae contains cardiac glycoside, flavones, coumarin,
etc. In the tests, it showed strong inhibiting properties on leukemia cells. By
reinforcing the subject’s resistance to illness, this ingredient prevented metastasis
or transmission of the cancer cells. By fortifying the phagocytosis of white blood
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cells, herba hedyotis diffusae enhanced the immunity of the body fluids. In the
clinical experiments, herba hedyotis diffusae was most effective against cancer of
the cervix, tumor S180 of the rats, lung cancer, abdominal cancer. This ingredient
has likewise been found to be totally non-toxic.
(14) Secretion Of The Animal
Used dried secretion of the animal as the agent. The pharmacological
actions refer to the use as an antiseptic and anti-tumor agent which increases the
blood stream into the heart thereby promoting cardiac strength and relieves pain.
More research and experimentation need to be conducted in our ever-continuing
search for the perfect cure for cancer. Once we deviate from the appropriate direction,
this life-long study will be negated. The most important aspect in this quest, of course,
lies in the professional care provided by medical groups, negotiations on the strategy of
long-term treatment and joint efforts for a recovery plan.
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Chapter III
The Efficacy Of Treatments And Precautions

From Capsule To Liquid Medicine
Tian Xian Pellet, the earliest progeny of Tian Xian products, achieved the
recognition of having “anti-cancer” effects at the Tianjin Public Research Institute of
Medicine Science. Later, it was improved into the present “the Improved No. 1 Tian
Xian Liquid of China”. The course of study and development, which can be called the
historical annals of Tian Xian Liquid, is chronologically enumerated herein:
9 In 1983, Tian Xian Pellets were produced;
9 In 1984, the clinical experiment of the Tianjin Research Institute of
Medicine Science was published;
9 In 1986, it was listed among the government development priorities in
science and technology and included in the government agenda;
9 In 1986, Chang Bai Mountains Research Insitute of Anticancer Medicine
was set up in Tonghua and I was appointed director;
9 In 1987, the Anticancer Association of Jilin Province and Changbai
Mountains Medicine Research Institute were built and I was likewise
appointed director of both entities;
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9 In 1988, the clinical experiments of the State Cancer Center of USA
affirmed that “the efficiency is over seventy percent”;
9 In 1988, it was first authorized as treatment for cancer by the Chinese
government;
9 In 1991, “No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid in China” was finally commercially
produced;
9 In 1995, “the Improved No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid in China” was formulated;
9 In 1999, “the Enhanced The No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid in China” was placed
under study.
In the Tian Xian Pellets research records, the statement about the clinical
experiments and pharmacological actions is that the product has achieved the ideal
effects. Later research is on pharmacy and I began to study the fluidization of Tian Xian
Pellets, which were initially in capsul form.
It is well known that for medicines to make the intestines and stomach assimilate,
digest faster and move easily, should be, in the order of preference, in liquid form for
facile oral administration or in capsule form or troche. As a result, we found it necessary
to carry on the fluidization research.
In several clinical experiments of Tian Xian Pellets, there was always the problem
of difficulty in the matter of intake because different kinds of cancers manifest through
different symptoms and degrees of debilitation.
For example, patients whose physical abilities deteriorated were further
encumbered by trouble in taking capsules. The physical condition of a patient in the final
stage of cancer can be too weak to swallow even a tiny capsule.
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Furthermore, it was time consuming for capsules to be dissolved and slow to be
assimilated by the body. The capsules may have easily caused hydrochloric acid in the
gastric juice, sickness, vomiting, diarrhea, etc.

To Improve The Quality
The most direct way to solve the aforementioned problems was fluidization. A
study was soon carried out. In the meantime, it was thought necessary to improve the
effects of ingredients and proportionate combination.
In the study for fluidization, the quality of the new ingredients and the
combination effects as well as the subtle combination ratio had to be relearned. The
ingredients, however, were basically the same as those of Tian Xian Pellets.
With regards to the re-study of the quality of new ingredients, the effects of the
fresh herbs picked from Changbai Mountains were better than the crude drugs made from
dry herbs.
We have sent Tian Xian Liquid, which was made through three years of research
and trials, to more than thirty medical organizations, university hospitals in Beijing,
Tianjin, Jilin, etc., so that they can carry out their own clinical experiments. The diagram
(IV) shows the medical effects in relation to seven different kinds of cancers based on
clinical tests of six hundred and ninety-six cases of terminal esophagus, stomach, and
intestine cancers and so on. The results show that the therapeutic effects were better than
expected. Among them, the efficacy on esophagus cancer, stomach cancer and intestinal
cancer was over ninety percent successful.
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The Praises Are Pouring In
According to the results of the clinical trials, it is obvious that the Liquid enjoys
higher credibility than the pellets.

Praises are coming in from everywhere.

The

discovery of Tian Xian Pellets and Tian Xian Liquid first won the prize of Best products
in Asian Pacific Region, and the Golden Prize of the Second International Exposition
held in Beijing. Then, in the 38th World Fair for Invention in Urika, the products became
the first Chinese products to win the Highest invention prize for individual research.
After the completion of the fluidization, the embolic agents “Tian Xian
Embolism” and plasters “Tian Xian Plasters” were studied one by one. Tian Xian
Embolism can make the sufferers, who may be growing weaker and unable to eat,
assimilate the therapeutic properties of the herbs directly and easily. As to the stomach,
esophagus, bronchus, thyroid gland and other vital body parts near the skin, which are
more susceptible to pain, the plasters are more suitable.

Tian Xian Plasters can

effectively penetrate the skin cells, partially cure affected parts and alleviate pain. No
matter what kind of product you choose, if you use it together with Tian Xian Liquid, the
efficacy is doubled.
The above products are all part of the “Tian Xian series of products”. The
following will explain the characteristics of each product.

The Characteristics Of the Improved No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid
The characteristics of The Improved No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid (called Tian Xian
Liquid in the following text) are based on the effects of “heat clearance, poison relief,
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blood moving, pain ceasing, spirit and blood nourishing” according to principles in herbal
medicine. It aims to attack the bad genes and protect the good.
(1)

The Effect Of Killing Cancer Cells
The ingredients of Tian Xian Liquid can control the growth of cancer cells
and also prevent its multiplication. Its effects mainly show the following aspects:
When the cancer cells begin its multiplication period, the Liquid will stop
it and kill the existing cells.
The Liquid can prevent the metabolic stages of the cancer cells.
The Sussus can destroy cellularities and dissolve them and make them
disappear.

Table 4: The Medical Effects on Terminal Cancers
Type of Cancer

Number of Cases

Number of

Number of

Successful Cases

Unsuccessful Cases

Esophagus Cancer

225

201

24

Stomach Cancer

376

334

42

Intestine Cancer

95

85

10

SUM

696

620

76

Lung Cancer

94

73

21

Liver Cancer

34

73

21

Breast Cancer

78

56

22

Brain Cancer

46

28

18
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The Effect Of Metabolic Intercession
Tian Xian Liquid can change the metabolic stages of cancer cells. At the
same time that it controls its multiplication, it improves the metabolic actions of
the affected areas to resist the cancer attack.

(3)

The Effect Of Improving Immunity
The purpose of the Liquid is to afford a situation that strengthens
immunity and accelerates actions of NK cells. The effect can both be considered
as specific and non-specific immunity improvements. The Liquid can improve
the function of the T cells and also contains the crude drugs such as Rehmannia
glutinosa, Ganoderma lucidum, eleutheroside, astralagus, ginseng, etc., which can
improve the function of the B cells. All of these have specific action on immunity
improvements.

In addition, those that penetrate the mononuclear phagocyte

system to improve the immune system include the crude drugs of pachman,
polysaccharide, ginsenoside, Radix Thrichosanthis, etc., all of which have the
non-specific function of improving immunity.
(4)

The Effect Of Trace Elements
Trace elements can improve the body’s functions, cure the pathology,
drive genetic factors and prevent division of cancer cells. For example, the trace
element, Selenium, has the function of restraining the cancer genes. When it
restrains the liver cancer, it prevents the mid-period cell from developing further.
What’s more, the organic Germanium can abduct the secretory white cells’
transmitters, interrupt its secretion, stimulate the defensive system and restrain the
spread and growth of the cancer cells.
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The Effects And Functions Of Tian Xian Liquid
It is the traditional Chinese anti-cancer medicine (the pure Chinese
medicines) of choice with its remarkable medical success.

In addition, its

excellent effects can improve all kinds of cancers as well as reduce the side
effects of western medicine. Not only can it kill cancer cells, it can also improve
the immune system and avoid the destruction made on the heart, kidney, liver,
hematopoiesis, and hardly does any harm to the body.
The medical effects can be improved if either radiation or chemical
treatment are used simultaneously. The side effects can also be reduced. The
patient’s physical energy will increase.
For those who suffer terminal cancer, Tian Xian Liquid can improve the
final symptoms, reduce pain, prolong life, strengthen the patient’s ability to
survive despite the presence of cancer and better his/her quality of life, QOL. It
can prevent atrophic gastritis and benign tumors from turning malignant.

The Characteristics Of The More Effective No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid
The More Effective of No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid (called the More Efficient of Tian
Xian Liquid in the following text) is based on the Improved No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid and
introduces the latest medicine-making technology. It has become the more efficient
traditional Chinese medicine. With the proof of the experiments in the BRI Research
Institute of USA and the FRC Research Institute of Taiwan, the More Efficient of Tian
Xian Liquid can restrain the spread of cancer cells and kill the cells more directly.
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Its characteristics are as follows:
(1) “Wall-breaking Theory” is the latest theory of killing cancer cells. that is to say,
it has strong penetrating effect, accelerates the cells to self-destruct and dissolves
the tumors.
With this special combination, it can destroy the cell nucleus of the cancer
cells, kill and restrain cancer cells, and bring the positive effects into full play.
Its poison prevention effect is more obvious and its efficacy is much longer on a
various assortment of cells of tumor strains.
(2) Since it is composed of natural crude drugs, seldom does it have any side effects.
At the same time, it improves the immunity and makes the cancer symptoms
disappear.
(3) After radiation or chemical treatment, usage of the Tian Xian Liquid will fully
cooperate in the prevention of cancer cell division and reduce the side effects.
Efficiency of the product is heightened with the addition of a few Tian Xian
Pellets.
(4) It is extensively suitable for all kinds of cancers. The effects become more
noticeable if Tian Xian Embolism is used simultaneously with the Tian Xian
Liquid.
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The Characteristics Of The No. 1 Tian Xian Pellets
(1)

The Mechanical Theory Of Tian Xian Pellets’ Effects
Based on clinical experiments in restraining cancer out of and in animal
bodies, it was agreed unanimously that the No. 1 Tian Xian Pellets (called Tian
Xian pellets in the following text) has the function of killing and restraining many
kinds of malignant tumors. At present, the mechanical theories of various kinds of
anti-cancer medicines are observed constantly. Later, we shall explain this aspect
further.
The Function of D Restraining NA (TOP Isomerases)
TOP
There are two kinds of TOP isomerases, which adjust the DNA
structure. They are TOP I and TOP II, the necessary ferments in the
division and multiplication of cells. If one of them is restrained, the
division and multiplication are restrained which means that the cancer
cells are restrained.
In the study of Tian Xian Pellets’ effects in restraining DNA/TOP,
Professor Li Dehua of Tianjin Medicine Science Research Institute proved
that Tian Xian Pellets can have obvious effects in restraining DNA/TOP.
T8 and T9 of the Pellets have the remarkable action of restraining
DNA/TOPII, DNA/TOP I, the cut DNA and the DNA, which have
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become compounded protein. Simply, the results of the research showed
that Tian Xian Pellets have crucial lethal efficacy.
The Active Influence To DNA Convergence And DNA Model
Professor Wu and other persons involved in the research at the
Basic Medicine Research office in Guan Anmen Hospital of the
Traditional Chinese Medicine Research Institute of China at first drew and
made polymerase a from the ascitic fluid of a little mouse L1210. They
then began to study Tian Xian Pellets and discovered that it obviously
restrained polymerase a drawn from the ascitic fluid of the little mouse
L1210.
Basically, the degrees of restraining ferments of different tissues
were generally the same. As the medicine’s density was improved, the
rate of restrained was proportionately increasing. All of this showed that
Tian Xian Pellets have the strong restraining effects for DNA synthesis
system.
The Influence To The Period Of Cancer Cells
Mr. Qu and others at the Tianjin Medicine Science Research
Institute carried through the experiments and the study of Tian Xian
Pellets’ influence to the period of the cancer cells. They found that to
ascitic cancer cells and HeLa cells, the Pellets can increase the cells of
period G2 and M and obviously reduce the cells of period G1 and S. It
can, therefore, be deduced that Tian Xian Pellets can interdict the cell
divisions of period G2 and M.
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The Function Of Improving The Immunity
Countless clinical trials proved that Tian Xian Pellets can evidently
improve the immune system.

As the Pellets build up the defensive

functions inside the body, they bring the most effective results in
restraining the advancement of cancer cells.
(2)

The Categories And Different Effects Of Tian Xian Pellets
In 1988, “the Compound Tian Xian Capsules” (the present No. 1 Tian
Xian Pellets of Tian Xian series) achieved the affirmation of the Chinese
Government as a traditional Chinese medicine.
The more effective prescriptions have been invented with continuous
clinical tests on combinations of crude drugs. They are No. 1, No. 3, No. 5, No.
6, and No. 7 Tian Xian Pellets. Table 5 is for the reference on the characteristics
of each one.

The Characteristics Of The No. 1 Tian Xian Suppositorium Of China
The most significant characteristic is that Tian Xian Suppositorium can be
directly absorbed by rectum mucosa.

Tian Xian Suppositorium passes through the

rectum and does not pass through the intestines and stomach, which helps prevent gastric
acid and other substances from destroying the effective elements in the suppositorium
and releases the burden on the liver. Usually, within thirty minutes from application, the
suppositorium filters into the blood stream and accelerates its circulation. This quick
action has enjoyed high praises from patients and physicians alike.
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whenever the suppositorium is used with fresh crude drugs, it can restrain the growth of
cancer cells and reduce the side effects of radiation and chemical treatment.
The main ingredients are alum, arisaema, dried toad, borneol, astragalus,
sparganium, zedoary, hedyotis, secretio bufonis, camphol, which can detoxify, allay
fever, ease pain, disinfect and are suitable for treating esophagus cancer, stomach cancer,
intestines cancer, lung cancer, liver cancer, Tzukung cancer, ovarian cancer, prostate
gland cancer, testes cancer, urinary cancer, breast cancer, vaginal cancer, malignant
lymph tumor, and piles.

The Characteristics Of No. 1 Tian Xian Plaster In China
The main ingredients of No. Tian Xian Plaster in China (called Tian Xian Plaster
in the following text) include arisaema, dried toad, bezoar, secretio bufonis, camphol, etc.
Because the plaster can be pasted and stuck to the skin and the drug can be assimilated,
its permeability is very strong. The plaster can control cancer cells’ growth and ease the
stimulation of nerve and the pains caused by cancer.
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Table 5: The Categories of Tian Xian Pellets and
Main Crude Drugs and its Effectiveness

No. 1
Tian Xian
Pellets

No. 3
Tian Xian
Pellets

No. 5
Tian Xian
Pellets

Ingredients
The root of Chinese
trichosanthes, the seed
of garden balsam. The
dried venom of toads,
black
nightshade,
trichosanthes
root,
clematis
hedyotis,
bezoar, umbellatepore,
fungus, etc.
Ginseng, the tuber of
dwarf lilyturf, jujube,
the fruit of Chinese
magnoliavine,
astragalus, the dried
rhizome of rehmannia,
angelic, licorice, etc.
The bulb of fritillary,
ginseng,
lucid
asparagus, the bark of
official
magnolia,
cordate
houttuynia,
sun plant, the tuber of
pinelli, licorice, etc.

Effectiveness
To
allay
fever,
detoxify, soften and
ease pain, nourish the
spirit
and
blood
circulation.
To
support effectiveness
of
radiation
and
chemical treatment.

Esophagus cancer,
Stomach
cancer,
carcinoma of large
intestine,
gastrointestinal cancer, etc.

To nourish the spirit
and blood, do good to
the
spleen,
and
stomach, allay fever
and detoxify, and to
improve immunity.

To ease side effects of
radiation and chemical
treatment, leukemia,
etc.

To benefit spirit, clear
lung, reduce phlegm,
clear stones, to allay
fever,
ease
pain,
relieve cough.

No. 6
Tian Xian
Pellets

Bezoar,
capillary
artemisia,
Chinese
thorowax,
Ginseng,
umbellatepore fungus,
etc.

To
allay
fever,
detoxify,
reduce
swelling, clear stones,
open breath, stop pain.

No. 7
Tian Xian
Pellets

Centipede,
whole
worm, antler, apiary,
ginseng,
mountain
arrowhead, selfheal,
etc.

To nourish blood,
clear stones, open
breath, stop pain and
improve
benign
tumors.
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Applicability

Lung cancer, oral
cancer, nasal cancer,
throat cancer, brain
tumor, etc.
Liver
cancer,
gallbladder
cancer,
pancreas
cancer,
cirrhosis, acute and
chronic
hepatitides,
etc.
Breast cancer, ovary
cancer,
Tzukung
cancer, thyroid cancer,
kidney cancer, bone
cancer,
prostate
cancer, testes cancer,
bladder cancer, penis
cancer, skin cancer
etc.
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Chapter IV
Clinical Experiments Prove Effectiveness

Clinical Experiments Of Ten Research Institutions
In this chapter, we shall introduce concrete clinical research data, the dates and
materials of experiments, the probe into Tian Xian Liquid and the effectiveness of its
clinical treatments. Because the results had been diligently recorded into the research
thesis, it is still difficult to transcribe them into simple, lay language. It does not matter
even if readers skip this part as long as the reader realize that any result of the clinical
experiments can show excellent anti-cancer efficacy.
From 1984 to 1996, the experiments were carried through in more than thirty
cancer research institutions and special organizations such as the American State Cancer
Center, the Chinese Medicine Research Institute of China, the Tianjin Medicine Science
Research Institute and so one. The tests were about toxicology and pharmacology. All
studied the stabilized and excellent anti-cancer properties of Tian Xian Liquid. Even if
the patients take the Liquid continuously, no harm will come to the vital internal organs
and structures such as the red blood cells, white blood cells, blood platelet, heart, liver,
kidney, etc.
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The Anti-Cancer Medicine With Extensive Usage
Tian Xian Liquid has apparent restraining powers and affects the DNA
compounding period of the cancer cells. It is certain that its restraining rate can reach
40% to 89.1%. As for the clinical experiments done on patients, those who have not
undergone surgery, radiation or chemical treatments, who are suffering from telophase
esophagus cancer and stomach cancer, and those who experienced recurrence after
treatment, it is found that the liquid can stop the growth of the cancer cells. The actual
data include 2.6% completely healed (tumors disappeared completely), 9.3% partial relief
(tumors decreased more than half the previous size), and 77.2% stability (tumors decrease
less than half the previous size but cancer cells have stopped increasing).
What’s more, Tian Xian Liquid has the excellent effect in improving the patients’
condition and greatly solved the anorexia problem of those suffering from esophagus
cancer as well as those in pain. To the esophagus cancer patients, Tian Xian Liquid,
radiation treatment (725 cases) and chemical treatment (131 cases) were used together in
the clinical experiments. Double effects were observed; complete relief for those who
underwent radiation treatment increased by 28.3% (P<0.1) and that of the chemical
treatment increased by 25% (P<0.05). It is, therefore, certain that Tian Xian Liquid can
improve the effectiveness of radiation and chemical treatment.
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Table 6: The Main Anti-Cancer Effectiveness And Functions Of Tian Xian Liquid
(1)

The barrier function to cancer cells
The ingredients of Tian Xian Liquid erect barriers to the cancer cells and make
them unable to continue multiplication at the growing phase of cancer cells 1.
a) It can stop cancer cells from multiplying and make them die at some point
in the multiplication period.
b) It can impede and stop the breathing of cancer cells so that they die at the
energy metabolism stage.
c) It can destroy cancer cells and dissolve the tumor.

(2)

The function of adjusting metabolism
The Liquid restrains the multiplication of cancer cells by changing the various kinds
of metabolism which are necessary for the process. In the meantime, it can improve
the metabolism of the organisms affected by the cancer cells. The crude drugs that
have the function of adjusting metabolism are black nightshade, climbing
nightshade, angelica, and the root of red-rooted salvia.

(3)

The function of great immunity improved
The Liquid can adjust internal conditions so as to strengthen the immune system
while the multiplication of cancer cells is restrained. The crude drugs that support
this function are ginseng, pachman, Chinese honey locust, the root of Chinese
trichosanthes, etc.

(4)

The functions of trace elements
The movements of trace elements can change the organism’s physiology and drive
the genetic cells to destroy the cancer cells.
a) Se: the genetic cells of organic Se have the restraining function, control cancer
cells and then prevent the division of mid-period cancer cells.
b) Ge: Ge can accelerate the secretions of the soluble substance II of lymph and
interferon I, stimulate the autoecious anti-cancer function and control the
growth and pervasion of tumors.
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In addition, in the study of immunity pathology, whenever esophagus cancer
patients take Tian Xian Liquid before surgery, it is found that the reaction of the cells
inside and outside the lymph and phagocytes become strong after the tumor samples cut
in the operation are studied through pathologic histology and electron microscope while
the cancer karyons and its cells begin to degenerate and necrosis appears.
According to the above results, it can be said that Tian Xian Liquid is the kind of
medicine with extensive usages especially the separated treatment of telophase cancers.
It can be used with chemical treatment and radiation treatment and can be considered as
the ideal Chinese medicine to prevent cancer recurrence and metastasis.
(I)

The Experiments On Animal Toxicology
Little White Mouse
When the little white mouse takes Tian Xian Liquid, the absolute lethal
dose is 18.2g/kg; the smallest lethal dose is 9.1g/kg and there is no obvious sign
of toxicity. In addition, LD50 (short for lethal dose, meaning a half of lethal
dose) is 13.62±1.6g/kg (Table 7). The reason is the breathing difficulties.
Big White Mouse
Experiment (I) Of Big White Mouse
First, the big white mice are respectively fed up to 3.5g/kg, 2.8g/kg,
22.6g/kg, 18.4g/kg, 15.3g/kg of Tian Xian Liquid. After a week’s observation,
the obvious toxic reaction is not found.
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Experiment (II) Of Big White Mouse
Each mouse is fed 4.21g/kg every day. The total time is ninety days. The
weights of the big mice of the medicine-using group grow more and more slowly
than those of the non-medicine-using group. There is no obvious influence to the
functions of the red blood cells, white blood cells, blood platelet, heart, kidney,
liver, etc. With the biological dissections and contraction of the mice of forty-five
days and those of ninety days, there is no apparent damage.
Cat
The cats respectively take 0.7g/kg, 0.6g/kg of Tian Xian Liquid. More
than half of the two groups of cats vomit several hours after taking the medicine.
At the same time, there are changes on the electrocardiograms and the movements
of their hearts become slow. The hearts of 1/3 of the excessive medicine-using
group are damaged by the conduction Block III. The symptoms of ventricular
reaction appear, such as induced by digitalis (used as cardiac stimulant, the
medicinal plant origination from Europe). Then the cats die. The surviving cats
stabilize in seven hours after they are fed Tian Xian Liquid. Based on the
foregoing acute toxic reaction, Tian Xian Liquid belongs to the medicine without
toxicity. The hypersensitivities to toxic reactions of various kinds of animals are
different. In addition, patients who take digitalis take this medicine.
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Table 7: Parameter of the Acute Toxic Experiments of Tian Xian Liquid
to Little White Mice.
The absolute lethal dose

18.2(g/kg)

The minimal lethal dose

9.1(g/kg)

The shortest time to die after taking

4 hours

The longest time to die after taking

3 days

The average surviving time for dying animals

15 days

The time for toxic animals to stabilize

15 days

LD50

13.62±1.6(g/kg)

(Notes: The experiment group of Kunming mice arranges 7 phases of dispensing dose
and investigate the conditions of 10 mice. The maximum dose is the maximum dose.
The dose reduces by 0P x 1 at 1:07. The group observes the weight for 6 days after the
medicine has been taken for 3 days, then calculate LD50 with Probity until (average 5,
having the normal variable with standard warp 1).
(II) The Function Of Cell Toxicity
Tian Xian Liquid is made from crude drugs with strong toxicity (the root
of Chinese trichosanthes, indigo, hedyotis, black nightshade, etc.).

The

experiments of the American State Cancer Center prove that Tian Xian Liquid has
the cell toxicity against ten kinds of cancers (lung cancer, breast cancer, leukemia,
Zhivay mother cell tumor, kidney cancer, malignant melanoma, brain cancer,
stomach cancer) and forty-eight kinds of cancer cell strains. It can stop not only
the protein compounding, which is necessary for the growth of cancer cells, but
also impede the multiplication period of cancer cells. Further, it accelerates the
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dissolution of cancer cells. The lethal characteristic of Tian Xian Liquid is related
to the density and the term of validity.
(III) The Influence To The Cell Period And DNA Compounding
The characteristic of Tian Xian Liquid’s effectiveness against cancer
tumors is that it can directly upset the DNA compounding of cancer tumor cells.
On the basis of density differences, Tian Xian Liquid can restrain the DNA
compounding of HeLa cells (a kind of cancer cell found in a Tzukung cancer
patient by Dr. George Gal of John Hopkins Hospital in 1951) and change the
multiplication period of the said cancer cells. Table 8 shows the liquid with the
density of 10~20mg/ml can prevent the divisions of cells in the period G2 and M
and most of HeLa cells appear in the period of G2 and M. If the density increases
to 40mg/ml, it obviously restrains the DNA compounding of cancer cells and
even the DNA of the cancer cells decrease. The cells of the period G1 and M are
hypersensitive to radiations.

Tian Xian Liquid had the obvious effects of

restraining the lethal ability of cancer cells in the period G2 and M when used
with radiation treatments.

Tian Xian Liquid shows the obvious restraining

function to DNA/TOP of the human body. The forming of the marker with these
ferments restrain the compounding of protein. In other words, it destroys DNA.
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Table 8: The Influence of Tian Xian Liquid to HeLa cells and DNA contents

Cell period

G1 (%)

S (%)

G2, M (%)

Object Group

25

60

15

Tian Xian Liquid

6

50

44

20 μ g/ml

1

19

80

30 μ g/ml

17

60

23

40 μ g/ml

78

20

2

10 μ g/ml

(IV) The Strengthening Effectiveness To Radiation Therapy
We use the anoxia HeLa cells and the forming manner of the growing
colony (a kind of segregated thallus or the multiplied cell colony in the growth
media) to study the effectiveness to radiation therapy. The counting of Seven
Coulombs (to take the charge S1 as a unit, the charges transferred in one minute
by current A1 added the fixed number equals the charges of 18 times of 6.25*10)
and computer simulations are the typical ways of attacking markers once. The
life curve of cells treated with A, B equation indicates that Tian Xian Liquid has
the strengthening effectiveness. However, when Tian Xian Liquid improves the
efficacy of radiation treatment, it is based on the radiation amount.
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(V) The Restraining Function To The Tested Tumors
The experiment is carried out in which mice and weasels are transplanted
with the adrenalin entity of tumor S180, adrenalin ascites carcinoma, ruminant
stomach (the first stomach of ruminant), flat tumor, lung cancer Levis, mouse
leukemia L1210. Thirty days later, the cancer tumor planted group is divided into
two, one is Tian Xian Liquid group and the other is the non-Tian Xian Liquid
group. The average diameter of the cancer tumors in the non-Tian Xian Liquid
group is 8.1mm while the average diameter of cancer tumor in Tian Xian Liquid
group is 8.6mm. The dose of Tian Xian Liquid group is 2-5g/kg once every day
and the total time is twenty-one days. Twenty-four hours after the last dose, the
animals in each group begin to die and the tumors are then weighed. The results
show that the restraining rates of Tian Xian Liquid to solid tumor and flat
proventiculus tumor are 58.7 (P<0.01) to 2g/kg and 89.1% (P<0.001) to 5g/kg
(Table 9).
(VI) The Data On The Clinical Cases In The Cancer Treatment
In the clinical experiments, the patients of the telophase peptic cancer are
continuously given the medicine. 10 ml of the medicine is given three times a
day.
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Table 9: The Effectiveness of Tian Xian Liquid to Cancer
in the Common Mice Experiments
Kinds of

Number of

Dose

Oral

Restraining rate

tumors

Mice

(g/kg)

Dose

& surviving days

10

2

21

35.6%

10

5

21

48.3%

10

Comparing groups

21

-

9

2

18

54.9%

Adrenalin

9

5

18

57.6%

Entity

9

Comparing groups

18

-

5

2

20

46.9%

Lung cancer

5

5

20

56.4%

Lewis

5

Comparing groups

20

-

Flat

6

2

21

58.7%

Proventriculus

6

5

21

89.1%

Tumor

6

Comparing groups

21

-

Adrenalin

10

2

18

8.0 days

Ascites

10

5

18

7.5 days

Carcinoma

10

Comparing groups

18

-

6

2

14

8.2 days

6

5

14

8.4 days

6

Comparing groups

14

-

S180

L1210

(VII) The Data On The Clinical Experiments Of Single Use Of Tian Xian Liquid For
Peptic Carcinoma
More than thirty medical organizations in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai
conducted the clinical experiments of Tian Xian Liquid to 696 cases of telophase
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esophagus cancer, stomach cancer, and intestinal cancer. The evaluation assured
that the successful cases are 620 except the cases where cancer stabilized
according to the present standard of China. It is also certain that Tian Xian Liquid
enjoys high success rate (Table 10).

Table 10: The Effectiveness of Single Use of Tian Xian Liquid
for Telophase Cancers
Names

Number of

Successful

Failed

Effectiveness

Of tumors

cases

Cases

Cases

Rate

Esophagus cancer

225

201

24

89.3

Stomach cancer

376

334

42

88.8

Intestines cancer

95

85

10

89.5

Lung cancer

94

73

21

77.7

Liver cancer

34

25

9

73.5

Adenoma of breast

78

56

22

71.8

Brain tumor

46

28

18

61.0

(VIII) The Clinical Treatment Of Esophagus Cancer With Simultaneous Use Of
Tian Xian Liquid And Surgery
If the patient of esophagus cancer takes Tian Xian Liquid before
operation, it is found that a great number of lymph cells penetrate into the
cancer tissues or the surrounding areas of the cancer cells and the cancer cells
begin to become necrotic as observed from the sample removed in the
operation. At the same time, the karyons of cncer cells and the material cells
start to degenerate. From these results, it is sure that Tian Xian can improve the
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immune system. What’s more, in some surgery cases, the tissues around the
tumor become malacic and easy to fall off which can make the operation
proceed smoothly. Because Tian Xian Liquid can greatly improve the immune
system, the recurrence rate after surgery has decreased by 44% from 69% to
25% for removal operation and the cases of the residual and transfer tumor
tissues.
(IX)

The Clinical Treatment With The Simultaneous Use Of Tian Xian Liquid
And Radiation Therapy
The clinical treatments of the patients of esophagus cancers of middle
phase and telophase with radiation therapies of different radioactive rays and
Tian Xian Liquid have been successfully implemented. It can be deduced from
results that the efficacy of both treatments have been greatly improved with the
simultaneous applications.

That is to say, Tian Xian Liquid indeed has

excellent restraining function on esophagus cancer (Tables 11 and 14).

Table 11: The success rate of “900ml of Tian Xian Liquid + half of DT4000cgy
irradiation” and “single radiation with half of DT4000cgy irradiation”
Therapy Total

Success rate (%)

Tian Xian Liquid and Radiation

80

Single radiation

45
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Table 12: The success rate of “1350ml of Tian Xian Liquid + half of DT4000cgy
irradiation” and “single radiation with half of DT6000~7500cgy irradiation”
Therapy Total

Success rate (%)

Tian Xian Liquid and Radiation

80

Single Radiation

60

Table 13: The success rate of “1350ml of Tian Xian Liquid + half of
DT6000~7500cgy irradiation” and “single radiation with total DT6000~7500cgy
irradiation”
Therapy Total

Success rate (%)

Tian Xian Liquid and Radiation

95

Single Radiation

60

Table 14: The success rate of “1350ml of Tian Xian Liquid + total DT6000~7500cgy
irradiation” and “single radiation with total DT4000cgy irradiation” to the
esophagus cancers of middle and telophase.
Therapy Total

Success Rate (%)

Tian Xian Liquid and Radiation

71.4

Single Radiation

11.9

Table 15: The contrast of the successes of Tian Xian Liquid + chemical anti-cancer
medication as against single anti-cancer medicine to esophagus cancer
Therapy Total

Success Rate (%)

Tian Xian Liquid + chemical anti-cancer
medication

79.2

Single anti-cancer medicine

11.9
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Table 16: The rate of side effects caused by radiation therapy has been reduced by
Tian Xian Liquid
Sickness
Symptoms

(%)

(X)

And

Hair

Vomiting

Loss

82.3

79.3

Catarrh

83.6

Reduction of

Reduction of

Reduction

White blood

blood

of

cells

platelets

hemoglobin

93.7

98.1

88.5

The Clinical Treatment With The Simultaneous Uses Of Tian Xian Liquid
And Anti-Cancer Medication
The experiment group and comparative group are arranged. Tian Xian
Liquid and anti-cancer medication are used simultaneously on the patients of
esophagus cancer in the middle phase and telophase. The result shows that Tian
Xian Liquid can in a short period manifest effectiveness against cancer and can
minimize the side effects of the arrest of bone marrow caused by the anti-cancer
drugs (Tables 15 and 16). In addition, the most attractive aspect is that lund
cancer and lymphoma are eased in a short span after taking the Liquid with the
anti-cancer medicine. The long-term effect is still being studied in further clinical
tests. This item of the experiment indicates that the simultaneous usage of Tian
Xian Liquid and chemical anti-cancer drugs can improve the cure rate of
esophagus cancer to 25%.
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The Side Effects Of Tian Xian Liquid
20 ml of Tian Xian Liquid is used once for clinical experiments. Though
3% of the patients feel uncomfortable in their stomachs and have a jaded appetite,
the majority came around after taking the Liquid continuously. Added to this,
among the patients who take only Tian Xian Liquid, no harm to their internal
organs such as the liver, kidney, heart, lungs, hematopoietic system, etc. has been
manifested.

The Examples Of Various Functions
The above data all come from the clinical trials of the American State Cancer
Center, the Traditional Chinese Medicine Research Institute of Chine, Tianjin Medicine
Science Research Institute, etc. Its results can be verified further. The ingredients of
Tian Xian Liquid have various kinds of functions. The mechanical function showing its
efficacy becomes more obvious with the experiments conducted.
For example, as far as the mechanical function of crude drugs on cell toxicants is
observed, crude drugs can prevent the compounding of protein which is necessary for the
growth of cancer cells. Because they can confuse the multiplication process of the cancer
cells by directly affecting the compounding of DNA, the dead cell membranes dissolve
by themselves.
On the other hand, the side effects are clearly reduced and the death rate is also
minimized. When radiation therapy and the Liquid are used simultaneously, it is certain
that the Liquid can improve the body’s sensitivity to the radiation therapy and intensify
the lethal characteristics of the radioactive rays.
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Its efficacy in strengthening white blood cells and various immunities are actually
proven. By increasing hemoglobin, it improves the oxygen-supplying ability of the red
blood cells and renew the vigor of the blood. In other words, Tian Xian Liquid can
reduce the activity of free radicals (active oxygen). With respect to its ability as an antioxidant, we can see the reduction of free radicals and peroxide lipin in the patients’
bodies.
Tian Xian Liquid can actually restrain the activation of cancer cells although we
do not know which among its ingredients unleashes this lethal action on the cancer cells.
Doctor Blade Fort, pioneer and expert in the field of free radical research all over
the world and Director of BRI Consortium Research Institute of USA, released the
following statement as conclusion to his policy studies in the usage of Tian Xian Liquid:
“Firstly, I suggest performing an operation or to use Tian Xian Liquid when undergoing
anti-cancer treatment or radiation therapy. That is the basic policy in the treatment of
patients in my hospital. Of course, the safest way is to remove the cancer cells. Though
the anti-cancer medicine and radiation treatment have their specified usefulness, they
cannot succeed in removing the free radicals in the body.

Sometimes, they even

accelerate the increase of free radicals in the body. In this aspect, the anti-oxidation
action of Tian Xian Liquid is most attractive. Moreover, Tian Xian Liquid can improve
the immune system and restrain the further development of cancer cells. There is no
more ideal medicine than Tian Xian Liquid.”
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Chapter V
How To Prevent Cancer And Metastasis

Alter Daily Habits And Lifestyle
For diseases such as cancer, the treatment process can be accomplished
successfully despite the fact that it can hardly be cured. The possibilities of the disease
recurring or metastasizing exist.

It is, therefore, important that a routine health

examination be conducted on a regular basis. Self-observation is also very important.
Patients should pay attention to such pathologic signs such as tumors, nodes,
pains, anorexia, fatigue, weight loss, etc.

Patients should report to the doctor

immediately when any such abnormal symptoms manifest.
Since cancer is considered as a lifestyle disease, it is dependent upon the patient
to realize the factors in his life that have caused the disease in the first place. Such
factors may be the daily stresses in work, studies, spiritual pressure as well as diseases
such as high blood pressure and diabetes. Patients should look into their daily habits and
improve their living condition as well.
Is your died balanced and does it contain enough fiber?
Are you drinking too much alcoholic liquor?
Do you smoke?
Is your lifestyle regular?
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Are you disturbed or upset by pressures?
Pay more attention to your health when such unusual circumstances
occur.
Take foods that can prevent cancer.
When you are considering a change, daily diet is the first aspect you should look
into. Various foods contain materials that can cause cancer. Such foods include pickled
food, fumigated food and deep-fried food, etc. Also, there are various foods that are
beneficial because they contain anti-cancer nutrients. Knowing what these foods are can
go a long way in fortifying your body against cancer attack.

Foods That Can Prevent Cancer
Melon and Fruits
Watermelon, Cushaw, Chinese watermelon, Balsam pear, Pawpaw, Apple, pear,
Lemon, Loquat, Mandarin Orange, Tangerine, Orange, Banana, Grape, Fig, Haw, Ebony,
Olive, Strawberry, Jujube, Walnut, Apricot, Peach, Mulberry
Vegetables and Seaweek
Garlic, garlic bud, Shallot, Ginger, Sword bean, Cabbage, Bamboo shoots,
Aubergine, Radish, Carrot, Bean sprouts, Sea tangle, Sea tangle sprouts, Sea moss, Pearl
moss, Cress, Spinach, Celery, Tomato
Edible Mushroom
Agaric, Mushroom, Fungus
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Cereal
Mung bean, Soybean, Wheat, Buckwheat, Corn, Cornmeal, Job’s tears,
Broomcorn
Animal
Loach, Sea cucumber, Crucian, Qinghua fish, Oyster, Clam, Field snail
Others
Honey, Sunflower seed, Bean curd, Buttermilk, Vinegar, Chrysanthemum, Tea

Well-Known Anti-Cancer Effects Of Tian Xian Liquid
The research of Dr. R. W. Britford, Director of US BRI Corp. Research Institute,
has been described in Chapter four of Section I. Dr. Britford is a pioneer as well as
authority in the field of free radicals (active oxygen) research. He believed that the cause
of the diseases originated from free radicals. Through an analysis of the amounts of free
radicals in the micrography of the blood, various diseases can be diagnosed. The theory
and technique are complicated and technical that it will not serve the purpose to
enumerate all of them now. Suffice it to say that one can calculate the amount of free
radicals through a special method, diagnose the patient’s health conditions then observe
through the micrograph approach, the actual stage of the disease.
Recently, people have begun to pay more attention to free radicals because it is
now considered as the main cause of cancer and other debilitating illnesses. To explain
the existence of free radicals, when air comes into our body, the oxygen is transformed
in our body through the energy transition process.

Free radicals are so called

oxygenation-form oxygen. Ordinarily, when virus invades the body, the oxygenation
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materials will kill the invading virus and bacteria. Free radicals act like our guard in the
body.
The problem arises, however, when there are too much active oxygen than
normally acceptable.

Unfortunately, free radicals can very easily propagate in a

pathological way. When combined with unsaturated fatty acid, it becomes the prime
criminal for various chronic diseases and will produce peroxid materials.
Dr. Britford and the Research Team began to measure the number of free radicals
with reference to daily diagnoses and treatments and drew a conclusion that the free
radicals are indeed the reason why cancer worsens. In trying to find solutions for
elimination of peroxid materials, Chinese herbal medicine has been considered and the
group zeroed in on Tian Xian Liquid.
The research cycle went from trying to eliminate peroxid materials and free
radicals to concentration on Chinese herbal medicine then Chinese Medicine and finally,
Tian Xian Liquid. Because majority of the research member were Chinese, Dr. Britford
was fortunate to be apprised of the value of traditional Chinese medicine.
Many procedures and various tests were undertaken. The elimination effect of
Tian Xian Liquid on free radicals and peroxid materials was proven beyond a doubt. The
anti-oxygenation capability of Tian Xian Liquid was also tested in the center by Dr.
Britford as well a by other international research institutions.
The joint research project was undertaken with the cooperation of the Chinese
Tumour Society, professors of Bio-physics Research Institute, China Science Academy,
Bio-chemical clinical PhD of Cliffland University, USA, and the staffs of General Health
Department of Capital University, USA. After two years of research, the position paper
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was published in both Chinese and English languages. The paper outlines in details the
numbers of experiment materials used and pertinent data.
The structure of this invaluable research paper is outlined as follows:
1. Experiment On Eliminating Free Radicals
Tian Xian Liquid can eliminate various free radicals effectively.
Eliminate hyper-oxygen free radicals, over 0.3 million SDD/1cc.
Eliminate free radicals produced by leucocyte that Vitamin E has no
effect on.
Eliminate free radicals that Vitamin C has no effect on.
The capability of eliminating oxygenation fat is much higher than that of
Vitamin E.
2. Toxicological Experiment
Through a series of tests on small mice, Tian Xian Liquid has passed strict
experiment standards on acute toxicity test, marrow cells micro test, germ
cell aberration test and Ames test, also passed safety test for medicine
toxicity.
3. Immunity Function Test
Through a series of tests on small mice, to test:
a. Tian Xian Liquid can enhance the protective ability of the white
blood cells;
b.Enhance lymph transformation in spleen; and,
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c. Enhance hemolysis mechanism of blood serum and ability of antihost of parasite, which can be understood as obviously improving
immunity characteristics.
4. Restrain Function For Tumor
It can be demonstrated via small mice experiments on caruncle and
liver cancer that the restraining function is not in the shade of chemical
medicine 5-Fu. And, the more dosage used, the better the effect obtained.
In addition, through comparative tests with glossy ganoderma and
green algae, Tian Xian Liquid has obviously better effect than the
comparative group.
Four experiments mentioned above proved that Tian Xian Liquid
has already passed general specific tests.
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating
Uterus Cancer And Breast Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Defeat The Cancer Monster Twice
Edith Shih, 49, Housewife, San Francisco, U.S.A.,



Cherish Renewed Health With Heartfelt Gratitude
Miss Shimada, 44, Unemployed, Tokyo



Value Remaining Life More
Lady Nakagawa, 62, Housewife, Osaka



Pursue The Beautiful Life While Suffering From A Disease Beyond Cure
Miss Sato, 36, Housewife, Miyazaki County



A Beam of Light In The Darkness
Lau Siu Ying, 65, Housewife, Hong Kong



Living Is The Best Proof
Liang Bai Cuizhu, 62, Housewife, Taiwan, Taipei

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Breast Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Gain Courage In The Embrace of Nature
Lady Okada, 69, Housewife, Gifu County
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Regain Vitality And Hope
Lady Nakada, 59, Housewife, Osaka



Relish The Joys Of Life
Lady Saho, 45, Teacher, Thailand



Reclaim Life With God’s Blessing
Lady Alina, 53, Housewife, Manila, Philippines



More Energetic Than Before
Wang Meiyun, 41, Housewife, Malaysia



The Threat Of Death Poses A Challenge
Lady Ohara, 43, Housewife, Totori County



Living Peacefully With Cancer
Mr. Gotou, 49, Tokushima County

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Lung Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


A Warrior Who Has Fought Against Cancer For 10 Years
Mr. Fukuda, 68, Retired, Yamakuchi County



Family Members’ Love Defeat The Cancer Monster
Mr. Kisohara, 69, Company Employee, Mie County



“Confidence” Is The Only Road To Cure
Mr. Eta, 72, Retired, Yamaguchi County
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Snatch The Last Straw
Mr. Kitahara, 45, Responsible Personnel of a Company, Osaka



Forget The Disease And Live A Vigorous Life
Mrs. Yang, 71, Housewife, Taipei, Taiwan



The Fortunes And Misfortunes Of Life Are Unpredictable
Lady Nakamura, 62, Housewife, Tokyo



Greet The 21st Century With My Wife
Lady Yamane, 55, Housewife, Fukushima County



It Is Not Impossible To Restore Life To Normal
Mr. Nakashima, 74, Retired, Tokyo



Family’s Support Is The Best Cure
Zhu Cheng, 66, Retired, Taipei, Taiwan



Change The Ruthless Prediction Of Death
Mr. Yakeshime, 64, Retired, Nakashima



A Mother Who Meets The End With Great Courage
Daughter’s account, Lu Taitai, 76, Retired, Taipei, Taiwan



It Is Not Long Before Returning To Society
Lim Mu Xin, 72, Company Owner, Fukuoka County



“Hope” Is Always At The Next Turn
Mr. Yamada, 41, Private Entrepreneur, Chiba County



Never Give Up
Lady Ishikawa, 67, Housewife, Tokyo
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Iron-Like Will Power
Chen Liangyi, 60, Veteran, Taipei, Taiwan



For My Family’s Sake, I Should Not Be Defeated
Lau Wai, 55, Guard at a Primary School, Hong Kong



Only When I Fell Ill Did I Realize That Health Is Heaven
Wang Zhouhong, 63, Shop Owner, Malaysia



Relish the Happiness In Uttering Words Again
Kan Mukkwun, 54, Fire-fighter, Hong Kong

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Liver Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Climb From The Valley Of Despair
Mr. Kido, 66, Company Personnel, Osaka



How Joyful It Is To Live A Peaceful Life
Mr. Kimura, 59, Retired, Yamakuchi County



Face Disease With The Will-Power Needed In Climbing Mountains
Mr. Horikuchi, 70, Employee, Gunma County



Never Accept Failure
Lady Sawada, 77, Housewife, Byogo County



Trembling With The Wish For Recovery
Mr. Shimada, 65, Company Employee, Kanagawa County
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Never Let Father Die Of Cancer
Mr. Oishi, 64, Private Entrepreneur, Kanagawa County



I Cannot Recall The Time When I Was Lying In Bed With Disease
Lady Hirashima, 53, Employee, Hiroshima County



I Believe, So I Recover
Putlapun, 53, Private Entrepreneur, Thailand



My Wife’s Great Love Gets Back My Health
Puttawala, 52, Thailand



Don’t Give Up!
Mr. Nakaro, 49, Private Entrepreneur, Miyagi County



It Is Like A Nightmare When I Look Back
Mr. Oshima, 62, Retired, Chiba County



It Is Better To Live Even Just One More Day
Mr. Ikeda, 51, Company Employee, Saidama County



Curb The Horse At The Cliff To Regain Your Health
Mr. Oda, 69, Retired, Tokyo



Finally, I Can Enjoy A Peaceful Life In My Old Age
Lady Namiki, 78, Housewife, Kanagawa County



The Ever Worsening Nightmare Finally Stops
Mr. Tokokawa, 67, Retired, Kanagawa County



Slip Through The Crevice Of The Fingers Of The God of Death
Lady Efuji, 51, Housewife, Byogo County
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Inspire Determination To Fight Cancer
Mr. Cheng Chi Keung, 67, Retired, Hong Kong



Feel The Beauty Of Life
Jun Wan, 58, Writer, Taipei, Taiwan



Health Returns To Me
Chen Wumei, 70, Housewife, Taipei, Taiwan



I Am Not Alone In My Fight Against Cancer
Mr. Dong, 56, Teacher, Taipei, Taiwan



Rediscover The Love Between Grandparents And Grandsons
Mr. Nick Mark, 62, Business Consultant, New York, U.S.A.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Stomach Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Make Good Use Of Medicine And Regain Life
Mr. Obune, 55, Company Employee, Tokyo



Start From The Victory At The Wei Qi Competition
Mr. Furotaka, 74, Retired, Tochigi County



The One Who Survived Cancer Stands Before You
Mr. Kobayashi, 71, Retired, Kanagawa County



Escape From The Tentacles Of Anti-Cancer Drugs
Lady Takada, 58, Housewife, Shiga County
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Believing Is The Best Treatment
Mr. Nosaki, 65, Company Director, Tokyo



Feel The Essence Of Life Again
Mr. Watase, 56, Employee, Saga County



My Sincere Suggestions
Lady Kishima, 79, Housewife, Tokyo



I Believe In Miracles
Chen Wenchao, 60, Yeteral, Gaoxiong, Taiwan



Cancer Disappeared
Yeung Ching Wan, 58, Housewife, Hong Kong



Selected Treatments For Old Patients
Lady Kurosawa, 87, Housewife, Hokaido



Choice To Accept Silently Or Change My Lifestyle
Lady Noda, 64, Housewife, Tokyo

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Intestinal Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


A Healthier Life After Cancer
Lady Okubo, 67, Housewife, Kanagawa County



Defeat Cancer With Absolute Confidence
Mr. Odachi, 48, Private Entrepreneur, Miyagaki County
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A Miraculous Extension From 6 Months To 2 Years
Mrs. Huang, 57, Housewife, Gaoxiong, Taiwan



Reliance On Body And Heart After Operation
Chen Yueyen, 37, Unemployed, Malaysia



Sharing Happiness And Experience
Mr. Kawada,61, Retired, Hiroshima



Family Members Gave Me The Courage To Struggle For Survival
Mr. Fred Walltic, 52, Driver, U.S.A.



Changing Crisis Into Another Chance For Life
Lin Sufeng, 54, Middle School Teacher, Taiwan

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Prostate Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Miraculous Return to Life – A Surprising Delight
Mr. Sakui, 77, Company Director, Kanagawa County



Regain The Happiness Of Life
Mr. Kanada, 81, Retired, Tokyo

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Malignant Lymph Tumor
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Experiences In Fighting Cancer Four Times
Lady Matsuda, 57, Housewife
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Symptoms Disappeared Quickly
Kong Chi Keung, 77, Retired, Hong Kong



Facing Death Courageously
Zeng Yuee, 32, Engaged in Processing Work, Taiwan



Cancer Cells Mysteriously Disappear
Jian Guodeng, 42, Manufacturing & Sales of Automotive Parts, Taipei



For My Wife’s Sake, I Shall Never Give Up
Huang Qingbiao, 37, Food Processor, Taiwan



Good Products Bring New Hope
Ma Meiyu, 46, Housewife, Thailand

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Defeating Skin Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Family’s Support Surpasses All
Lady Nagada, 49, Housewife, Gifu County



Determine To Co-exist With Cancer
Mr. Amenaka, 71, Retired, Chiba County

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Defeating Bone Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Overcome The Tremendous Pain Caused By Cancer
Lady Nagada, 69, Housewife, Shijuoka County
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I Am Not The Only One Who Suffers From Cancer
Lady Yamamura, 65, Housewife, Kanagawa County



Miraculous Return to Life After Being Given Only 3 Months To Live
Mr. Klarkon, 57, College Professor, South Africa



My Experience With Bone Cancer
Wan Rsbiatul, 13, Student, Malacca

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Laryngopharyns Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Try Various Ways And Believe
Mr. Nakahara, 64, Retired, Igeraki County



Resolve Never To Give Up
Mr. Tanaka, 64, Private Entrepreneur, Saga County

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Thyroid Gland Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Desire Never To Give Up
Mr. Ikeyama, 41, Employee, Yamanashi County



If I Had Only Known Of Tian Xian Liquid Earlier
Zhu Zhi Chi, 62, Orderly, Taiwan
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Nose Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


I Am Surprised At The Effects of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Putlachatta, 62, Private Entrepreneur, Thailand



Finding Hope And Not Despair
Zhou Yuzhen, 58, Carpenter, Taiwan



Reviving the Spirit and the Body
Lee Yuk Yin, 52, Businessman, Hong Kong

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Esophagus Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Renewed Happiness For Sons And Grandsons
Ding Suk Ying, 70, Housewife, Hong Kong



How To Care For The Body After Operation
Mr. Etou, 40, Employee, Nakashima County

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Tongue Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Value Life And Value Tian Xian Liquid
Cai Junhui, 42, Bus Driver, Taiwan
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Malignant Thymus Tumor
………………………………………………………………………………………………


No Side Effects Even With Chemical Treatment
Sing Kam Yuen, 36, Employee, Hong Kong

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Other Diseases
………………………………………………………………………………………………


Family Members Surprised By My Recovery
Lady Shimitsu, 63, Saitama County



Improved Physique
Miss Tobashi, 26, Employee, Tokyo



Conquer Excruciating Pain
Mr. Kikuchyo, 70, Retired, Kanagawa County



Iron Deficient Patient Enjoy Food Again
Mr. Nohara, 39, Employee, Tokyo



Natural Nutritious Liquid Conquers Listlessness
Miss Sakara, 29, Employee, Tokyo
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating
Uterus Cancer and Breast Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Defeat The Cancer Monster Twice
Edith Shih, 49, Housewife, San Francisco, U.S.A.

Do Not Question “Why Do I Suffer From Cancer?”
Eight years ago, my family immigrated to the U.S.A. and generally adapted well
to life there. My mother-in-law died of cancer, so I took care of the cooking and kept
balanced activities. In my regular and normal life, I found I was quite fatigued in
October 1997 and my physiological cycle was in disorder. I went to the hospital for an
examination and was diagnosed as suffering from uterus cancer.

“Why Did Cancer Catch Me?”
It was like lightning that struck from nowhere. When I was told I only have 5
years to live, I made up my mind to try various kinds of treatment. From the doctor’s
cold and mechanical tone, I felt that I was no longer a normal person but a “cancer
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patient”. I felt deeply that “the so-called cancer patients are targeted for mechanical
treatment in the medical system.”
I did not totally accept what doctors said. I made up my mind to have a thorough
understanding of my disease before deciding on treatment, since it was I who would
undergo the forthcoming treatment and defeat the disease. Tears could not solve the
problem. After I calmed down, I began to collect information.
I decided on the ring-like taper-shaped operation on the cervix of the uterus.
Since the cancer was detected at the early stage, it was not necessary to cut the whole
uterus. The uterus is the most important organ of women, so I thought my uterus should
be saved in any way. The doctor insisted, however, on cutting away the whole uterus and
ovary to prevent transmitting cancer to the other parts of my body. After listening to the
doctor’s suggestion, I became even more convinced that since I only had 5 years more to
live, I might as well keep my uterus. From then on, my fight against cancer began!
Shortly afterwards, however, a serious event happened. The part, which was to be
operated on bled terribly and could not be stopped. I drove to the hospital at once. When
I recall that event, it seems as if God was guiding me through the traffic as all the lights
turned green on my way to the hospital. Normally, it takes 25 minutes to go to the
hospital, but on that day, it took only 15 minutes and during rush hour at that!
The doctor at the hospital was surprised. The degree of bleeding was so profuse
that if I had arrived 5 minutes later, I would have died. I felt myself to be so lucky to
survive this incident that I began to take Tian Xian Liquid in the middle of January 1998.
One month later, in the middle of February, I returned to my hometown in Taipei
to celebrate the Spring Festival. The doctors there said that it was not necessary to cut
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away the whole uterus and ovary but rather to just undergo constant examination. After
returning to the United States, I was told by the doctor in charge and the consulting
doctor that an operation was no longer needed. I felt relieved and there were many
opportunities when I took the trouble of expressing my opinions and sharing my
experiences with other cancer patients through the media and seminars.

Negligence Led To Another Attack Of Cancer
After a period of time, cancer attacked again.

In June, I felt myself fully

recovered so I took a trip to Southeast Asia with members of my family. Maybe it was
the seafood I ate, like the shrimps, crabs and the hot food, I suddenly suffered pain in the
joints of my feet. I also felt quite tired for no apparent reason when we left for Japan in
August.
Upon returning to the U.S.A., I immediately went to see a doctor who found a
hard lump in my breast. Since this happened to me some three years before and the hard
lump gradually disappeared after I took traditional Chinese medicine, I thought that it
was the same problem. To be more cautious, I decided to have further check-up. As I
had expected, the doctor diagnosed breast cancer this time and I regretted not taking Tian
Xian Liquid continuously. I also rued not taking notice of the food I ate because I
thought that my health had been restored. This latest attack taught me a very hard lesson.
Subsequently, the doctor suggested two remedies: cutting away part of the breast
(to include lymph vessels ) and undergoing radiation treatment or cutting away the whole
breast. A doctor of traditional Chinese medicine said that cutting away the whole breast
would cause great damage to the Jingluo and would have negative influence on the body.
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After considering all the possibilities, I went to the hospital and had surgery to cut away
part of my right breast. A tumor measuring 2.5 cm was taken out as well as lymph nodes
under the right armpit. Although I was diligently taking Tian Xian Liquid at that time, I
was unable to have a restful sleep. I felt my vital energy flow away so that I resorted to
applying Tian Xian plaster and slept till the following morning.
One month later, I began radiation treatment. During this time, I felt increasingly
weakened by the treatments.

To prevent metastasis, I had my shoulder up to my

abdomen irradiated with radioactive rays. I felt pain in my liver and eventually in my
lungs. Since my air tube was very weak, I became breathless and coughed terribly.
Finally, even my kidneys were in pain.

Grasp The Critical Moment And Never Give Up Easily
Looking back on the treatment process, I counted up to 33 times of radiation
treatment. There was tremendous pain which was an effect of the treatment. I decided to
add Tian Xian pills and Tian Xian plaster to my regimen and even went to nearby clinics
of traditional Chinese medicine to receive massotherapy on Jingluo. I ultimately felt the
side effects subside and my appetite revived. Life began to be full of vitality again. I
vowed to be strong for my family. Inspired by a strong will power, I completed the full
course of radiation treatment and returned to normal life.
First of all, we should be cautious in choosing the kind of treatment we will
undergo. Choose the one that will do the least harm to our body. We should try to regard
surgery as part of the treatment and combine other therapies to reduce any harm done to
our body. Once the reproductive organ is cut away, hormones will be in imbalance. As a
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result, other parts of the body such as the bladder, large intestine, and ureter will have
problems one by one. That is why I insisted on keeping my uterus and ovary. Since I
knew that many women could not have their bodies restored to normal and even lose
confidence in themselves once they lose their reproductive organ.
I appeal to everyone to avoid treatments that will put a heavy burden on the body.
Second, remember that recurrence is very likely when your immune system is down. As
for me, cancer attacked me again because of fatigue and disorder in my life during a trip
so I try never to disrupt the peaceful rhythm of my days.
Third, pay attention to your diet. Avoid certain foods. Do not eat what you know
can be harmful. Control the intake of meat and fats. It is best to eat five cereal, beans,
vegetable, and keep a balanced diet.
Fourth, control and disciple your emotions. After I found out I had cancer, I
introspected on my life. Since I always tried to be the best in all I do, I was constantly
under tremendous pressure to excel. When the disease caught me, I realized that it is not
always possible to attain perfection. I learned more about my personality in that span of
time when I was sick and made a thorough change.
No one can be perfect. After making sincere efforts, I find that I have become
more agreeable and gentler than before.
The last and the most important is to defeat cancer with the love and support of
your family members. I remember that on the day before my second operation, I came
back from the hospital to find my husband weeping in the dark. I asked him, “What’s the
matter with you?” “Mother died of cancer. But she was old so I can reconciled myself
with that and learn to face life again. But you are so young! How can I be expected to
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live through life without you?” “I love you and I can’t live with you. You can’t be
defeated this way. You should live on for me.” Shedding tears, he expressed his
inconsolable sadness. My husband traveled to other places in line with his work and he
could not take care of me all the time. His tears strengthened my resolve to regain my
health if only for his sake and for the sake of our children.
Now, I am very healthy and I live a happy life. I look back to that period of my
life and I can’t help but sigh with deep emotions; but, I have also obtained my most
precious experiences in this way. No matter what the diagnosis is, even if doctors cannot
help, one should never despair. Never give up for hope will come. I fight as one with
those who are determined never to give up!

]
Cherish Renewed Health With Heartfelt Gratitude
Miss Shimada, 44, Unemployed, Tokyo

Familial Cancer
I was found with uterus cancer after I once fainted due to anemia and was sent to
the hospital for an examination. That was in May 1995. The doctor declared that the
cancer was in the third stage and spreading fast. An operation was promptly needed but I
refused. Both my parents died of cancer. My mother who used to be plump was reduced
to skin and bones after her operation and soon passed away.
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I think I inherited the cancer factor from my parents. Besides, my immune system
was overloaded because of my poor eating habit, mental and physical pressures and
environmental factors. Thus, cancer attacked me. Afterwards, I began to collect relevant
information in search of a suitable treatment for me. I found it necessary to adjust my
lifestyle aside from change my diet.
I was then managing a small company and was very busy. My sleep and diet
were not regulated. I decided to resign from my job to ease the emotional, and mental
stress on my mind and body. As for my diet which normally consisted of meat and
Japanese beef dish, I changed to brown rice, vegetable (root and leaf), and seaweed as
main food.
The most important thing was to improve my immune system. Besides Tian Xian
Liquid, Tian Xian pills and Tian Xian plaster, I tried all the other treatments that I
thought might be able to help such as acupuncture and moxibustion, finger press, Korean
herbs and natural health tea from Brazil.
Even when I took Tian Xian Liquid, however, and ingested as much nutrients as
possible, my digestive system did not work well. Not only was I unable to assimilate the
nutrients, I could not excrete the harmful substances inside of me. In order to enhance
my digestive functions, I began to try a plum essence diet. On the other hand, to help my
body’s assimilation of nutrients, I soaked my feet in hot water that the blood circulation
may be stimulated.
With such efforts, my physical and mental state did not give the cancer cells a
chance to spread and the medicine I took began to take effect. I had been diagnosed with
cancer of IIIb stage but when re-examined, the cancer cells seemed to have disappeared.
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Although I had not recovered fully, I began to know how to keep myself happy. Because
of the feelings of joy and gratitude, I now felt more relaxed about my battle with cancer.
I even traveled abroad and forgot that I had an “incurable disease”.
The irregular life and pressures of the past 10 years were causes that triggered off
the cancer cells. I think I should fight another 10 years to eliminate all the cancer cells
totally. To achieve this goal, I must be confident of my well being and maintain my
present state of mind. I am sure that I can prevent another attack only if I adhere to my
new living habits, maintain a favorable environment so as not to let the cancer cells
spread.

]
Value Remaining Life More
Lady Nakagawa, 62, Housewife, Osaka

Diagnosed As Cystitis By Mistake
In July 1998, I suddenly felt so much discomfort. I felt piercing pain around my
hips so I went to the hospital and was diagnosed for cystitis.
After several months of treatment in the hospital, the pain had not subsided but
had intensified. Finally, my abdomen began to swell and it became difficult to walk.
An ECHO examination revealed that I had serious ascites. I was rushed to a
bigger hospital equipped with modern facilities. The diagnosis was ovarian cancer and
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my life expectancy was 6 months. Since the tumor had grown to 12 cm, an operation was
ruled impossible so I had to rely on chemotherapy alone.
Luckily for me, my daughter found the book entitled “Fighting against Cancer”.
She believed all the information in the book and bought Tian Xian liquid for me
immediately. I began by taking 8 small bottles (80cc) of the Tian Xian liquid every day
and continued this routine for several months. It was so unbelievable that when I went to
the hospital for a follow-up examination, the tumor was verified to have shrunk to half its
original size. The doctor was amazed and suggested that the operation be performed.
Several months later, I was subjected to surgery to cut away my ovary, uterus and
caecum for the cancer was suspected to have spread to these parts of my body. The
doctor later announced that the tumor disappeared completely. I remember going to the
toilet by myself the day after my operation. Even the nurses were surprised. I, myself,
was surprised but delighted by my quick recovery and I believe I could without doubt
attribute this to Tian Xian liquid.
I was released from the hospital soon after. Now, I go to the hospital every
Tuesday to have my follow-up examination. To prevent another attack of cancer, I
continue to take Tian Xian liquid. I am now 62 years old and I shall value my remaining
life more.
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]
Pursue The Beautiful Life
While Suffering From A Disease Beyond Cure
Miss Sato, 36, Housewife, Miyazaki County

Lucky To Escape From Death
Two years ago, I was diagnosed as suffering from cancerous pleurisy transmitted
from ovarian cancer. The therapy plan included an operation to cut away the affected
ovary and chemotherapy thereafter.
All the anti-cancer drugs, however, had no effect. At that time, my health was
utterly deteriorated and I almost had no appetite. The X-rays showed something in two
sides of my chest, tumor and something else in my right ovary. The doctor declared the
situation to be grave. When the disease continued to aggravate, a friend told me that
someone recovered from ovarian cancer of the second stage by taking traditional Chinese
medicine, which was Tian Xian liquid. Encouraged, I immediately bought the products
and started drinking Tian Xian liquid.
After taking Tian Xian liquid for half a year, my appetite was restored, and my
physical condition improved. I became quite different from my former afflicted self and
was released from the hospital.

The tumor in my ovary did not change much but the

something in my chest shrunk and what was in my abdomen disappeared completely.
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I continued to take Tian Xian liquid upon returning home and although I have not
fully recovered from cancer, I still feel I could pursue the beautiful life even with cancer
existing in my body. I would like to thank Tian Xian liquid for helping me enjoy my life
again.

]
A Beam Of Light In The Darkness
Lau Siu Ying, 65, Housewife, Hong Kong

Cancer attacked me again and I was thrown in great despair
I was first diagnosed as having uterus cancer in 1996. Part of my uterus and
ovary were cut away to prevent metastasis.
After the operation, I had radiation treatment to ensure that recurrence would be
prevented.

In the spring of 1997, however, cancer cells were again found in the

remaining part of my uterus and had spread even to my chest and brain. I went through a
series of painful treatment but doctors were still unable to control the disease. This
inability of doctors drove me to the edge of despair. They could not assure me of
anything except that chemotherapy and radiation might help. I did not want to go
through meaningless treatments, however.
When I was feeling really desperate, Doctor Wang Zhenguo, whom my brother
knew, raised the suggestion of taking Tian Xian liquid continuously for half a year. I was
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somehow excited at this recommendation. Under his instructions, I began to take Tian
Xian liquid. My appetite was first revived and my physical condition, consequently,
improved. Six months after starting to take Tian Xian liquid, it became difficult to
discern that I even suffered from cancer. Even the doctors were amazed at my quick
recovery.
When I went to the hospital for my monthly examination, the diagnosis was that
the tumors had disappeared.

]
Living Is The Best Proof
Liang Bai Cuizhu, 62, Housewife, Taipei, Taiwan

I Took Tian Xian Liquid Along and Cancer Cells Disappeared
First, my weight dropped from 50kg to 45kg for no apparent reason. My daughter
began to worry and accompanied me to the Tai Da Hospital for an examination. The
doctor there told me that I had uterus cancer in its third stage.
I was in the hospital for half a year for chemotherapy. During this period, my
daughter heard that her friend’s husband who suffered from stomach cancer and was
predicted to last for only 6 months, recovered by taking Tian Xian liquid. She suggested
doing the same for me. After I was released from the hospital, I began to take Tian Xian
liquid.
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At the beginning, I took 4 bottles per day and continued for 8 days. Then I
reduced it to 3 bottles per day which I continued to take for one year and two months.
Recently, I had another examination and the doctor happily declared that the cancer cells
have disappeared completely from my body.
I did not tell him about Tian Xian liquid because doctors in Taiwan believe that
Chinese treatments do not work at all. I did not want to hurt his confidence in his healing
modality. It is a fact, though, that I defeated cancer. I suggest, therefore, for other cancer
patients to take Tian Xian liquid, too.

]
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Experiences In Successfully Defeating Breast Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Gain The Courage In the Embrace of Nature
Lady Okada, 69, Housewife, Gifu County

Cancer attacked again out of my negligence
My family manages a hot spring hotel that had been passed on from several
generations. My youngest son and his wife are in charge of the hotel now. As my
husband and I prepared to enjoy the leisurely life of retirement in November 1986, my
husband had to undergo surgery for stomach problem. Since then and up to a period of
13 years, he was in and out of the hospital for medical help for other illnesses.
My husband began to take Tian Xian liquid from 1990. At that time, I was
suffering from breast cancer and had a mastectomy on my left breast. My husband
suggested that we take Tian Xian liquid together to avoid further illnesses. For these
years, I had not caught any serious disease and there had been no sign of another cancer
attack. I did not, however, take Tian Xian liquid seriously.
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In a regular examination in May 1999, the doctor found cancer cells in my right
breast and immediately decided on an operation. Thanks to the early detection, the
disease did not go out of control. I then began to take Tian Xian liquid seriously. Later,
when I was again sent to the hospital due to the side effects of anti-cancer drugs, I
insisted on taking Tian Xian liquid behind the doctor’s back. After one year, my strength
was restored. I do not help in the hotel now and instead, concentrate all my time and
attention on floriculture and housework.
Several days ago, I took part in a local gathering. People who saw me in high
spirit could not help but exclaim that I did not look like a cancer patient at all. It is such a
marvelous feeling for someone who had survived cancer on both breasts.
We live in Ao Fei Chan where nature is most beautiful. The mountains are covered
with green in summer and with white snow in winter.

Appreciating the changing

seasons, my heart is in a state of peace and tranquility. In such beautiful environment, I
am filled with the courage to fight against cancer.
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]
Regain Vitality and Hope
Lady Nakada, 59, Housewife, Osaka

Cruel Tortures Came One After Another
Four years ago, Mother suffered from breast cancer. At that time, the tumor was
5 cm in size and had metastasized to the lymph gland. She was injected with anti-cancer
drugs immediately after surgery. About one year later, the tumor in the other breast
shrunk and it was time to cut away part of the breast and received radiation therapy. The
torture inflicted upon her, however, did not stop. Two years later, cancer cells were again
found in the lymph glands under her throat. The doctor finally admitted that Mother
would live only for one or two years more.
At that time, my elder brother saw some information on Tian Xian liquid on the
Internet. Frankly speaking, we did not trust the product even after reading detailed
accounts because we have tried numerous other anti-cancer secret prescriptions only to
find them useless. We had thought that Tian Xian liquid was just like them.
Since the hospital treatments were also proving to be useless and Mother was
gradually losing strength while at the same time constantly in pain for the side effects of
the anti-cancer drugs, we thought it best to give Tian Xian liquid a try. An order for the
product was immediately placed and Mother started to drink Tian Xian liquid 20 days
after receiving her sixth anti-cancer injection. The effect was instantly manifested. The
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tumor near the lymph gland shrunk! We, then, decided to have the anti-cancer drug
treatments stopped and simply kept a close eye on subsequent developments.
Four months later, the tumor did not shrink further but did not grow either.
Mother, however, became quite vigorous. Although she has not fully recovered, I am
convinced that Tian Xian liquid is the only medicine that can help her fight cancer. I
hope that all other cancer patients like Mother will have the chance to try Tian Xian
liquid as soon as possible.

]
Relish The Joys Of Life
Lady Saho, 45, Teacher, Thailand
Bedridden because of side effects
In a regular physical examination 7 years ago, cancer cells were found in my right
breast. An operation followed. Two years later, the cancer cells were again found in my
left breast and I had to have another operation. To prevent metastasis, I was given anticancer drug treatments twice and radiation treatments 50 times.
Although both treatments could not control the cancer cells, the side effects were
inevitable. I felt great pain all over my body, was often dazed and even had difficulty
walking. I was bedridden and had to be taken care of by others.
In December 1999, I saw an advertisement of Tian Xian liquid on television. I
immediately placed an order over the phone. After taking the product for a month, I felt
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my strength gradually building up. The unbearable side effects were reduced and my
appetite was back to normal.
Several months later, an examination showed that my body had recovered and I
could walk by myself. Recently, besides teaching, I began to take MBA courses on
holidays. At present, my strength, health and complexion are no different from that of
normal people. I think I can recover better!
Now, every time I hear that someone suffers from cancer, I immediately introduce
Tian Xian liquid to them. Readers, do not misunderstand me as promoting the product. I
only hope that other cancer patients who suffer from tremendous pain due to anti-cancer
drugs and radiation may be able to recover their health with the help of Tian Xian liquid.

]
Reclaim Life With God’s Blessing
Lady Alina, 53, Housewife, Manila, Philippines

Insistently Refused Operation
In June 1997, I had an operation on my chest. The doctor told me I had breast
cancer and in a very sincere manner, he advised me to undergo radiation treatment
immediately. Before I went home, I prayed in a small chapel inside the hospital. At
home, I could not help but weep and my family tried very hard to suppress their own
sorrow and prayed with me.
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Although treatment followed immediately, I still hoped that the diagnosis was a
mistake.

I went to other hospitals and other doctors to seek for other opinions.

Unfortunately, all were unanimous in their opinions.

It was breast cancer in the

preliminary stage. I was advised to undergo chemotherapy after an operation. Much as I
had refused the surgery, the doctor insisted that I needed it badly and the sooner, the
better.
While I was in such a dilemma, my husband came home one night with Tian Xian
liquid.
It was in October. After taking Tian Xian liquid for one week, I felt the hard
lump in my breast softening. Several days later, some pus-like substance started to ooze
out of my skin. Blood then flowed out. Up till December, the 1.25 inch hard lump
disappeared by bleeding did not stop. I continued to take Tian Xian liquid.
In January 1998, I was brought to the hospital because I lost consciousness. I
underwent a complete medical examination after blood transfusion. I was told that the
cancer cells in my body disappeared! All this was so unbelievable!
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]
More Energetic Than Before
Wang Meiyun, 41, Housewife, Malaysia

A Hard Lump Developed Into Breast Cancer
At the end of 1999, I felt some pain in my breast and went to the hospital to have
it checked. After the X-ray, the doctor felt that the hard lump in my breast should be
given further attention. As days went by, the pain became more acute and the hard lump
in the upper part of my left breast seemed to increase in size. I, again, went to the
hospital and this time, was told that the hard lump had developed into breast cancer.
Under the doctor’s instructions, I opted for a mastectomy on my left breast. The tumor
was taken out and I went through chemotherapy and radiation treatment.
During this period, I suffered constantly from diarrhea, vomiting, loss of appetite,
weight loss, and hair loss. The side effects of the treatments weighed me down. In
March 1997, my husband’s friend, who was also a doctor, obtained some information
about Tian Xian liquid from the Internet and urged me to try the product. Three months
later, when I went for my regular examination, I was told by the doctor that the part
operated on was healing normally and the lymph lump under the armpit had disappeared.
Drinking Tian Xian liquid mitigated the side effects of chemotherapy and radiation. My
appetite and strength were revived and I even found myself more energetic than before.
What was most exciting was that my hair had grown back.
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To prevent cancer recurrence, I continue to take Tian Xian liquid but reduced the
dosage to 200 cc (2 bottles) per day. Now, regular examination every 3 months show that
everything is normal. I finally understand what real health is. I will cherish Tian Xian
liquid and be grateful forever.

]
The Threat Of Death Posed A Challenge
Lady Ohara, 43, Housewife, Totori County

Side Effects Were Mitigated Immediately
It was in May that an examination showed I had a 5 cm tumor in my left breast.
After going through chemotherapy for sometime, I had surgery.

Afterwards,

chemotherapy was again conducted in 3 stages.
It is all due to reports about Tian Xian liquid that my husband read about during
my stay in the hospital that I am able to stay alive and healthy today.
This happened in the middle of June. After taking Tian Xian liquid, I felt the side
effects of the hospital treatments subside. Vomiting and hair loss stopped. My appetite
was slowly regained and white blood cells count did not decrease.
Doctors and nurses who did not know I was taking Tian Xian liquid were all
delighted at my recovery. They all claimed I was special. With these results, I decided to
continue drinking Tian Xian liquid. I will never forget that the doctor had previously
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predicted that I could only have another two months to live since all his patients who
suffered the same illness and who were of the same condition all died 2 months after
leaving the hospital. This prediction did not depress me at all because with Tian Xian
liquid, I was encouraged to fight the disease instead.
I think I should thank the doctor for having given me a challenge. In fact, the role
of Tian Xian liquid in my eventual healing was so dramatic. I have been drinking Tian
Xian liquid for 2 years now and the cancer has not recurred. Although it is still necessary
to take Tian Xian liquid continuously, I am able to do some housework now and I could
take a walk with my family and enjoy shopping.

]
Living Peacefully With Cancer
Mr. Gotou, 49, Tokushima County

Chinese Friends Brought My Savior
I was found to suffer from breast cancer in a medical examination 3 years ago. I
underwent an operation immediately. The tumor was 1.5 cm but the doctor asked me not
to worry because it was in the preliminary stage. In another examination shortly after,
the cancer was found to have metastasized to several parts in the bones. The diagnosis
was that the cancer had developed into the fourth stage and I was informed that I only
have one or two years left in my life.
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After my release from the hospital, I continued to work for I did not want to be
defeated by my illness. At the same time, my husband and I kept searching for medicines
and effective treatments for cancer while I continued to receive treatment in the hospital.
One day, a Chinese friend brought Tian Xian liquid, which he claimed was very
effective against cancer. I immediately took the product and beyond my expectations,
two or three days after, my strength seemed to improve. From that time on, I religiously
took Tian Xian liquid every day. It has been 3 years now since my operation. Although
cancer cells still exist in several parts of my body, they do not grow nor metastasize and
that is good enough for me.

]
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Experiences In Successfully Defeating Lung Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
A Warrior Who Has Fought Against Cancer For 10 Years
Mr. Fukuda, 68, Retired, Yamakuchi County

Death Approached Once
My husband has fought cancer for 10 years.
In 1990, he had his rectum and left kidney removed. Afterwards, he was again
admitted into the hospital as cancer metastasized to his pelvis near the rectum. After
repeated radiation treatment, heat and anti-cancer drugs, the disease was brought under
control. He went for regular check-ups and took anti-cancer drugs.
At that time, we got to know Tian Xian liquid from reports. He tried drinking it
from January 1996 but did not consider it seriously. In September, rumors of 5-10 cm
were found in his lungs and surgery was ruled out. In such a worried state, he bought and
ate all that were rumored to be effective against cancer. One year later, in April 1998, the
tumors were found to have grown 2 to 5 cm larger. The doctor said that he should
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immediately submit himself for further anti-cancer drug treatments; otherwise, he was
dying soon.
Finding himself hospitalized again, my husband resumed drinking Tian Xian
liquid and at the same time, took the anti-cancer drugs. I do not know if it was due to the
combined use of the two that the side effects he suffered from seemed so much milder
than those suffered by other patients. Stomatitis and diarrhea were not serious. He was
released from the hospital when the tumor shrunk to half its size. With his physical
condition improving, my husband, who has always been credulous, heard about water
soluble glucose, which was said to be particularly effective against lung cancer. He
bought the said product and took it without second through and stopped drinking Tian
Xian liquid. By the end of 1998, however, he could no longer ingest his food, let along
taste it.

Anti-Cancer Traditional Chinese Medicine Took Effect
In April 1999, the cancer in his pelvis recurred with a vengeance. My husband
grew weaker and the tumor pierced through his small intestine and excrement was
released into his urine and even into his blood. He could not eat for a month and a half
and existed on drip feeding. In order for him to take in food, the doctor performed a
simple operation to connect his large intestine to the small intestine. He was released
from the hospital in June 1999 and began to take Tian Xian liquid again. This time, he
took it more seriously and drank 6 bottles per day and added Tian Xian pills to his
regimen.
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In December 1999, X-rays, blood tests and his ECHO examination showed that he
was in good physical condition except for pneumonedema in his chest and signs of
cancer. Another examination in January 2000 showed that although the tumor in his
lungs did not change, pneumonedema was reduced and the tumor showed signs of
weakening. The doctor in charge was quite satisfied and asked if I were taking some
other medicine.

“Yes.

A traditional Chinese medicine.”

The doctor felt it was

unbelievable and was even dumbfounded when he heard my husband say that there were
no more pains in his chest, no cough nor phlegm.
Now, despite the lowering of the tumor sign since the beginning of the year,
cancer is found to have metastasized to his brain. My husband is in the hospital again for
treatments. Although he has not yet won his battle against cancer, he had escaped death
several times now and keeps his high spirit for fighting. We are convinced that he will
ultimately recover. In good weather, I drive him to the suburbs for a walk. We even
climbed to the peak of the mountain once and vowed to fight cancer together. “Cancer,
keep as far away as possible!” Anyway, we are together. We have a plan to take a trip to
Shan Yang upon his release from the hospital. We feel that we can still enjoy the
beautiful scenery and the brilliant life ahead.
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]
Family Members’ Love Defeat the Cancer Monster
Mr. Kisohara, 69, Employee, Mie County

The Physical Body Of My Son Is In Tokyo But His Heart Is With Me
At first, the doctor declared that I only have half a year to live. The tumor was
found at the bottom of my right lung near the artery with a size of 7 cm x 6 cm in the
third stage. In an operation performed in March 1999, the tumor could not be cut away
completely. I had to undergo chemotherapy and radiation. In May, when I was in the
hospital again, I began to drink Tian Xian liquid. My youngest son who lives in Tokyo
accessed information on the Internet and studied the possibilities of traditional Chinese
medicine. His analysis led him to believe that the product can be most effective in
combating my illness.
After I took Tian Xian liquid, the side effects of the therapies abated. My sense of
taste was heightened so that I could enjoy delicious food and my strength consequently
revived. When I was released from the hospital in June, the tumor had already been
reduced to half its size. I continued to take Tian Xian liquid and the CT scan in
December last year and in March of this year revealed no trace of cancer cells. Now, I
am very energetic. I am active in gatherings and trips for senior citizens and I even
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participated in the regular meetings of the directors last year. Many directors said that I
looked refreshed.
Of course, I only have Tian Xian liquid to thank for my recovery. The people I
owe the most gratitude to are my son and wife; especially, my son who resides in Tokyo
but is very much concerned about me and often reminds me to take the Tian Xian liquid
continuously.
To cure my disease, my son pours over volumes of books about cancer. Besides
Tian Xian liquid, he also told me of other treatments. I am so proud of my son who,
despite his busy schedule, always finds the time to check on me. I will fight cancer
courageously to live up to my wife’s and my son’s love and care.

]
“Confidence” Is The Only Way To Healing
Mr. Eta, 72, Retired, Yamaguchi County

I Was Negligent Out Of Over-Confidence
Anyone can catch cancer but nobody knows why. In the spring of 1998, I went to
the hospital to have my regular X-ray examination and to have my high blood pressure
checked. A shadow showed up at my right lung. I did not feel anything abnormal and
simply ignored this finding. In November 1998, the doctor suggested that I go through
another examination in the hospital. The result confirmed lung cancer. An operation
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would have been difficult since my respiratory function was weak and the cancer was
near the artery. Finally, I opted to have chemotherapy. The doctor warned me of the side
effects such as loss of appetite, vomiting, diarrhea, and hair loss. I was, therefore,
preparing myself for the treatments by conserving my strength.
I bought two kinds of healing foods and hid them from the doctor. During this
period, my wife tried to collect all kinds of information about health foods and traditional
Chinese medicine.
In the process of chemotherapy, no other side effects manifested except hair loss.
When I was released from the hospital in March 1999, the tumor had been reduced but
still existed. I made up my mind to totally wipe this out from my body so I seriously
searched for other good medicines.
Based on past experiences, I believed that traditional Chinese medicine was the
only cure for cancer because it works in a milder way than western medicine and can help
improve the immune system. At that time, I found the book “Fighting with Cancer”.
After reading this book carefully, I was convinced that this was the traditional Chinese
medicine I needed. Thus, I drank 4 bottles of the liquid every day.
Now, I not only have a good appetite but have also put on weight. At my
improvement, relatives and friends exclaim that the diagnosis of cancer must have been a
mistake. The postman who delivers the Tian Xian liquid every month curiously asked
me who among the family members is the cancer patient. He was still disbelieving after I
informed him that it was I. He could not hide his astonishment.
Although cancer cells have not totally disappeared, it shows no sign of reviving.
The doctor found it necessary to continue hospital treatment. I do not seem to have the
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disease even though a shadow is still present in my body. I believe that this too will
disappear one day. I began to collect information about other treatments and medicines
when I was told I had cancer. With the deeper understanding I developed of this illness, I
now have more hope that I am capable of winning over the disease. Thus, I think I will
recover soon and the effects of the medicine will prolong my life. My confidence in this
fact is the most important link in curing cancer.
I believe this is what I need most.

]
Snatch The Last Straw
Mr. Kitahara, 45, Company Personnel, Osaka

The Shadow After 7 Years
In the cold early spring of February 1999, my elder brother had a fall while
inspecting a construction site. He had broken his rib and serious consequences followed.
He had gone through an operation some 7 years before and 4/5 of his stomach had been
surgically removed. He was worried about possible metastasis but kept this hidden from
relatives and friends. In related examinations after the fall, a shadow was found in his Xray.
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Since he did not feel anything unusual, the doctor simply advised him to watch
for developments. At the end of the season, just as shoots started to sprout on twigs,
Brother suddenly felt piercing pain on his back.
At first, he thought the pain was in the muscle. It became so intense that an
ambulance had to be called in to bring him to the hospital. The cause of the unbearable
pain could not be pinpointed so another examination was carried out. The pain might
have been the initial symptom or abnormality we should have watched out for. The
diagnosis was like a lightning bolt! It was lung cancer. Since it had already metastasized
to the bones, surgery was ruled out.

Never To Be Defeated By Cancer
“Why was there no symptom when the disease had already seriously developed?”
“Why is an operation difficult?” What was more unacceptable was that the doctor
admitted that Brother only had 2 years to survive! I still clearly remember the sorrow,
despair and panic of all the members of our family that day. We dared not look at each
other for fear of breaking down. We decided not to reveal the truth to Brother.
After the examination, radiation treatment began. He went through radiation 30
times and was subjected to anti-cancer drug treatment for 3 times (3 stages). Since he
was admitted into the hospital, I called him every day just to cheer him up. “I may have
caught cancer.” My brother’s suspicion was clear in his calm voice. I tried my best to
reassure him that he will recover. Such encouragement was not only meant for him but
for me as well. My elder sister, too, tried her best to suppress her grief. She constantly
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affirmed to him that he will never be defeated by cancer. We constantly reminded him to
have confidence in his recovery and not disappoint us.
I believed there must be some cure for the cancer and vowed to find it. I searched
medical academies and cancer hospitals for more information. The more I knew, the
more helpful it would be for Brother’s treatment. Finally, I found Tian Xian liquid,
which recorded actual effects on cancer. I called the Japanese branch of the International
Cancer Recovery Association in excitement. When I got the documents they send, I
happily shared these with my brother for I was sure I had found the cure he needed.
I bought Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills and brought them to him in the
hospital. As Brother was to drink it, the doctor in charge said that it was not allowed to
take any other anti-cancer medicines except for those provided by the hospital. We had
to give up the idea temporarily and waited. Brother, however, suffered a great deal from
the side effects of chemotherapy and radiation. His white blood cells were down, he was
feverish all the time, he lost is appetite and felt enervated. He was, at one point, so
frustrated that he even wished he would just die. Eventually, the treatment course was
finished and Brother was able to leave the hospital. His physical examination, though ,
showed that the treatments were all in vain. There was no improved whatsoever in his
situation and the cancer cells were still very active. This threw everyone into despair!
What was the use of all those treatments and sufferings? Traditional Chinese
medicine was not allowed and the doctor’s instruction was followed. Yet, they could not
guarantee a cure. I, then, expressed the fact that if we do not seek other measures,
Brother will surely die. As soon as he was out of the hospital, I urged him to take the
Tian Xian liquid. He started his Tian Xian program by taking the liquid 6 times a day
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and the Tian Xian pills 3 times a day (9 pills at first). On the second day, he began to
walk around but was unstable and quickly out of breath. For the following 4 days, he
diligently took the medicine and everyone could see positive signs of recovery. He
slowly regained his appetite so his weight started to increase. His complexion turned
healthy and he was no longer breathless when walking around. I went to the doctor to
consult if the anti-cancer drugs still worked on patients who have already stopped the
treatments. I was told that it was impossible and I concluded that it must be the Tian
Xian products that are helping my brother prolong his life.
In September, my brother had his first examination after leaving the hospital. The
tumor shrunk and it was only within one month that my brother started taking Tian Xian
liquid and pills. In another month, the doctor asked my brother to return to the hospital to
continue the anti-cancer drug treatment. We were in a quandary as to what to do since
we did not want to contradict the doctor. My brother decided to go back to the hospital
and again, he lost his appetite and could not absorb any food, even fruits and vitamins
would not stay down. He was weaker than before and in October, decided to stop all
anti-cancer drugs except Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills.

Enjoy The Happiness Of Life Again
In November, I sought the help of a professor in the university hospital. I showed
him all the medical records and examination of Brother from the two hospitals where he
went for treatments. After a detailed study, he confirmed that the isotope examination
did not show any abnormalities and the bone cancer has stabilized. X-ray and CT scan
showed the cancer cells to be completely eliminated. At that time, my brother had been
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taking the Tian Xian products for three months. In December, with Christmas fast
approaching, the city was enveloped in a festive atmosphere.

Brother went to the

university hospital for his regular check-up. Every time the doctor looked at the CT
picture, he could not help but smile and kept on saying “Very Good!” He declared
Brother to be in perfect health and cautioned that he just had to watch out for any
recurrence. My brother was so overjoyed he even asked if he could drink wine. The
professor, too, was infected with Brother’s good humor.
The examination in January and February 2000, likewise, showed that cancer
cells have completely disappeared and that Brother’s physical strength has resumed.
My hardworking brother is now back at his post and he looks more energetic with
each passing day.
I would like to express my thanks to every member of the Japanese branch of the
International Cancer Recovery Association and Dr. Wang, who had been most
encouraging and to God, who has always blessed us even through our crisis! I also hope
that all cancer patients will take Tian Xian liquid as soon as possible, find reliable doctors
and never give up!

]
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]
Forget The Disease And Live A Vigorous Life
Mrs. Yang, 71, Housewife, Taipei, Taiwan

My Mother-in-Law Is Open To The Outside World Even When
Suffering From Disease
My mother-in-law who used to work on jobsites when she was young cannot live
without doing something. She either weaves sweaters and others or rides around in her
bicycle. She didn’t go to school because of poverty, so she attends evening class at
present. Besides, she has been a volunteer worker for all her life. My mother-in-law is
so energetic and healthy that she had almost never caught any disease. In October 1998,
however, she suddenly coughed out bloody phlegm. The medical examination showed
that she suffered from lung cancer and it was at the final stage.

I Have Not Told Her The Truth
After my mother-in-law had undergone surgery and was released from the
hospital, my husband heard his friends talk about a good traditional Chinese medicine.
Thus, she began to take Tian Xian liquid from December onwards.
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Tian Xian liquid immediately took effect and my mother-in-law gradually recovered and
returned to being the original “energetic mother”. She once said, “The chance to contact
the outside world cannot be given up even if one has caught disease.”
I did not want to do so before, but now, I encourage my mother-in-law to do
whatever she wants. Although fate is beyond control, we must live a vigorous life to the
end.

]
The Fortunes And Misfortunes Of Life Are Unpredictable
Lady Nakamura, 62, Housewife, Tokyo

The threat of recurrence was hanging over me
I have always been confident of my health. Contrary to my expectations, I was
found to have breast cancer in 1994 and the doctor proceeded to remove my right breast.
I started to take hormone supplements afterwards but I stopped after two years.
In April 1999, examinations showed that the cancer has metastasized to the lungs.
Tomography suggested that cancer cells were in the shape of spore and there was
something else in the chest. The doctor said that both operation and radiation are
impossible. In June, after anti-cancer drug treatments for 3 times, almost all my hair
dropped off. Although nothing seemed to be wrong with my body, I was under extreme
pressure. I was worried about the doctor’s perfunctory usage of anti-cancer drugs and
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hormones to stop metastasis. Restlessly, I had to rely on myself to search for relevant
information on possible cures.
Since I believed that “cancer research originated in China” and my husband’s
recommended the book “Fighting against Cancer”, I immediately took Tian Xian liquid
and Tian Xian pills. In September, X-ray results were satisfactory and the tumor sign
went down to 45. Both the doctor and I were surprised at this fact. Since I had tried
several other medicines and stopped Tian Xian liquid, the tumor sign again rose to 49.
To prevent further deterioration of my health, I began to take Tian Xian liquid and Tian
Xian pills again from November 24.
In January this year, the tumor sign read 44 again. After tomography, the doctor
was convinced that there were no cancer cells anymore. Shortly thereafter, the tumor
sign turned normal.
Now, my hair has grown back and my physical and mental states have returned to
normal. I always think that had there been no Tian Xian liquid or had I caught the
disease 10 years before, everything would have been different.
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]
Greet The 21st Century With My Wife
Lady Yamane, 55, Housewife, Fukushima County

Modern Medicine Could Not Help

In November 1999, my wife went to the hospital for an examination due to great
pain on her shoulder. The doctor announced that there was a tumor of 1.5 cm at the
lower part of her right lung. Since it was discovered early, there was no danger of death
if only the tumor can be removed right away. In December, while my wife and I were
waiting for the scheduled operation, the doctor in charge requested me to go to the
hospital alone.
He explained to me that although the primary cancer is small, it is highly
malignant and had metastasized to other parts of her body. Finally, he said that my wife
would be lucky to live another year. I was overwhelmed at this news. I was dazed and
almost fainted. After my wife’s surgery, there followed a series of anti-cancer drug
treatments. It had to be stopped, however, because of the excruciating pain she suffered.
The doctor commiserated with us and said that even modern medicine could not help
some times.
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I could not give up. I began to search for various kinds of prescriptions, collect
health magazines and information from advertisements in the newspapers. I let my wife
try all kinds of medicines which we may have heard of as effective. I got to know about
Tian Xian liquid and bought the product for my wife.
From then on, my wife seemed exempted from the side effects of the anti-cancer
drugs and we even managed to take a trip.
In fact, I did not reveal her real condition to my wife but only assured her that it
was to prevent further cancer attack. My wife also waited to see the effects of Tian Xian
liquid and took it regularly. She caught a terrible cold in November last year and this led
to water accumulation in her right lung. In the hospital, she could not take in food and
could not sleep because of the pain on the part that was operated on. Her back also
bothered her incessantly and we had to rely only morphine to stop the pain. Further
examinations showed that the cancers cells have spread to her ribs and caused the
constant pain. Seeing my wife afflicted in such manner is a spiritual suffering beyond
human description.
Now, we can only expect Tian Xian liquid to take effect. It is only hope that I
may smell the air of the 21st century with my wife.
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]
It Is Not Impossible To Restore Life To Normal
Mr. Nakashima, 74, Retired, Tokyo

A Right Decision
At first, the CT scan on my chest showed something abnormal. It was confirmed
to be cancer after more precise study. Treatment followed immediately. That was in
September 1999. On the bus that took me to the hospital, I saw the advertisement for the
book “Fighting against Cancer”. After reading the book carefully, I decided to try Tian
Xian liquid.
I contacted the Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery Association
and began to take Tian Xian liquid under their instructions. Two months later, I clearly
felt my strength regaining. The subsequent examination showed that the cancer cells did
not grow. Besides, I have recovered my appetite and my complexion had turned ruddy.
The doctor said that I should feel relieved.
The examination conducted in the beginning of this year showed that the tumor
sign (CEA) was 39. I think I can now resume my normal life. The effects of Tian Xian
liquid will be more obvious some time later. I will make more efforts and at the same
time, hope that other cancer patients may accept Tian Xian.
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]
Family Members’ Support Is The Best Cure
Zhu Cheng, 66, Retired, Taipei, Taiwan

The Son Gave Up Learning Abroad For Father
At first, my husband was often out of breath when climbing stairs. I had not
suspected it to be an initial symptom. In May 1998, the doctor diagnosed that my
husband had lung cancer of a late stage.
My husband received anti-cancer drug treatments but the side effect like vomiting
were so serious that he began to weaken. When he took traditional Chinese medicine in
Shanghai last September, his condition temporarily improved but soon deteriorated again.
We were at a loss what to do but were lucky enough to be told of Tian Xian liquid.
Convinced that it could really improve the immune system, I decided to put my
husband’s well being in the care of Tian Xian liquid.
He began by taking 6 bottles of Tian Xian liquid, 3 bottles of natural nutritious
liquid which also belond to the Tian Xian series, and Tian Xian paste. Three months
later, the medicine took effect. Although he was still breathless, the dropsy in his legs
had eased, the speed of pneumonedema in his chest slowed and the tumor sign dropped
from 140 to 128.
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For a patient, his family members’ moral support is the best cure. Our son
intended to study abroad but after his father was found to have cancer, he decided to stay
home to keep his father company. My husband is a pious Buddhist and since he fell ill,
he had been unable to read aloud the scripture as was his usual habit. Now, our son does
this for him. As for me, I have resigned from my teaching post in a middle school in
order to take care of my husband. The only wish of our family now is for my husband to
recover as soon as possible.

]
Change The Ruthless Prediction Of Death
Mr. Yakeshima, 64, Retired, Nakashima

I Was Lucky Enough To Learn Of Tian Xian Liquid In My Anxious Search For
Medicine
In July 1998, the doctor told me that I suffered from lung cancer and that I have
only one year to live, at most. I could not accept such fact and almost fainted right there
and then. I was at a loss and wanted to try whatever kind of medicine that could help.
After reading the book “Fighting against Cancer”, I began to take Tian Xian liquid four
times a day at regulated intervals plus Tian Xian pills.
Now, although cancer has not completely disappeared, the tumor sign is low.
Besides, my strength is back and my mental state is relaxed. Up till now, I have lived for
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one and a half years, longer than what the doctor predicted. I am delighted at this fact
and believe I will recover my health fully provided I continue to take Tian Xian liquid. I
hope Dr. Wang will continued his cancer research to improve on ways to save all cancer
patients.
It was through the newspaper that I go know of Tian Xian liquid and it prolonged
my life for more than a year now.

]
A Mother Who Meets The End With Great Courage
Oral Account Of The Daughter Of
Lu Taitai, 76, Retired, Taipei, Taiwan

Grief Over The Loss of Husband Affected Health
It has been 4 years since Mother passed away. Now, whenever I see old ladies
with white hair, I recall my mother as if she were still with me. It was in 1994 that
Mother fell ill. At that time, I was also hurt in an accident and Mother and my sister can
to see me in San Francisco where I lived. Mother grieved over the death of my father,
which seriously affected her health. From over 20 years of experience in professional
health care, I could immediately discern that something was wrong with my mother.
Mother did not get any better even after a stretch of time. My elder brother took
her back to Taipei. At that time, she coughed terribly, which could have been due to her
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heavy smoking. She could also not sleep at night. Mother was eventually admitted into
the hospital for thorough examination. She could not go through all the examinations,
however, because of her diabetes and heart disease. The doctor informed us that Mother
most likely had lung cancer. Since she was over 70, the doctor thought it wiser not to
subject her to drastic treatments using western medicine.
I flew in from San Francisco to Taipei as soon as I, myself, got permission from
my doctor to travel. I wanted to be with Mother in her fight against cancer. I was the
third of Mother’s children and in childhood, I always felt that she never paid any serious
attention to me but instead took more care of my brothers and sisters. My last few days
with Mother, however, was an unforgettable memory deeply etched in my mind. I felt
complete love from Mother and was even envied by my siblings.

Enjoy A Limited Life To It's Fullest
Since the doctor had given up on Mother, my elder brother believed that
traditional Chinese medicine was our only recourse. He found Tian Xian liquid and with
its use, a miracle happened.

Mother’s will power coupled with Tian Xian liquid

prolonged her life for another 17 months. In the end, she surpassed the doctor’s dire
prediction of two months.
During those 17 months, Mother and I were inseparable planning where to go
shopping and even flying off to Hong Kong just to select a pearl necklace. Besides, I
tried my best to arrange for different people to accompany her play mahjong, which was
her absolute favorite. There was no sign of “seriously ill patient” in the family. The only
problem was that Mother could not sit on the chair for long. To remedy this, Brother
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employed the services of a masseuse who regularly came to the house to give Mother a
massage. One time when Mother went to the hospital for a physical examination, I also
had a gynecological exam and a tumor was found in my ovary. The doctor was not sure
whether it was malignant or benign so advised that it was safer to have it surgically
removed. Mother suggested, instead, that I should drink 6 bottles of Tian Xian liquid just
like her.
In another examination one and a half months later, the doctor was surprised and
informed that the tumor had disappeared so that it was no longer necessary to have an
operation. Mother and I, therefore, trusted more our Tian Xian treatments and never
stopped drinking it afterwards. In another year, Mother was re-admitted to the hospital
for one reason or another; maybe for her old age or diabetes and heart disease.
There seemed nothing else to be done except to take good care of her. Mother
never knew exactly what her disease was. Four or five days before her death, she
requested to have fried chicken and scheduled to have spare ribs for the following day. It
broke our hearts to see her eat so heartily and happily because we could sense that we
were nearing the end.
Mother’s fingernails, which were always painted red, were usually dry and thin.
During her last days, however, they appeared to be plum, tender and pretty. Doctors and
relatives, who visited, unanimously admired and complimented her on her beautiful
finger and toenails. Mother was quite happy and satisfied and smiled constantly without
knowing that her children were mourning.
I told my brothers and sister to be emotionally prepared and not let Mother be
bothered. We wanted to let her go through her last moments calmly, peacefully and
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We signed an agreement with the hospital that we were waiving all

emergency measure when she had to go. I warned my siblings that such measures could
be cruel sometimes.
That night, when the electrocardiogram showed parallel lines, Mother stopped
breathing. I looked at Mother lying there so serenely without tears in my eyes.
Thanks to Tian Xian liquid, Mother was able to prolong her life peacefully. One
couldn’t wish for a better quality of life! As for myself, those last days with Mother will
always be guarded closely in my heart. Mother, calm and without pain, set out on
another journey and we let her go with peace in our hearts.

]
It Is Not Long Before Returning To Society
Lim Mu Xin, 72, Private Enterprise Owner, Fukuoka County

Six Months Left
In November 1999, I was told I had lung cancer. The doctor repeated urged me to
go to the hospital but I was too shocked to think normally.
At that time, cancer cells were diagnosed to have metastasized to the lymph in my
chest so that the doctor suggested the use of traditional Chinese medicine instead of
operation. This was how I got to know Tian Xian liquid. After I had been taking it for
one month, the disease did not look as if it was waning. Soon after the new millennium
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was celebrated, I transferred to another hospital for examination and the doctor was
convinced that the tumor in my chest had developed to the fourth stage and had then
spread to lymph node that neither operation nor radiation therapy was possible. I was
then informed that I may have six months to live. Though I had gone through 4 months
of anti-cancer therapy as recommended, it was stopped because of the side effects.
Before the anti-cancer drug treatment, I learned of the dosage of Tian Xian series
of products as instructed by the Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery
Association. I looked through the information obtained and began to take Tian Xian
liquid and Tian Xian pills according to the standard set by the Association. The trial did
not affect my routine diet and, on the other hand, mitigated the side effects.
In the initial examination after I started taking Tian Xian products, the doctor was
disbelieving of the effects of Tian Xian. He felt that use of anti-cancer drugs does not
normally yield the same kind of effect. I was on the verge of telling him that it was due
to Tian Xian liquid, but I just relished this secret all by myself. As the treatment became
more frequent, however, the side effects became more intense. Although suffering great
pain, I was convinced that I was going to recover my health and leave the hospital.
Before I was released from the hospital, the doctor arranged for CT scan and X-ray
examination. X-rays showed that the primary cancer had reduced to an indiscernible
degree and cancer in the lymph node also reduced in size.
When told that I took Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills, the doctor said that I
was lucky that the traditional Chinese medicine I had chosen produced such dramatic
effects on my cancer. I think anti-cancer drug alone was unlikely to be as effective. I’d
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like to express my sincere gratitude to Tian Xian liquid. Now, I am resting at home and
am planning to return to work soon.
Although cancer cells have not been completely eradicated from my body, it is
not inappropriate to maintain that with my present health status, I can peacefully exist
with cancer. I will continue to take Tian Xian liquid in the future and go to the hospital
for regular check-ups to prevent recurrence of the disease.
I was once sentenced to six months but am now almost completely recovered. I
would like to express my thanks, too, to the doctor who recommended Tian Xian liquid
to me; more, to Tian Xian liquid, itself.

]
Hope Is Always At The Next Turn
Mr. Yamada, 41, Entreprenuer, Chiba County

Place All Hope On The 80% Effect
Many years ago, my husband had his thyroid gland removed when he was found
to have thyroid gland cancer. Nine years later, in April 1992, the cancer metastasized to
his lungs, brain and neck. Since cancer cells had spread to the two lungs, operation was
deemed impossible. The doctor told me directly, “There are at most 3 to 4 years left.” In
1995, although he had regained his strength, his voice became hoarse; in February 1996,
blood appeared in his phlegm.
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When my husband was in the hospital, I started considering other treatments and
recalled from books I have read before about Tian Xian liquid. I collected more relevant
information and began to understand the product. When I read that it had 80 percent
success rate, I rested all my hope on Tian Xian liquid.
My husband complained in disappointment that even traditional Chinese medicine
is no use to him. I did not give up this glimmer of hope and encouraged him to take Tian
Xian liquid 8 times a day. As a result, his physical state improved and he was soon
released from the hospital.

]
Never To Give Up Easily
Lady Ishikawa, 67, Housewife, Tokyo

Unable To Bear The Violent Side Effects
My wife was diagnosed with lung cancer in July 1997 and an operation could not
be performed. There followed a series of radiation and anti-cancer drug treatments. The
doctor said that my wife would only live for another year.
After the fourth stage of the anti-cancer drug treatment in early October, violent
side effects made her weak and unable to tolerate further treatments. The cancer cells, on
the other hand, did not disappear and 20% was still left.
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In late October, there were signs of another cancer attack so radiation was
continued. According the an examination done in December, although the cancer cells
had not been eliminated, only a shadow was left. My wife was then allowed to leave the
hospital.
In May 1998, lung cancer manifested and affected her brain. She was in the
hospital to undergo second stage anti-cancer drug treatment and radiation on the brain. It
was finished in late June, but the cancer cells remained in her lung and brain.
Considering my wife’s physical state by then, the doctor said treatments could not longer
be carried out. In other words, the doctor had given up.

A Miracle Was Achieved Eventually!
Somehow, I got to know relevant information about Tian Xian liquid. After
studying reports about it, I realized that it might be the traditional Chinese medicine that
would be most effective to fight cancer with. What’s more, it does not harm the body!
Since my wife suffered from pressure gastritis, I let her take only two bottles of Tian
Xian liquid per day from late May to make sure that there will be no adverse effect on her
stomach. In June, she began to drink 4 bottles per day. An examination in July showed
that although cancer cells still existed in her lung, those in the brain disappeared.
Frankly speaking, Tian Xian liquid is not the only medicine we have tried. For
my wife to recover fast, we bought almost all kinds of health foods and medicine that
may have some kind of effect on cancer. These were, however, all useless. Only Tian
Xian liquid proved to be true to its claims.
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In the short period of one month, cancer cells that even radiation could not kill
were reduced in number by the intake of Tian Xian liquid. It was so dramatic! What we
can do is simply say thank you.

]
Iron-like Will Power
Chen Liangyi, 60, Veteran, Taipei, Taiwan

An Unacceptable Blow
I always pay attention to my health because in my long-term military service, an
annual physical examination was a must. I kept this habit even after retirement.
In May 1999, I often suffered from cold and cough so I went to the hospital to
have an X-ray of my chest. The doctor told me that there was some abnormality and I
had to go for more check-up. Eventually, he gave me a direct information. It was lung
cancer of second stage and it was developing rapidly. It was imperative in this kind of
situation to have an operation immediately.
I accepted this fact and faced the problem like a good soldier. I felt no fear in my
heart and was sure I could cope with the situation. Unlike other patients, I was I who
comforted my wife and my children. I, then, went for the operation and accepted the
doctor’s advice to go through chemotherapy. One third of the lobe of the lung was cut
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off but the doctor was not sure of eliminating the cancer cells completely. Chemotherapy
started as soon as my strength recovered.
While I was waiting for chemotherapy, my eldest son heard of Tian Xian liquid
from his friends. It was said that this product could alleviate the side effects of chemical
treatment so my wife asked my son to secure the product immediately. Besides, my son
said his friend’s mother also suffered from cancer. Since drinking Tian Xian liquid, no
side effects seem to surface in the course of my chemotherapy. My pension, however,
was only enough for our daily expenses and the money that need to be spent on the
purchase of Tian Xian liquid would be a heavy burden on my son’s family. Besides, I
had served in the army my entire life and surely I could tolerate the pain of operation, not
to mention the side effects of chemical treatment. Thinking in this manner, I refused the
kindness of my son.
After the first chemotherapy, however, I really felt so much discomfort. I was
extremely tired and could not eat. I had lain in bed with not even strength to turn over.
Disregarding my opposition, my son called the Hong Kong company to place an order for
Tian Xian liquid and, at the same time, got instructions and suggestions. He told my wife
to urge me to drink this medicine regularly. Thereafter, the side effects of chemotherapy
disappeared and I successfully finished the first course of chemical treatment which
lasted for 3 months.
I continued to take Tian Xian liquid up till now and I go to the hospital for regular
check-ups.
Now, I take a walk every day and help my wife with housework. Sometimes, I
play mahjong with my friends to stimulate my brain. I think Tian Xian liquid does have
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special effects. I believe that as long as I take Tian Xian liquid regularly and pay
attention to the lifestyle I maintain, I can control the cancer cells remaining in my body. I
can exist with cancer and lead a normal life. At such an old age, peaceful life is the
greatest reward. I’d like to thank Tian Xian liquid for it has really helped me. I tell other
patients whenever I go to the hospital that Tian Xian liquid is worth trying.

]
For My Family’s Sake, I Should Not Be Defeated
Lau Wai, 55, Guard at a Primary School, Hong Kong

I Took Traditional Chinese Medicine Behind The Doctor’s Back
I am addicted to sports so I could not imagine myself suffering from cancer. In
September 1996, I went to the hospital for constant coughing. The examination showed
that I had lung cancer. Although I objected to an operation, I could do nothing under the
circumstances.
Four months later, without detailed explanation whatsoever, the doctor started
chemotherapy and radiation treatment. This led to hair loss and weakened constitution
but the doctor still insisted on both therapies. At that time, my son happened to access
information about Tian Xian liquid in the Internet and urged me to take it. I did not
oppose traditional Chinese medicine but the doctor in charge only believed in western
medicine so I had to take Tian Xian liquid behind his back.
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After I began to take Tian Xian liquid, my stamina improved and my hair grew
back. In fact, the doctor was already suspecting that I was taking Tian Xian liquid but he
would not admit that this traditional Chinese medicine could be so effective. He would
rather credit my progress to the effects of chemotherapy and radiation treatment.

Combination Of Chinese And Western Medicine Must Be The Best
Cure
Since I began to use Tian Xian paste in June 1998, dramatic effects had been
achieved. No only had the tumor in my lung shrunk, but my physical state also improved
a great deal. I even resumed working. Because of the pain after the operation, I applied
Tian Xian paste to relieve the pain. As a result, I only felt piercing pain randomly. Later,
the doctor said that the tumor was brought under control and it was only necessary to
have an examination once a month. The chemotherapy was likewise stopped.
In order to maintain my weight and health, I went to the Tian Xian agency not far
from my home to learn more about recommended diet. Generally, I’d like to try anything
that might help cure this illness. At the same time, the responsibility of providing for my
family and my sense of obligation towards them give me extra resolve to survive.
I am lucky enough to be saved by Tian Xian liquid. I think that Chinese people
originally did not discriminate against traditional Chinese medicine.

If it can be

combined effectively and beneficially with western medicine, then, more lives can be
saved.
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]
Only When I Fell Ill Did I Realize That Health Is Heaven
Wang Zhouhong, 63, Shop Owner, Malaysia

Operation Cannot Be Formed At Old Age
Taking heed of public health institutions’ repeated calls for senior citizens to have
regular physical examination, I submitted myself to X-ray examination in March 1997.
A shadow appeared in my left lung and was diagnosed as lung cancer. The
tumor, although benign, measured 6 cm x 2 cm. It was only through more complicated
tests that it could be decided whether an operation would be necessary. Due to my old
age, however, the doctor finally opted for treatment with medicine.
In May, my son found information in the Internet that Dr. Wang Zhengguo, expert
on traditional Chinese medicine against cancer, would be making a diagnostic trip to
Malaysia and treat patients free of charge. My son contacted Dr. Wang through a friend
and Dr. Wang immediately diagnosed my affliction as lung cancer, He instructed me to
take Tian Xian liquid, Tian Xian pills and Tian Xian paste for one course of treatment
(one month).
One month later, my X-ray result showed that the tumor shrunk to half size. This
was beyond our expectation!
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In another examination on October 25, the doctor told us that the X-ray picture
showed that the tumor disappeared completely. Hearing this news, I was overjoyed. It
was with the help of Tian Xian liquid that I was able to escape from tremendous pain.
Now, although the tumor is gone, I continue to drink Tian Xian liquid at reduced
dosage to prevent recurrence. The recent medical prognosis is that everything is normal.
My appetite is back and I have become more energetic.

]
Relish The Happiness In Uttering Words Again
Kan Mukkwun, 54, Firefighter, Hong Kong

Last April, I felt extremely tired so I went to the hospital for a check-up. X-rays
showed that I had lung cancer. The doctor said that an operation must be performed right
away. The pain in my lung did not disappear, however, even after the operation. The
doctor claimed that the operation may have affected my ribs which was now causing the
pain. Seven months later, I could not even utter a sound.
I was rushed to the hospital and the tumor was found to be pressing on my vocal
cord, causing the loss of sound. In other words, cancer was back with a vengeance. The
doctor could no longer do anything except to prescribe vitamins.
At that time, I remembered hearing about Tian Xian liquid and began to take it.
In less than one month, I regained my vocal prowess. When I went to the hospital, the
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doctor revealed that the tumor in the lymph had disappeared and the sound in my lung
was no longer unclear. I was in good condition.

]
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Experiences in Successfully Defeating Liver Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Climb From The Valley Of Despair
Mr. Kido, 66, Responsible Personnel of a Company, Osaka

Place All Hope On The Newest Radiation Treatment
My liver had never functioned well in over 20 years and I take medicine
prescribed by the doctor. I was diagnosed as suffering from C type hepatitis and received
treatment of stimulant.
Two years later, data showed that the disease was brought under control and I was
relieved. The disease deteriorated suddenly, however, and had developed into cancer.
After undergoing liver artery embolism in July 1998, I was almost cured.
Nevertheless, cancer cells were found near the portal vein.

Another liver artery

embolism was performed, but this time, it was in vain. In search of more reliable
treatment, I was told by someone that the Tokyo University hospital was carrying out the
latest “radio treatment” and it entailed sending out radioactive waves from the top of a
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needle through the wavelength of MICRO wave. I can at once kill cancer cells 3 times
more than before. I immediately took a trip to the hospital to try and receive this
treatment.
The hospital mentioned, however, is a research institute that did not consider
treating patients as its main function. Patients who traveled long distances to get there
were referred to other relevant hospitals on the ground that there were not enough beds. I
waited several months to get into the program only to be told that my disease was beyond
cure.
At that time, the tumor had already invaded the portal vein and spread to three
lymph glands. The lymph node swelled to 3 to 4 cm. Neither operation nor radioactive
wave or radiation worked!
I had asked the doctor whether my situation was really hopeless. He coldbloodedly countered that everybody dies at some point and that even though operation
can still be performed on my case, it was better for me to go home and pray. He added
that I can consider radiation therapy but that I should not be too optimistic.
Despair beyond description suddenly overwhelmed me. I could only glare at the
doctor for his brusque manner. That night, my tears flowed through the whole night and I
could not open my eyes in the subsequent days and nights. Nurses kindly suggested for
me to take a walk around Tokyo. “Be open-minded. You are in Tokyo. Take a walk.”
Thus, my wife and I discarded our worries temporarily and enjoyed the pleasure of
shopping.
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Hope Emerged From The Darkness
Maybe the tour of Tokyo relieved me of my worries, I found myself much calmer
to consider what the doctor said.

Finally, I decided to seek radiation treatment.

Unexpectedly, the doctors from the different departments of the hospital gave me
different opinions. One told me that my disease was not fatal and that I need not worry.
The new radiation treatment was controlled by computer and only worked on cancer
cells. The side effects were not as violent as before. What was most exciting was that
they knew of another hospital offering the same treatments in the Guanxi area and that
they would have me transferred there.
In November 1999, I received radiation treatment 25 times. In January 2000, I
had an embolism treatment for the newly found tumor in my liver. It was at this time that
I started my Tian Xian liquid regimen. I thought that even if western medicine could
cure cancer, the side effects would still kill me if my immune system is not strong
enough. So I placed all my hope on Tian Xian liquid. One month later, the tumors at the
portal vein, three lymph glands and the liver were wiped out.
The doctor, himself, asked me in surprise, “How did they disappear?” It was so
incredible and I did not know what to say. A subsequent examination showed small sized
cancer tumor in the lung. The doctor assured me, though, that radiation could definitely
beat this. I felt so relived although I knew that it is only because of Tian Xian liquid that
I could continue to defeat cancer.
I was once thrown into great despair, but I am convinced that I am to climb out of
the bottom of the valley one day.
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]
How Joyful It Is To Live A Peaceful Life
Mr. Kimura, 59, Retired, Yamakuchi County

I Decided To Fight Against Cancer Till The Last Moment Of My Life
It was over 10 years since cancer cells were found in my liver. At that time,
physical examination revealed that my liver function was not too efficient. One year
later, in 1989, on the day when Emperor Zhao passed away, I was diagnosed as suffering
from cirrhosis. Since an operation would have been difficult, I instead went through liver
artery embolism half a year later. In November that year, cancer was found in my
stomach. The operation that followed removed my stomach and gallbladder. At that
time, my wife kept the truth from me. She hid her tremendous grief and actively took
part in gatherings for cancer patients. She availed of all relevant information and bore the
problems by herself. Two years later, my wife finally revealed my real condition to me.
Since I was to be subjected to ethanol injection treatment, she had to tell me the facts for
she knew that I wouldn’t be able to go through this suffering without knowing why. This
procedure required a 12-cm-long cylinder to be inserted in my body. The pain was
excruciatingly beyond any words. Much strength was also required in undergoing such
procedure. My wife, therefore, thought it only fair that I should know the truth.
Frankly speaking, after hearing the facts, I felt darkness suddenly envelop me.
How can I believe it? When I thought about my wife bearing so much pressure and pain
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alone through this long period, I decided that I could not be demoralized. For my wife,
and family members, I must defeat cancer.

Going Through The Torture Of Long-Term Treatment
From then on, I had undergone ethanol injection treatment 20 times per year and
from 1999 onwards, the treatments were reduced to 9 times per year. My strength was
totally consumed by this painful procedure. Unbelievably, I did not lose my appetite and
my recovery was quite satisfactory.
In April 1999, I got to know Dr. Wang Zhengguo. My wife collected all kinds of
news reports, magazines and books about cancer, in which she found Tian Xian liquid.
The tumor at that time measured 6 cm, neither reducing nor growing. Although it caused
liver encephalitis last year, the disease soon cured itself. My appetite and sleep were no
different from normal people.
My wife said that almost all the cancer patients we met in the hospital have died
from cancer recurrence five years later. On the other hand, the doctor did predict very
slight chance of cure for me. Now, I am not only quite nimble in action but I keep a
normal life. I have lived 10 years since getting hit with cancer and I can’t help feeling
grateful. Cherishing the thought of total cure, I keep on taking Tian Xian liquid up to
now.
While living with cancer, I make sure that enjoy life to my heart’s content. I
usually listen to the radio, walk with my dog, grow vegetable, maintain my interest and
live peacefully with my family. Maybe the principle of “existing peacefully with cancer”
can be really applied to the fight against cancer.
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]
Face Disease With The Will-Power Needed
In Climbing Mountains
Mr. Horikuchi, 70, Employee, Gunma County

Sustain The Will-Power With The Desire To Climb A Mountain
I originally suffered from C type hepatitis and received injection treatment in the
hospital once a week. The disease did not have any influence on my daily life and I
worked as usual. In my spare time, I like to take photos of beautiful mountain scenery or
engage in gardening. I also went to gym regularly to maintain my muscular strength as
my one passion in life was mountain climbing. In fact, I had once gone mountain
climbing in the winter, a fact other people to be foolish but I liked the challenge.
Last June, however, I felt slight discomfort and just to be sure, I went to the
hospital for an examination. I was then found to have liver cancer and the cancer cells
had reached to the portal vein so much so that an operation could no longer be performed.
Even chemotherapy did not help. Frustrated, the doctor told me that I could live for just
three more months. Short as it was, I still thought at least I had that.
There was a new treatment developed at that time by the medical institute of Jiu
Liu Mi University. It involved inserting a duct from the inside part of the thigh and with
anti-cancer drugs injected six hours a day.
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With the wish to give it a try, I told the doctor to put me under whatever program
that might prove effective. I pleaded for help that I may recover my health through
modern medical means. At least, I would be able to climb mountains again.

Break The Prediction Of Three Months’ Life
Since knowing of my disease, my wife and I began to read numerous books
relevant to cancer. Whether medicine or health food, I tried them as long as it was said to
be effective against cancer.
Later, we got to read about Tian Xian liquid in the newspapers. At first, I was
skeptical about its claims as we had already gone through so many useful medications.
The more I understood the product, the more I realized that this must be the medicine I
had been hoping for. My wife also encouraged me not to give up hope of cure. I began
to take 3 or 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid per day and 3 Tian Xian pills after each meal.
In about one month, the hospital treatment ran its course and I was allowed to leave. The
sign of recovery was much clearer now. I was required to submit to an examination
every two weeks and while I still continued to take anti-cancer drugs, I likewise pursued
my use of the Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills. I, who had been sentenced to only
three months’ life, lived through the three months in peace and without pain. I even got
to celebrate happily and boisterously the new year with my family.
Perhaps, due to my old age, my resistance to disease and ability for recovery had
been greatly hampered. The after effects of the operation led to many inconveniences in
my life and had made me uncomfortable.
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In January 2000, I was again admitted to the hospital to have the previous duct
pulled out and a new one inserted. When radiography drug was injected to show the state
of my liver, the doctor impulsively exclaimed that few people could have such a quick
recovery as myself. Hearing this while lying on the operating table, I breath a sigh of
thanks to Tian Xian liquid.
In February my ECHO exam did not find any trace of cancer. MRI and CT scans
also confirmed the same result. My happiness was beyond description.
Of course, it has not been made clear whether the combination of modern western
medicine and traditional Chinese medicine is correct, but I am sure that it is due to Tian
Xian liquid that I was able to defeat cancer. So, if your family members, friends or
acquaintances are afflicted with cancer, please recommend Tian Xian liquid to him or
her, that there may be hope and a beautiful future for them.

]
Never To Accept Failure
Lady Sawada, 77, Housewife, Byogo County

Take Strength In Daily Activities
I underwent an operation for breast cancer 10 years ago and had regular checkups twice a year. In the summer of 1997, cancer was found in my liver. Another
operation was performed and ethanol injection treatment was commenced combined with
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anti-cancer drug. Due to the violent side effects of the anti-cancer drugs, I lost my
appetite and could not ear for nearly 3 months. Treatment had to be stopped. At that
time, a relative introduced me to Tian Xian liquid.
I had thought that all medicines tasted terrible but is was no in this instance. I had
no difficulty in taking Tian Xian liquid at all. I first took 2 bottles every day. Later, in
the hope of triggering a quick recovery, I drank 6 bottles of the liquid each day. As
expected, the radiation examination showed that the shadow in my liver disappeared and
blood test also verified the same.
I received anti-cancer drug injection twice a month while drinking Tian Xian
liquid everyday. I felt no effect from the anti-cancer drug and enjoyed delicious food.
During the latter part of my hospital stay, my hearty appetite and restful sleep amused
even the nurse. I was then drinking 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid per day to prevent
another cancer attack and planned to continue this regimen in the future.
I am impetuous by nature and I am not worried about catching the disease. I do
keep myself busy so that I will forget this debilitating experience. I have now relegated
all housework to my son and daughter-in-law. I spend every day as usual.
Thank Tian Xian liquid for helping me to return to live and relieved me of the worry of
this disease. Now, I share my happiness with my family.
If asked how I was able to defeat such a monster disease, I think not accepting
failure was the secret of my fight against cancer.
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]
Trembling With Only The Wish For Recovery
Mr. Shimada,65, Employee, Kanagawa County

Negligence Led To Disaster
I have the built of an athlete, enjoy playing baseball and take pride in my strength.
At 50 years old, however, the function of my heart weakened and returned to normal only
after treatment.
In Autumn 1998, my bowel movement was not regular and even bloody. I felt
sapped of my strength and my mood was worse.
In February the following year, I was found to have rectal cancer and underwent
an operation. The doctor suggested vaccine but unfortunately, due to personnel reshuffle
at that hospital, administration of such vaccine was delayed for one month.
One week after I had such injection, the doctor me that the cancer cells had
metastasized to my lung and liver. I went through surgery on my lung and anti-cancer
drug was injected into my liver. I had expected not to suffer the pain of operation but in
the fact of this disease, there was nothing else to do but to courageously go through the
recommended treatment. At that time, my son sent Tian Xian liquid, Tian Xian pills and
relevant information and I began to take the product.
Two weeks later, I was permitted to go home. I caught diarrhea out of negligence
and experienced continuous vomiting so that I had to be admitted into the hospital again.
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I had flatulence in my belly so drip-feeding was administered. In order to defeat cancer, I
taught myself to pay more attention to the minute details as I will not last long if I keep
on being careless.
The treatment on my liver began shortly. A duct was inserted into the liver and
anti-cancer drug was injected. Surprisingly, I was never bothered by the side effects. I
only felt somewhat tired and sleepy, slightly hot all over my body and a little sour in my
mouth. I believed it had been through the Tian Xian liquid and the Maruyama vaccine
that I had breezed through the procedure. I felt energetic soon after and one month later,
the doctor was able to operate on my lung. X-ray check before the operation showed that
two tumors of difference sizes grew in my left lung. During the operation, only the
bigger tumor was found and removed while the smaller one disappeared. I was more
convinced then that Tian Xian liquid and Maruyama vaccine eliminated this.
After another anti-cancer drug injection to the liver, the treatment that lasted for
100 days was finally finished. From the time I was released from the hospital up till now,
I continue to take two bottles of Tian Xian liquid and six Tian Xian pills per day and
Maruyama vaccine every other day.
The doctor once told my wife that there was no hope for me. But now, not only
have I regained my weight, I can also engage in simple sports like walking, mountain
climbing and golf. I could also carry out light work in the office. I am, indeed, slowly
getting back to my normal life.
My quick recovery is not only owed to my wife, all the relatives and friends who
had been so supportive in my hour of despair and uncertainty. Most of all, I owe my life
to Dr. Wang Zhengguo, inventor of Tian Xian liquid. Thank you all.
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]
Never Let Father Die Of Cancer
Mr. Oishi, 64, Private Entrepreneur, Kanagawa County

The Whole Family Was Thrown In Great Sorrow
On the morning of October 2, 1999, my father suddenly felt ill and vomited a
basin of blood. He was rushed to the hospital and was diagnosed as suffering from
stomach cancer, which had already metastasized to his liver and developed into the fourth
stage. There was only one year to live! After his whole stomach was removed, it was
found that the tumor in the center of his liver had grown to 7 cm and the two small ones
at the sides measured 2 cm each. All the tumors could not be removed even surgically.
It seemed as if the whole family was thrown into the bottom of a deep pit. Our minds
were totally blank and the only obsession was that we cannot let Father die of cancer.
Advertisements in the newspapers never interested me before, but this time, I noticed the
advertisements for Tian Xian liquid in my search for possible cure. I got the books about
Tian Xian liquid as advertised in the newspapers. After reading, I gained confidence in
the product and bought some for Father to try.
Father had continuous high fever the week after his first operation and he lost his
appetite so much so that his weight dropped 10 kg. When the fever subsided, I urged
Father to drink the Tian Xian liquid. In doubt, Father still began to take 6 bottles of Tian
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Xian liquid every day. His excretion started to improve and he gradually regained his
vigor. Father was now encouraged to continue taking the Tian Xian liquid.
It was originally recommended that Father take anti-cancer drugs after his
strength stabilized. In time for the coming of the New Year, however, Father was
temporarily released from the hospital. During this span of time, Father was not taking
any other medicine except Tian Xian liquid.

Contrary to doctors’ prediction, his

complexion became ruddy, and he obviously had more energy and strength.
Later on, due to the side effects of anti-cancer drugs, he was apprehensive of
becoming weak again and having to lie on the bed the whole time. A friend

told us

about an anti-cancer drug that could be injected directly to the liver. This treatment was
reported to have minimal side effects and the patient could continue working even while
under treatment. We transferred to another hospital and availed of the said treatment,
which Father is subjected to up to now. Besides drip-feeding injection, intake of Tian
Xian liquid is continued.
It has been one year since Father was confirmed to be terminally ill. Although he
had lost almost 20 kg by now, the cancer cells have not metastasized to other parts of his
body and he could maintain a normal life. All this, we attribute to Tian Xian liquid.
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]
I Cannot Recall The Time
When I Was Lying In Bed With Disease
Lady Hirashima, 53, Employee, Hiroshima Country

I Erroneously Thought Of Myself As Fully Recovered
Two years ago, a polyp was found in my large intestine. I agreed to surgery to
remove the same. I did not take a small polyp seriously and as I was leaving the hospital,
the doctor assured me that the malignant part had been removed. To take precautions,
however, he suggested that I take 3 anti-cancer pills every day. If nothing goes wrong in
two years time, it means that I am fully recovered. I was relieved by this information
and, indeed, the first examination I had after my operation yielded no negative results. I
thought, then, that I was really fully recovered.
One year after the operation, it came as a surprise that I was found to have cancer
cells metastasized to other parts of my body including my liver. I was shocked and could
not make any comment. I went through radiation treatment and I realized that if I keep
on ignoring my illness, I could lose my life one day.
It happened that my daughter brought me a book written by Dr. Wang Zhengguo
to the hospital. I read each paragraph and each chapter attentively. Upon leaving the
hospital, I immediately took hold of Tian Xian liquid and started on my healing regimen.
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The following examination did not show any abnormality in my body. In other words, I
was very healthy so I returned to work.
Now, I take Tian Xian liquid 6 times a week. No matter how busy I am, I never
forget to put 3 bottles of it in the pocket of my uniform while intoning that Tian Xian
liquid “helps improve my immunity”. Aside from this, I drink a big cup of juice mixing
root-tuber of aromatic turmeric (granule), citric acid, carrot, banana, milk and sesame.

Not Only Was My Life Saved, But My Mind Too
Now, both my excretion and appetite are excellent. My strength and mental state
are satisfactory. The preceding two years seem like a nightmare in my mind. When I
was in the hospital, I once asked a nurse, “Can I return to normal life after the treatment
is finished?” She told me that once cancer has metastasized, majority of the patients are
regularly sent to the hospital again and again.
I did not expect this nurse to say something so insensitive to a nervous, frustrated
patient. I was filled with anger and thought that by no means will I live in this hospital
and see this nurse again.
At that time, I could not sleep before or after an examination. When family
members talked about the Spring Festival or the Pure Brightness, I was obsessed with the
thought of whether I shall live long enough to share these events with them. Listening to
others say such hurting words, I couldn’t help losing my temper that I would spend my
whole day in a foul mood.
Frankly speaking, Tian Xian liquid not only saved my life but it also helped me
keep my sanity. My gratitude to Tian Xian liquid is beyond words.
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]
I Believe, So I Recover
Putlapun, 53, Entrepreneur, Thailand

The Only Trouble Now Is That I Am Over-weight
In June 1998, a tumor of 9 cm x 10 cm was found in my liver. The diagnosis was
cancer of a late stage and the doctor told me that my life span was just 6 months more.
After anti-cancer drug treatment twice, I was tortured by the side effects like vomiting,
hair loss, and constant pain in the affected part. The tumor, though, had reduced in size.
In November, my friend introduced Tian Xian liquid to me so I began to drink 60 ml per
day, together with Tian Xian pills and Tian Xian paste. Soon, the pain and other
symptoms were minimized.
Three months later, all symptoms, including jaundice disappeared. A check-up in
February 1999, revealed that the tumor had shrunk to 8.2 cm x 8.3 cm. The doctor
advised that I should have an operation but I refused for I believed that Tian Xian liquid
could cure my disease. I, therefore, continued to take Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian
pills up till now.
As a result, the tumor became smaller and smaller until in May 2000, it became 6
cm x 7 cm in size.
It had been 2 year since the doctor sentenced me to 6 months. My life and work
are no different now than before. Later, this same doctor said that since the tumor had
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reduced in size, an operation was no longer necessary. My weight increased from 75 kg
to 93 kg and now, the doctor is reminding me to stop growing any fatter. So, my only
problem now is how to avoid being over-weight.

]
My Wife’s Great Love Gets Back My Health
Puttawala, 52, Thailand

It Started From A Traffic Accident
Ten years ago, I broke my rib and my liver and spleen were seriously hurt in a
traffic accident. Since I originally had B type hepatitis, it developed into cirrhosis. At
the beginning of this year, the disease aggravated. There was flatulence in my belly and
fever and fatigue tortured me.
The examination in the hospital revealed that tumors were in my liver and bladder
and it was confirmed to be cancerous. The doctor, however, neither revealed this fact to
me nor gave specific suggestions for treatment. He simply asked me to have a check-up
regularly.
At that time, I was quite lucky to know Tian Xian liquid through friends. I was
quite cynical about its advertised effects but the idea of trying it was irresistible. I began
to take 60 ml of Tian Xian liquid and 12 Tian Xian pills every day.
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Since my physique was identified as “internal heat”, I had fever and dropsy in my
eyes as I began to drink Tian Xian liquid. The agent doctor informed me that these were
symptoms of recovery and could be mitigated by drinking more water. He told me not to
worry and assured me of good results if I continue drinking it.

Dramatic Change
One month later, not only did the abovementioned symptoms cease, but the
flatulence in my belly, the water accumulation, fever, and fatigue that bothered me for so
long all simply disappeared. The dramatic change enhanced my confidence in Tian Xian
liquid and my reliance on it.
Half year later, all the discomforts left me and I became quite vigorous physically
and mentally. I could even drive my beloved family members for a trip. What is more
exciting is that the latest check-up showed absolutely no trace of cancer cells.
I continue to drink Tian Xian liquid to prevent another cancer attack.

My

recovery, however, is owed more to my wife who took great care of me than any
medicine, food or sports could have done. She schedules my medicine intake, ensures I
exercise, and regulates my diet. Without the moral support and care of my family
member, and, most important, Tian Xian liquid, I could not have recovered so quickly.
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]
Don’t Give Up!
Mr. Nakaro, 49, Entrepreneur, Miyagi County

Chemical Treatment Did Not Take Much Effect
In April 1998, my 49-year-old brother underwent an operation for intestine cancer
(sigmoid flexure). After the operation, he began to drink 500 ml juice decocted from 5
grams Sheng Yong after taking water.
Urine tested normal after a period of time and the side effects of the treatment
were not serious.

His recovery could be considered successful.

He mainly ate

vegetables, and replaced meat with fish in his diet. He continued to drink Sheng Yong
juice.
Ten months later, it was found that the cancer cells spread to his liver. The doctor
suggested another operation or any of the available chemical treatments. My brother
decided on the direct injection of anti-cancer drug once a month, three times per course.
But, the tumor sign did not change much during this period.

Convinced That The Disease Can Be Cured
In November 1999, radiation treatment was conducted as soon as it was
recommended. At that time, I encouraged my brother and sister-in-law to read the book
“Fighting against Cancer” and to take Tian Xian liquid as soon as possible. Thus, from
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December, he began to drink 4 to 6 bottles of Tian Xian liquid and continued for half a
year. Since my brother does his work outdoors, his throat often felt parched. Since
drinking Tian Xian liquid, his throat started feeling smooth.
In June this year, I had a chance to go to Hong Kong and, with the help of the
Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery Association, visited the
headquarters there. Under the instruction of the headquarters, my brother began to use
Tian Xian paste as well. He, himself, often said that Tian Xian paste really made his
digestive system unobstructed.

He received treatment through induct insertion , as

previously agreed with the doctor, to cure the remaining tumor.
Now, my brother still takes Tian Xian liquid together with 2 Tian Xian pastes
according to his physical condition.
Although there is positive sign of recovery, it is still not the most desirable result.
We are sure that the disease can be cured with the efforts of my brother and those around
him.
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]
It Is Like A Nightmare When I Look Back
Mr. Oshima, 62, Retired, Chiba County

Complex Double Cancers
In February 1997, I was diagnosed as suffering from bile duct cancer at the anus
and rectal cancer at the upper part. I had catheter treatment on 3 parts but the operation
can not be performed on the bile duct cancer and chemotherapy did not have any effect at
all.
The doctor said that only other hope I had was radiation treatment. Thus, in
January the following year, I was admitted into another hospital that could carry out
radiation therapy. An operation was performed on the rectal cancer in April. In May,
catheter treatment was stopped and I was released from the hospital. In less than two
weeks, however, cancer struck again and I was sent to the hospital to undergo catheter
treatment once more.
From then on, I began to drink Tian Xian liquid occasionally. I first heard of Tian
Xian through the books and information sent by a friend. I was quite doubtful about the
efficacy of the product but in July 1998, Dr. Wang Zhengguo came to Japan to give a
lecture on cancer care. My family went to listen and recorded his lecture. After I
listened to the tape, I decided to bet my life on Tian Xian liquid and drank it diligently.
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Previously, the doctor had told me that the cancer had already metastasized to the liver
and had become incurable. The cancer cells had cause ascites so the possibility of a cure
is very, very minimal. I thought to myself that if I did not go home right there and then, I
will never be able to do so anymore. So, I hurriedly left the hospital.
On the second month after I had started taking Tian Xian liquid, not only did the
jaundice minimize, the ascites also disappeared. Catheter treatment became unnecessary
and was stopped on the fourth month.
Now, a small tumor still exists in my body. Recalling my frequent visit to the
hospital for cholangitis and weakening of the liver function, however, is really like
replaying a terrible nightmare.

]
It Is Better To Live Even Just One Day More
Mr. Ikeda, 51, Employee, Saidama County

Searching For Traditional Chinese Medicine Suitable For Me
My husband’s liver has never been in good condition and he goes to the hospital for
treatment. One day, his physical state seemed quite abnormal so I suggested for him to
have a complete medical examination even though it was not yet due. The examination
showed that c1ncer had developed into a late state. The doctor said that there was at most
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two to three months left for him. This unbelievable fact made me tremble. Darkness
enveloped and clouded over me.
When my husband left the hospital two months later, he became quite suspicious
since he was never told the truth. He was distrustful and became uneasy. Family
members tried to make his return to normal life easy and tried to relieve him of pressures.
No matter what happened, we tried to restrain ourselves from showing our feelings. I
vowed to help him live on! My husband gradually guessed his illness and began to
search for suitable traditional Chinese medicine. In his search, he came across Tian Xian
liquid and began to take it.
Tian Xian liquid differed from all other traditional Chinese medicine. Shortly
after he began taking the liquid, his mental state improved day by day. He became more
alert and cheerful that I could not suppress my happiness. Recently, my husband seemed
more energetic than any one of us. It had been five years ago since he was sentenced to
die in two months time. He continues his regular examination and now, knows that the
tumor has become very small.
Benefiting a lot from Tian Xian liquid, my husband suggests Tian Xian liquid
whenever family members or friends fall ill. Now, my energetic husband works even
better and harder for his beloved family.
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]
Curb The Horse At The Cliff To Regain Your Health
Mr.Oda, 69, Retired, Tokyo

Stopping Medicine Intake Recklessly Led To Another Attack
In October 1998, my medical check-up showed that cirrhosis had developed into
liver cancer with a tumor 1 cm x 2 cm big. I underwent liver artery embolism and
ethanol injection which were effective.
The condition lasted two or three years and then I saw reports about Tian Xian
liquid in newspapers and magazines. I read everything I could lay my hands on with
regards to Tian Xian liquid and tried to understand the facts. Trusting the truth of the
reports, I started to take Tian Xian liquid.
At first, I drank 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid per day. It took effect quickly. The
supersonic wave examination showed that the shadow of cancer disappeared.
Afterwards,I reduced the amount of Tian Xian liquid to two bottles per day.
In the check-up in November 1997, a tumor of 1.2 cm again showed in the results.
I again drank 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid every day.
The examination in October the following year showed that the tumor did not
grow but neither did it disappear. Now, I consider myself as having recovered.
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]
Finally, I Can Enjoy A Peaceful Life In My Old Age
Lady Namiki, 78, Housewife, Kanagawa County

Cancer Has Not Attacked Again For Three Years Up Till Now
In the ECHO examination I had last November 1995, a shadow was found in my
liver. The following January, it was confirmed that the cancerous tumor was then 4 cm x
4 cm. I had gone to the hospital in February, but an operation was declared impossible
due to my old age so I opted for embolism treatment instead.
The treatment was useless, however, so I left the hospital. In April that year, I
learned of Tian Xian liquid from magazines. After developing enough confidence in
what I had read, I began to drink 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid one week before going
back to the hospital in June.
I then went through embolism treatment again. Two weeks later, my appetite
recovered and my complexion became healthy.

One month later, the examination

showed that the tumor had greatly reduced in size. This fact surprised my doctor no end.
Although the doctor suggested continuing with the embolism treatment, I refused
on the ground of my old age. I continued drinking Tian Xian liquid only. Months after,
in January 1996 to be exact, the examination showed that the tumor had disappeared
completely. The tumor sign was only 1 digit!
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In fact, my physical condition at that time was tremendously improved that I
stopped taking Tian Xian liquid for the following two years. As a result, the cancer
attacked again. Now, I am again undergoing embolism treatment, but at the same time,
drinking Tian Xian liquid. In fact, for a patient who suffers from both cirrhosis and liver
cancer, another attack is very likely. I think I’d better drink at least two bottles of Tian
Xian liquid everyday for the sake of prevention.
Now, cancer has not attacked again for three years. It can be deemed that I am
fully recovered. I am sure it is Tian Xian liquid that is most effective.

]
The Ever Worsening Nightmare Finally Stops
Mr. Tokokawa, 67, Retired, Kanagawa County

Operation Again and Again
I am not very strong. It is not only usual for me to catch cold but I get bedridden
two or three days every time I fall ill. I am surrounded by cold medicine and have
constipation occasionally.
The physical examination in the summer of 1994 showed that I suffered from C
type hepatitis, which developed into cirrhosis. At the beginning of the following year,
during an operation to remove my spleen, tumor was found in parts of my liver. I
underwent ethanol injection treatment, but the effect was not as good as expected.
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In 1996, the tumor grew bigger and bigger, so that I had to have one third of my
liver and gallbladder removed as well. In 1997, it developed into liver cancer. Up till
now, I received five liver artery embolism operations.
It was after the second operation that I began to drink Tian Xian liquid. Thanks to
Tian Xian liquid, my strength has recovered and my appetite has become as good as
before. More importantly, Tian Xian liquid has hastened the deterioration of the tumor.

]
Slip Through The Crevice
Of the Fingers Of The God Of Death
Lady Efuji, 51, Housewife, Byogo County

Twelve years ago, I had my breast removed due to cancer. Three years after, it
metastasized to my uterus and that too was removed. Cancer cells still existed in my
body and started to spread to my lungs. The doctor said that if the tumor was not
removed, the cancer cells would keep on spreading all over my whole body. I agreed to a
third operation as a consequence.
After surgery, I was again admitted to the hospital for anti-cancer drug treatment
once a week. It had no effect whatsoever. After a long period of treatment, I felt very
tired both mentally and physically. I lost my appetite and lost weight. The CT scan
showed that there was still a cancerous tumor in my liver almost 3 cm in size.
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The doctor said that even the continuous treatment for liver cancer could not
prolong my life any longer. My family then sought the advice of a doctor on traditional
Chinese medicine for cancer and accepted the suggestion to take Tian Xian liquid. At
that time, I knew nothing of traditional Chinese medicine. Urged by my family members,
I began to take Tian Xian liquid.
I remember clearly that it was November 16, 1997. Two weeks after, I did not
feel tired any more and my appetite was hearty.
At the beginning of the following year, I continued to drink 20 ml of Tian Xian
liquid and went to the hospital every two weeks for my regular medical examination. In
the middle of October, test results showed that the cancerous tumor shrunk from 3 cm to
1 cm and my blood tested normal. The doctor was so surprised at my quick recovery.

]
Inspire Determination To Fight Against Cancer
Mr. Cheng Chi Keung, 67, Retired, Hong Kong

Bear Tremendous Sufferings Only To Survive
Nearly one year ago, I felt bothered by itching on my hands and feet. I had a
check-up at the Ma Jia Lie hospital, but the doctor only talked to my wife about the
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results of my test. I found my wife behaving strangely afterwards and only my repeated
questioning made her tell me the truth.
It was perhaps liver cancer but the tumor had grown so big that an operation had
been ruled out. The doctor was sure that I would only live for maybe half a year.
Radiation and chemotherapy may prolong my life to two years if I were lucky and the
treatments were successful.
It was so unacceptable.

I immediately went through anti-cancer drug and

radiation treatments to extend my life even for just another two years. The treatments,
though, added to my sufferings.
Maybe I was really lucky but I got to know of Tian Xian liquid from my wife’s
friend at this most crucial of times in my life. My wife and daughter told me not to worry
about money but to simply grasp at any opportunity for cure. I thought that even if it led
to economic burdens, it would only last for half a year. In order not to disappoint my
wife and daughter, I began to drink Tian Xian liquid.
Unexpectedly, a miracle happened.

My physical condition improved.

My

appetite was back and the sense of flatulence disappeared. Insomnia, which was caused
by dysphoria and the terrible itch that afflicted me disappeared. I could now sleep
soundly until the following morning.
I made up my mind then to fight cancer more vigorously. I stopped taking the
anti-cancer drug and only relied on Tian Xian liquid every day. I believe that as long as
my physical condition is recovering, then my body can generate the necessary strength to
defeat cancer. Although I still feel itching on my skin now and then, I feel calm and
energetic.
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]
Feel The Beauty Of Life
Jun Wan, 58, Writer, Taipei, Taiwan

I Was Once Weary Of Life Because Of The violent Side Effects
During the past 12 years, cancer had attacked me three times; breast cancer,
uterus cancer first and then liver cancer two years ago. Physical sufferings and great fear
were part and parcel of my daily life and made me feel that indeed my life would be
short.
To what degree could the most advance examination techniques, operations and
chemical treatments of modern medicine control my disease? The side effects were so
unbearable sometimes that I even did not want to live anymore. One of my father’s
friends, who is a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine, instructed me on how to
combine western medicine with traditional Chinese medicine to derive the best results
against cancer. With the help of my father and that doctor, I began to take traditional
Chinese medicine, an anti-cancer medicine called “Tian Xian Liquid”, which was
developed by means of modern technology.
Tian Xian liquid not only relieved me of the suffering from side effects caused by
western medicine, such as vomiting, difficulty in swallowing, and hair loss. Besides, I
was gradually recovering my strength, which inspired me to hope for a longer life. The
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doctor in charge and friends were quite amazed at my robust appearance. Tian Xian
liquid really helped me defeat cancer.
Anyway, I’d like to thank the doctors and nurses who tried their best to save me.
It is with their help and support that I am able to see light in the darkness once again and
pick up my writing.
Recalling my struggle against cancer, I feel as if I were a blade of grass braving
the strong wind and courageously hanging on, never receding in the face of hardships and
growing robustly in the warm sunshine. Life to me is not only important but also more
beautiful.
Now, I do not live only for survival. I’d like to encourage all patients to go
through the difficulty with cheer.

]
Health Returns To Me
Chen Wumei, 70, Housewife, Taipei, Taiwan

There Was Still No Sign Of Improvement With All Treatments
“Mom, it is very likely that you have liver cancer, but the doctor said that you are
sure to recover as long as you receive treatment in the hospital. Don’t worry. Let’s pray
together..”
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When my son told me this, I was not much surprised. I only felt a little sorry.
Not for myself but for my family. My youngest son is in charge of the Zhi Yuan Jing
Temple of the Taipei Buddhist Association so every morning, I go there to pray and had
acquired some sort of spiritual understanding.
I lost my appetite and felt extremely tired for quite a time. My belly swelled until
internal hemorrhage occurred. I was sent to the hospital immediately.
Later, my son told me the doctor’s diagnosis. It was liver cancer at its terminal
stage. Besides surgery, all the other chemical treatments failed. I was still in a dangerous
situation.

The Disease Underwent An Extremely Drastic Change In One Year
I became a frequent visitor of the hospital for almost half a year. Since my son
had some communication with the Nai Liang Temple in Japan, someone there, after
discovering my disease, told us that there is an anti-cancer traditional Chinese medicine
called Tian Xian liquid from Chine and it can be bought in Hong Kong. Seeing me get
weaker by the day, my son went to Hong Kong personally to check out this product.
Since my cancer was at the terminal stage, I drank eight bottles of Tian Xian
liquid every day and continued doing so for half a year. The examination I had half a
year later showed that the cancer cells disappeared. I fully recovered in only one year.
Five years have passed. Not only have I recovered my appetite, but I no longer
suffer from insomnia and pain in my joints, which tortured me no end before. Health has
returned to me.
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My weight, which dropped to 45 kg before the operation and 38 kg after that is
now 52 kg. My son is again beginning to worry. “Mom, you are too fat…..”

]
I Am Not Alone In My Fight Against Cancer
Mr. Dong, 56, Teacher, Taipei, Taiwan

I can’t remember how many years ago during a blood donation, I was told I carry
B type hepatitis virus. From then on, I learned to be careful in my daily life, especially
my diet. I never drink and go to bed at the usual fixed time. Even my family is weary of
such a life but I insist on it for I know that B type hepatitis virus is likely to develop into
serious liver disease.
In April 1999, all the four people in my family were infected by the flu that was
spreading across town. All had to go to the hospital and take some medicine. While my
wife and sons recovered, however, I still felt tired all day and lost my usual appetite. I
felt like the food was stuck in my stomach. I thought it was due to indigestion or the cold
medicine that I had been taking. One night, I suddenly felt a piercing pain in my right
upper abdomen, which made me unable to sleep. I got up to find pain killers in the
drawer. I took two pills and fell asleep.
I thought it was neuralgia fir I did not feel the pain in the following two days. On
the third day, as I was giving lessons in school as usual, a fit of great pain made me bend
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over. The students saw me turn pale in a cold sweat and brought me to the school clinic.
The nurse arranged for me to be admitted in a hospital and informed my wife to proceed
there. The doctor inquired about my state of health in recent years and told me to
undergo several medical examinations. Finally, he asked me to take it easy in the
hospital while waiting to have the tests. I did not need my wife to accompany me in the
hospital for I could move around by myself. When I felt well, I walked around in the
wards and chatted with family members of patients. Beside me was someone who was
suffering from liver cancer at the late stage. I felt strange being located in such a ward.
The following day, I went to the neighboring ward to find someone to chat with and saw
a patient reading materials in his bed. I took one book randomly. It was “A Good Cure
for Cancer: China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid”. Seeing him in high spirits, I began to have a
good chat with him.
He told me that he suffered from liver cancer at the fourth stage. With the
recommendation of his friend, he started to drink Tian Xian liquid for 3 weeks, so that he
was able to sit up and read by himself. He added that were it not for Tian Xian liquid, he
would have already died.
I felt a little sad and began to think. Does the doctor also suspect me to have liver
cancer so that I had been put this ward? When my wife came to visit, I revealed my
doubts to her. Before I finished, tears came into her yes. She gazed at me and said that
as soon as I was sent to the hospital, the doctor knew from the supersonic waves that
there were two cancerous tumors in my liver; one was 7.5 cm x 8 cm and the other was
3.5 cm x 1.5 cm. Further check-up was only to see if there was a chance of cure through
surgery or any other treatment.
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It was a hard blow for me. I was dumbfounded! I did not know what would
happen to me. Would I be reduced to skin and bones with a big abdomen like the one
next door? My wife’s tears seemed to have dried up. I wouldn’t accept such fate! I was
only 56. Why did cancer attack me, someone who led such a disciplined, normal life? I
wanted to should, but couldn’t make a sound. I was also afraid that shouting aloud would
break the tumors in the liver.
My wife threw her arms around me and we hugged each other, hoping that time
would stop. At that precise moment, my sons walked in to visit me after school. The
sight of us hugging must have given them a shock. They had never seen their father and
mother so intimate. When they saw the grave expression on our faces, however, they
asked anxiously what had happened. I tried my best to calm down and told them that
their father had liver cancer and was just waiting for treatment. My eldest son blurted out
that his classmate’s father was in the next room and was also suffering from liver cancer.
Aside from the treatments in the hospital, he also took a traditional Chinese medicine. I
thought he must be referring to the patient I chatted with earlier.
My eldest son immediately went over to ask his classmate’s father for the
materials on Tian Xian liquid. My wife and I studied the subject carefully, skipping the
scientific details, which we did not know anything about. We discussed the product with
each other. In the final analysis, we decided to wait for the doctor’s decision as to
whether Tian Xian liquid may be taken too.
The next day, the doctor said that since the tumor was so close to the main vessel,
an operation would be very difficult. He decided to conduct embolism treatment first,
which had slight side effects, and then supplementary treatment based on the results. At
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that time, I was able to give a sober consideration of my condition. I saw a toll free
number in the reading materials and tried calling this number. I did not expect to reach
the home office in Hong Kong. The lady who answered the phone explained in detail
their services. What tempted me to give the product a try was that the lady said that
when you ask about their products, you should let them know your condition and the
treatment you have had so far, so that they would know how to help.
I felt that this company was very object yet caring so I took the medicine as
prescribed by the lady. I also asked the patient next door about his conditions after taking
Tian Xian liquid. The so called combination of western medicine and Chinese treatment
was thus carried out in my case.
I left the hospital ten days later when the embolism treatment was finished. I
continued to drink Tian Xian liquid and continued to contact the office in Hong Kong for
consultations through the toll free number. They also instructed me on matters that
deserve my attention such as the stress in my daily life and my diet. I feel that they are
not only selling a product but taking care of every patient that comes their way in a very
real sense. I maintain contact with my son’s classmate’s father, too. He shares the same
feeling that we are being taken care of by a group of people who are really concerned
about us.
My wife also calls Hong Kong for matters on diet and always gets satisfactory
answers and instructions. Now, I pay more attention to my physical state and ask my
whole family to take care of themselves and their diet. I do not want for another one to
get affected or my sons will not be taken good care of should I, the backbone of the
family, die.
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I had been drinking Tian Xian liquid for over one year now and pay attention to
the stresses in my daily life. My family has become more closely knit. I want nothing
more than more time to spend with my family. Tian Xian liquid helps me a lot and the
company is guiding me.
Also, I’d like to thank all the people in the Chine-Japan Fei Da Company for their
assistance and concern. I now value what I have more! I am not lonely in my fight
against cancer for I have great moral support. Although it is a big expense, I believe life
is much more important than money.
I would pay any price if only I can live just one day more.

]
Re-discover The Love Between Grandparents And Grandsons
Mr. Nick Mark, 62, Business Consultant, New York, U.S.A.

It Was A Pity That The Cancer Was Not Detected Earlier
I suffered from diabetes before I was 40. I had tried various medicines but my
liver function just kept deteriorating. When the medical examination showed the state of
my liver, the doctor said that it was likely due to my diabetes. I, therefore, did not pursue
further check-up. My condition grew worse, however, and in early June 1992, after I was
transferred to another hospital, I was told I had C type hepatitis. I was given stimulant
injection but I did not have to remain in the hospital for long.
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The following year, after a trip with my whole family, I found blood in my stool.
The diagnosis was large intestine cancer. I had surgery where a 1.5 cm tumor from the
large intestine was removed. The doctor regretted not having detected the cancer earlier.
Afterwards, I returned to work for one more year but I was constantly feeling exhausted.
At home, I could not do anything but lie down. Soon, I was again in the hospital for liver
cancer. Chemotherapy was not successful as the doctor said that cancer has metastasized.

Recovered Strength And Enjoy Living Again
After the operation, I suffered from pneumonedema in the abdomen and I took
diuretic to help ease the situation. I was losing protein so protein was complemented
through drip-feeding.
Unexpectedly, the doctor said the my lymph gland may have been damaged so I
needed another operation. Although the operation was quite normal, they found white
powder in the liver. It was then ascertained that the cancer had spread to the liver. The
doctor could do nothing but inform that I only have several months left. At that time, I
got to know Tian Xian liquid from news report. I began to drink 6 bottles of the liquid
every day. Several days later, bits of white powder appeared in the ducts connected
tome.
Upon inquiry to the doctor, he would not give me a direct answer but rather
offered for me to leave the hospital if I wanted to. I thought that I was going to die and
that the doctor had already given up all hope. Apparently, it was the doctor did not know
what the white powder was.
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It may be due to Tian Xian liquid, though, that the pneumonedema in my
abdomen subsided. I had to go through another operation that the pneumonedema may
be reduced further. About one month after the latest operation, the ducts connected to me
were all taken away and I was released from the hospital. Now, I have already recovered
my strength and I can take care of my beloved plants as before. I send my grandson to
school and meet him when school is over. All these are gifts from Tian Xian liquid.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Stomach Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Make Good Use Of Medicine And Regain Life
Mr. Obune, 55, Employee, Tokyo

In August 1997, I was diagnosed to have stomach cancer, which progressively
spread. An operation followed immediately. Two years later, it had metastasized to the
lymph glands somewhere near the artery in the abdomen and the doctor gave me one year
to live.
I decided I would defeat cancer and began to take Tian Xian liquid and anticancer drugs. As a result, three months later, the tumor reduced in size. At the end of
March this year, it further reduced quickly and my wish was going to become reality. I
suffered a lot from the side effects, however. In a state of discomfort, I felt the strong
urge to take immune boosting and anti-cancer traditional Chinese medicine Tian Xian
liquid. Seeing my present condition, few would believed that the doctor once predicted
my death in only one year.
In the middle of August, after the third examination, the doctor in charge
confirmed again that the tumor kept decreasing in size. In fact, I was expecting that the
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cancer cells might have been wiped out completely. On the other hand, I reminded
myself to sensibly keep alert. How could it be so easy? For CT scan showed that the
cancer cells still existed, as if still grabbing at me. Anyway, I, myself, was surprised at
my quick recovery in just one year.
In the face of this monster disease, keeping a good mental attitude plays a
significant role in healing. Long-term treatment can surely lead to distress. The disease
seems to recede at one time, only to strike back with full force the next time around. It is,
therefore, necessary to keep oneself in a good mood at all times. Both the mental and
physical states of the patient should be disciplined. Contrary to the doctor’s prediction, I
have survived peacefully for over one year. Now, I declare aloud that I can “take a
breath”. I had prepared a declaration of return to life, but since the tumor still remains in
my body, I can only say “take a breath”.
Like all other patients, I have gone through various ordeals and meditated a lot
about life in general. I have created a website where I relate my experiences in fighting
cancer in the hope of providing a place for other cancer patients and their family
members to think and study their options. The website is the result of my explorations,
inspired with my blood and energy woven into it. Entitled “How to Defeat Cancer”, it is
not only a record of hospital treatments but also my personal experiences in defeating
cancer. I hope I could share with other patients who are suffering from cancer. If my
experiences could be made a reference, it will be the greatest honor for me.
It is a very serious and important issue to fight against cancer. I hope that every
one of you can contribute some information, advice, feelings, problems, etc.

for

exchange and discussion. Now, I wake up at 5 o’clock in the morning and take a walk
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near my home. Today, I met a couple I have communicated with for many years. We
haven’t met for two years and it really seems like a long time. We greeted each other and
seeing them deeply in love and healthy, I felt myself lighter and in a better mood. I
resolve again that I should make more efforts in my personal struggles. I hope all cancer
patients will never give up and continue fighting like me.

]
Start With The Victory At The Wei Qi Competition
Mr. Furotaka, 74, Retired, Tochigi County

In March 1999, the doctor diagnosed me as suffering from stomach cancer.
Surgery took care of removing two thirds of my stomach. Although I soon recovered, my
health worsened from June onwards. My weight dropped drastically and I was bothered
by the suspicion that the cancer had metastasized. These ill-meaning thoughts and
suspicions haunted me. I went to the hospital for an examination and soon, the cancer
indication (CAI 9-9) was a little higher. The normal range is 35-37 but mine was 118125, 153-180 and was climbing month by month. It even reached 248 in December.
At that time, I read books written by Dr. Wang Zhengguo and began to drink Tian
Xian liquid.
An examination in January confirmed that the cancer attacked again. The doctor
in charge met with my family to prepare them for the inevitable. After drinking Tian
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Xian liquid, however, my strength seemed to recover. Nine months later, I took part in
the Wei Qi competition organized by the local government out of curiosity. I became the
winner! To win with so little time for preparation, it was important to focus intensely on
the goal. To bring what is achieved in training into full play, mental and physical
strength is required. If one is in a sorry physical state, it is impossible to win. As for me,
I really felt my strength peaked in the competition.
In January 2001, I went to the hospital to undergo various examinations. The
ECHO exam which was conducted first, was no different from the last examination. The
CT scan on the abdomen, endoscopy, and X-ray on the chest were done. The doctor
uttered what made me deliriously happy. “Everything is normal!” As he expressed his
satisfaction over my test results, I thought that everything was due to Tian Xian liquid.
So called treatments now involved nothing more than taking medicine and having
regular check-ups, which invariably reveal that everything is normal. I am convinced
that I should thank the mysterious power from medicinal herbs in Chang Bai Mountain
that helped me defeat cancer.

]
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The One Who Survived Cancer Stands Before You
Mr. Kobayashi, 71, Retired, Kanagawa County

In the autumn of 1998, I was diagnosed to have progressive stomach cancer
during my annual health exam. The endoscopy did not show anything wrong and I did
not feel uncomfortable. After I accepted the doctor’s advice for an operation, I began to
collect information that would help me combat cancer. I had no idea about this disease
and should thank relatives and friends who assisted me look for relevant and useful
information. This brought Tian Xian liquid to my attention.
When I contacted the Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery
Association, the consultant told me about the case of a female patient. She suffered from
ovarian cancer, but, after taking Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills, recovered much to
the doctor’s surprise. She gained confidence and fought more courageously against
cancer.
Recalling this patient’s courage and with my friends’ moral support, I was
convinced that I must depend only on Tian Xian liquid. I began to take this liquid after
my operation.
The operation was successful. Two weeks later, I began taking Tian Xian liquid
again and then, underwent anti-cancer drug treatment. Thanks to Tian Xian liquid, I was
exempted from the side effects and finished the treatment without too much suffering.
People were surprised and delighted. I was even then more convinced of the efficacy of
Tian Xian liquid.
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From the time I was released from the hospital up to now, I have continued to
take 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid and 4 Tian Xian pills. My regular examinations show
that everything about me is normal.
Since my whole stomach had been removed, I became weak temporarily but
recovered soon enough. Now, both my mental and physical states are good. I can help
my wife do some cleaning, shopping, washing, etc. I am happy to read and putter around
the yard. My friends say that I do not look like a patient at all.
In order to prevent metastasis, and to defeat cancer completely, I have decided to
continue my Tian Xian regimen. I, who was once faced with death, value every day of
my life so as not to have any regrets.

]
Escape From The Tentacles Of Anti-cancer Drug
Lady Takada, 58, Housewife, Shiga County

It was at the end of 1998 that I knew Mother had stomach cancer. It was
unexpected that Mother, who remained so energetic no matter what the illness she may
have caught, was found to have cancer during her physical examination. It showed that
Mother’s cancer had developed to the third stage and the doctor declared that she only
had one year. We no longer revealed this information to her and told her that she only
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had ulcer and that an operation may be performed to remove three fourths of her stomach
and the surrounding lymph glands.
Although the doctor suggested an operation, I was still sure that there were other
medicines that could prolong her life without all the sufferings that the western medical
treatments may cause. As I was searching for any kind of medicine, a friend introduced
Tian Xian liquid to me. Without delay, I let Mother take the liquid for one week before
the scheduled operation.
Since Mother was never told of her affliction, she did not drink the Tian Xian
liquid for almost half a year. When the cancer cells spread to her pelvis, we had to tell
her the truth so she would help us fight her disease. Mother decided there and then to
rely on Tian Xian liquid and to drink it immediately.
Soon after the cancer cells metastasized to her ovary, Mother had her ovaries
removed. While receiving intravenous injection with anti-cancer drug, she not only
maintained her strength but also recovered quickly. This surprised the doctor in charge
because generally, the side effects of anti-cancer drugs could cause the weakening of the
immune system and the physical strength. Mother, on the other hand, can still carry out
light housework and did not even lose her appetite. Mother and all our family members
thank Tian Xian liquid. I think it would be another situation if we only relied on western
medicine.
Up till now, Mother continues to drink 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid every day.
The doctor missed on his death sentence on Mother. She lives up to now with the help of
Tian Xian liquid. Of course, it does not mean that there is no likelihood of another attack
in the future, but my mother and I have pledged to survive it together.
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]
Believing Is The Best Treatment
Mr. Nosaki, 65, Company Director, Tokyo

On June 7, 1999, while undergoing regular medical check-up, the doctor felt there
was something wrong with my internal organs and ordered further tests. I was hit with
horrible news afterwards.
The next day, I took the X-ray photo that showed something wrong and went to
see Professor G, a surgeon, in the hospital attached to K University. He diagnosed the
situation as “progressive stomach cancer” and suggested surgery right away. I realized
that to defeat the disease, a close relationship must be established between doctor and
patient so I decided to heed his advice.
Although I could not imagine how powerful cancer is, I knew it was increasing
per second in my body. The result could be unimaginable if nothing was quickly done to
stop it.
On top of the medical treatments, I also chose to drink Tian Xian liquid after a
thorough study of the product.

Traditional Chinese medicine differs from western

medicine in that it produces dramatic effects on certain symptoms and emphasizes the
improvement of the physique and reduction of side effects.
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I thought if the doctor said that anti-cancer treatment was necessary, I should
drink Tian Xian liquid beforehand to alleviate the side effects. I had hoped too that some
dramatic effect would occur or maybe the tumor would be found to have reduced so that
operation may become unnecessary. These were all possibilities. I proceeded to drink
the Tian Xian liquid four times a day.
As I was in the hospital,, I suggested the of drinking Tian Xian liquid to the
doctor in charge and got his permission. Then, I continued to drink the liquid till the
night before the operation. Altogether, I drank Tian Xian liquid for 22 days. I had hoped
that during the pre-operation check-up, I would be told that the tumor had disappeared or,
at least, reduced. In fact, I was disappointed.
I still believed, though, that Tian Xian liquid could more or less prevent the
growth of the tumor and assist in the successful completion of the operation. The doctor
said that the lymph test after the operation showed the cancer cells did not spread to the
55 lymph nodes that had been cut off and blood test also did not show any trace of
metastasis. The results, in short, were better than expected.
I took it for granted that since the tumor had been removed, cancer cells, too,
disappeared. I really did not wand to again be caught unaware for I had paid a high price
in terms of pain and worry.
Now, I know it is not due to the successful operation that the cancer cells did not
metastasized. I believe it should be attributed to Tian Xian liquid, which fought against
the cancer cells in my body.
After the operation, I walked around to quicken the healing of my wound, and,
after I could take liquid food again, I ate liquid food five times a day to maintain the
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function of my digestive organ. It was not easy for I also had to avoid over-eating, which
would lead to reverse flow. I had to pay attention not to eat indigestible food, which
could cause obstruction. As I was about to leave the hospital, the nutritionist told me
repeatedly to follow the principles of proper diet but I did not expect having difficulties
in abiding by them.
I was released from the hospital three weeks after the operation and resumed
drinking Tian Xian liquid four times a day. It exerted great effort to take it at fixed hours
but the time was calculated according to my physiological response. To successfully
defeat cancer, I should stick to the schedule.
In drinking Tian Xian liquid, I feel a sense of comfort from the bottom of my
heart. It is very important to choose the most suitable one from amonth the various anticancer medicines available in the market, believe it and take it under instructions. The
kind of Tian Xian liquid I take is the Strong Chine No. 1 Tian Xian liquid. Some patients
find it difficult to drink. AS for me, maybe I am a little obtuse; I neither taste its
flavornor feel that I am taking medicine, but rather some nutritious juice. In a word, I do
not react violently against it.
After I was released from the hospital, I found the book “Mother is stupid and I
suffer from Cancer” (written by Guan Gen Jin and published by Ri Jing BB Publishing
House). Most people may have read this book, which gives account about one’s fight
against esophagus cancer in the form of a diary. It is quite meaningful to a cancer patient
and members of his family. Tian Xian liquid is also mentioned in the book.
During the author’s stay in the hospital for esophagus cancer, he obtained much
information about cancer from the Internet, relatives and friends and finally chose SOD,
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which is advocated by Dr. Tu Zuo Qing Shui Dan Yu and Tian Xian liquid by Dr. Wang
Zhengguo.

As he received treatment in the hospital, he also took the above two

medicines. As a result, the tumor reduced in size and finally disappeared. He later
refused the operation and returned home well.
Recently, Mr. Guan Gen published the sequel “Cancer is the Fate and Recovery is
the Destiny” (Sun Planning Publishing House). The book not only gave a detailed
introduction to Tian Xian liquid, but also described the author’s visit to the research
institution of Dr. Wang Zhengguo in Chang Bai Mountain. We ar moved by his actions
and feel his courage in the face of cancer by reading the book. For patients who drink
Tian Xian liquid, Mr. Guan Gen serves as a great inspiration. It is one year since my
operation and there has been no sign of another attack nor metastasis. Six months ago, I
reduced the amount of Tian Xian liquid to two times a day just for prevention. I sincerely
hope that I can recover successfully and keep cancer away.

]
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Feel The Essence Of Life Again
Mr. Watase, 56, Employee, Saga County

In May 1999, I was told I had one type of progressive stomach cancer.

I

subjected my self to surgery at the Social Insurance Hospital in He Zuo County. About
three fourths of my stomach was cut off and I stayed in the hospital for a week.
At that time, my daughter, who was in Tokyo, came back to He Zuo to take car of
me. She brought with her a book about Tian Xian liquid. Before I finished reading the
book, I was already eager to start drinking Tian Xian liquid as soon as possible.
One week after the operation, I began to drink Tian Xian liquid with the doctor’s
perm9ssion. The dosage was 10 ml every four hours and 6 times per day. After the
operation, the doctor had explained that patients would normally feel constriction in the
chest and vomit without exception, so I should not worry if such were to happen.
Contrary to his prediction, not once did I vomit and I recovered easily.
I received injections of immune booster for a week but did not feel any side effect
so I thought it must be due to Tian Xian liquid. My weight dropped from 80 kg to 65 kg
after the operation. It rose to 75 kg in one years time and to 80 kg three years later. My
stomach also recovered its normal functions and so did my appetite. Even the doctor was
surprised. The doctor warned that cancer might attack again within two years but three
years have passed since then and still there is no sign of another attack. The tests every
three months so far had not shown anything wrong. Now, my life has returned to normal
and I also returned to my firefighting post and began to engage in sports again.
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]
My Sincere Suggestions
Lady Kishima, 79, Housewife, Tokyo

My mother passed away eight months after an operation. Nevertheless, I still
want to write down my feelings to provide some reference for those hopeless patients.
When my mother was diagnosed as having stomach cancer, it had already
metastasized to the large intestine and her pancreas. The operation removed the whole
stomach and a large part of the pancreas and the large intestine. In other words, all the
parts afflicted with tumors had to be taken out.
After the operation, Mother began to drink Tian Xian liquid through my aunt’s
instigation. One month later, the nurse who took care of my mother asked curiously
whether she was taking any medicine that could provide her body nutrition. I was
obvious that Mother’s recovery was quickly being attained and she was released from the
hospital. We all thought that it could be attributed to Tian Xian liquid, so Mother
continued to drink this at home. As as result, the side effects of the anti-cancer drug
were not apparent.
Her physical examination on the third month after leaving the hospital, however,
showed that the cancer indicator shot through the chart. The doctor suggested taking
concentrated anti-cancer drugs, which was a last recourse. Although, the violent side
effects manifested in majority of the patients, the success rate of this kind of treatment is
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over 60%. Should we accept this solution or not? All the family member were troubled
by having to make this decision but we all opted for this last chance for our mother.
About one month later, Mother began to vomit terribly and suffered serious stomatitis
such that she was unable to drink the Tian Xian liquid anymore.
Why did we not let her take the Tian Xian liquid non-stop? We regret this so
much now! Although Mother began to drink the Tian Xian liquid upon leaving the
hospital, it was then too late. She again had to go to the hospital as the side effects were
still manifesting. This time, she was unable to come back home. Later, we found out
that whenever Tian Xian liquid cannot be taken orally, it can be replaced by the Tian
Xian suppository. Although we could not confirm the anti-cancer property of Tian Xian
liquid in Mother’s case, it was an undeniable fact that she recovered her strength every
time she would take Tian Xian liquid. Mother’s situation clearly showed that Tian Xian
liquid mitigated the side effects of the anti-cancer drug of low density. However, when
Mother started to received concentrated high density anti-cancer drug, side effects were
no longer avoidable nor controllable.

The shelves in the bookstores are line with

information on experiences of miracles in defeating cancer, which mention such
treatments as shark cartilage, water soluble KITOSAN, vitamin supplements, AGALIKS
young pilose antler, loquant leaf, warm pressure treatment, etc. We had probably tried all
the available medication but it was Tian Xian liquid that proved to be most effective
among the traditional Chinese medicine. Unfortunately, a miracle was not meant for my
mother. But, I still believe Tian Xian liquid is the only medicine that could have created
that miracle.
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]
I Believe In Miracles
Chen Wenchao, 60, Veteran, Gaoxiong, Taiwan

For the longest time, I had been feeling constant pain in my stomach whenever I
ingested food. I often felt very uncomfortable afterwards and would either vomit or
hiccup. In June 1998, I was diagnosed to have stomach cancer. Surgery followed to
removed the whole stomach. Only after I recovered my strength did my wife tell me that
the doctor informed her of the deterioration of the cancer. It had, in fact, spread to my
whole body and my life was in great danger. That was why taking out the whole stomach
became necessary. It was only after my recuperation from the procedure that I found out
I lost my stomach.
Since I had always been pessimistic by nature, I actually suspected that I may
have caught stomach cancer even before this event confirmed the fact. It was not such a
surprise to have my suspicions verified. I was released from the hospital the following
month. My wife found out about Tian Xian liquid from magazine articles and started to
read relevant books carefully.

When she read that Tian Xian liquid is particularly

effective for stomach cancer, she immediately bought the product and urged me to drink
the same. This was in the beginning of August.
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My family reiterated that the Tian Xian liquid is absolutely effective against
cancer and I found that I was truly regaining my strength. I felt for myself that the
scientific claims of this liquid were true.
All my friends and relatives who visited often became excited at my progress. I
am convinced that the miracle has been created by Tian Xian liquid and I will continue to
drink this to defeat cancer completely because, now, I am sure that there is a chance of
regaining my total health one day.

]
Cancer Disappeared
Yeung Ching Wan, 58, Housewife, Hong Kong

It had been nine years since cancer was found in my body. At that time, I worked
as a cleaner in a bank. One day, I fainted and was brought to the hospital. The
endoscopy showed a polyp in my stomach, which was later confirmed to be cancer.
The doctor explained that when first detected, the tumor was as small as a bean.
It was suspected to be gastritis. The tumor grew rapidly on one month’s time that it was
now the size of an egg. If this progression continued at such speed, even an operation
would be difficult and risky. My family was informed that maybe I could live for two or
three weeks. This terribly unexpected news shocked all the members of my family. For
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my sake, however, they all pretended to be calm and tried to mislead me. Their manner
aroused my suspicion, however, that I might have caught an incurable disease.
I did not want to die without knowing the reason so I asked the doctor directly
about my situation. Showing me my X-rays, he confirmed that I probably had one month
to live. I was dumbfounded to be given such a short leash on life. I left the hospital
without any further treatment because my last wish was to meet my end in the loving
company of my family.
At that time, a relative told me that his mother cheated death by drinking Tian
Xian liquid. His mother was suffering from lung cancer. He suggested that I take Tian
Xian liquid. Thinking that I could at least relax a bit if my life would be prolonged no
matter how short a time, I began my Tian Xian regimen. To my amazement, I stopped
vomiting and developed a hearty appetite. Subsequently, after taking Tian Xian liquid
for a year, the egg-sized cancer tumor in my stomach was reduced to the size of a bean.
Examinations afterwards showed that the cancer cells are completely gone.

]
Selected Treatments For Old Age Patient
Lady Kurosawa, 87, Housewife, Hokaido

I still remember that it was in November 1995 when Mother said that she always
felt sleepy even when she had just waken up. There was always this sensation of
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faintness when she stood up. Gastroscopy later showed stomach cancer attacked again
(CEA 2.7). Due to her age, the doctor disregarded medicines that would have caused
harmful side effects and instead, prescribed traditional Chinese medicine. The effect of
the latter was not so successful.
In February the following year, my eldest brother, who worked in Taiwan,
brought back Tian Xian liquid, said to be very popular for its anti-cancer properties.
Mother began taking 4 bottles of Tian Xian liquid every day. To our delight, CEA
dropped to 2.0 in March and to 1.6 in May. The cancer was deemed to be on the decline.
In August, we took it for granted that Mother had fully recovered so she stopped drinking
Tian Xian liquid. Consequently, in the middle of October, she became infected with
acute enteritis with a fever above 40 degrees and suffered from diarrhea, which lasted for
three days. She was again brought to the hospital and released in one month. Again, she
was afflicted with diarrhea and the CEA rose to 2.7.
Late in January 1997, she began to drink three bottles of Tian Xian liquid again
until October when the CEA dropped further to 1.4 and was kept under control. She,
then, reduced her Tian Xian dosage to one bottle per day.
Now, Mother does not feel any pain at all. Although she is still physically weak,
her digestive function is quite improved and she says she can taste the food.
Mother is in the twilight of her years and she has a bad memory. She complains
that she cannot sleep at night. For me, this is the flimsiest of her problems.
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]
Choice To Accept Silently Or Change My Lifestyle
Lady Noda, 64, Housewife, Tokyo

About ten years ago, I was busy working in the Mother Ballet Classroom and
Nursery while my eldest daughter was under treatment in the hospital. May because of
overwork, I felt acute pain and nausea and had to be admitted to the hospital myself. The
doctor recommended that I stay in the hospital for further tests as I might have some kind
of stomach disease. This unexpected suggestion surprised me. In my entire life, I only
went to the hospital to give birth to my children and another time, for surgery on my
caecum. I find that this time, I had to stay in the hospital.
After I had various tests, an operation was performed to remove my whole
stomach. I was released two months later but was re-admitted for the doctor to inject
drip-feeding into my body. All this time, I did not know what was happening to me
although I felt that something was terribly wrong with the situation. At that time, I
started to feel terribly sick. I lost all my hair and experienced difficulty in eating.
Since I had no knowledge of medical procedures, it was my husband who
explained everything to me. It was only then that I understood that the doctor was giving
me anti-cancer drug to prevent metastasis or the spread of cancer. The side effects of the
anti-cancer drug made me suffer horribly so much so that I was even unable to think
clearly. Upon leaving the hospital, I was so weakened by the operation on my stomach
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and to avoid obstruction in the intestine and reverse flow of food, I was enjoined to eat
very, very slowly.
Thus, ten years passed. My husband and I still took trips to other place and I
recovered some energy to even take care of my grandson. Life was no different from
before. As I was beginning to feel confident and relaxed about my physical condition,
my regular physical examination again showed something wrong with my digestive
organ and large intestine endoscopy was required. I believe many people have undergone
such examination. The patient is normally instructed to fast prior to this examination so
that the large intestine will be empty and clean. Before the procedure, the patient is given
2 liters of intestine cleaning water to drink. With my condition, I had to drink even
nutrients in halves so that I could in no way take 2 liters of this intestine cleaning water.
Because of this inability, I had to give up the examination. One week later, I was again
in the hospital to receive intestinal lavage and blood test and for further observation by
the doctor.
My husband, who had previously had surgery for stomach cancer three year
before, advised me to take Tian Xian liquid with him. But I found it difficult to swallow.
I found out that natural nutritious liquid was added to the Tian Xian series of products so
that I was encouraged to drink this immediately. Contrary to my expectation, it was easy
to drink the liquid after all. I started then to take two bottles every day.
Although the natural nutritious liquid is different from Tian Xian liquid, which is
intended to kill cancer and has the same function as other nutritious liquids, it still
improved and boosted my immunity. It was beneficial to my health as it contains the
same medicinal herbs as Tian Xian liquid. After taking this for one week or ten days, I
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found that such symptoms like feeling dazed or breathlessness were minimized. I no
longer felt cold in my hands and feet but warm all over.
Although I have to continue and undergo regular blood test, I expect I will benefit
tremendously from “Natural Nutritious Liquid”.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Intestinal Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
A Healthier Life After Cancer
Lady Okubo, 67, Housewife, Kanagawa County

As the proverb says, “Find a floating wood when drowning in water”. In June
1996, after medical examinations in three different hospitals, I was declared to have
sigmoid flexure cancer of the fourth stage. Questions flashed through my mind. “How
could this be possible?” I could nothing but listen to the doctor. After a week in the
hospital, I thought it was time for surgery but the doctor told me to give myself time.
Subsequently, the doctor in charge explained to my husband and myself that there
is a small shadow in my lung and that it would be better to cut it off together to avoid
another operation. Another doctor told us that I would have to endure great pain after the
operation. My husband and I became tongue-tied.
The operation lasted for five hours and I was released from the hospital two
weeks after. At that time, I curiously found books and advertisements on “defeating
cancer”. This message was from Dr. Wang Zhengguo who was to deliver a lecture in a
visit to Japan. I decided to listen to his lecture to have a clearer understanding of what he
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meant. Dr. Wang’s instructions during the lecture were easy to comprehend so I decided
to drink Tian Xian liquid after.
The effect was surprisingly marvelous. Tests did not find anything wrong with
me. Now I swim every day to keep healthy and continue to drink Tian Xian liquid until I
will be fully recovered.
I should thank my husband for letting me know about Tian Xian liquid. He lived
in Man Zhou when he was 13 to 19 years old and, during the following 50 years,
established good relationships all over China as a respected member of the China-Japan
Friendship Association. At first, I really did not trust traditional Chinese medicine. I was
quite lucky that my husband applied for my participation at the lecture conducted by Dr.
Wang. Now, although medicine in Japan has advanced rapidly, ideal post-operation
treatment has not yet been developed. Many cancer patients have to explore better
treatment by exchanging mutual experiences. As a result, those who do not want to
reveal their illness or wish to discuss about it or want to know about other people’s illness
become isolated and live every day of their afflicted life by themselves. For them, the
Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery Association is the best source of
information. Not only can you know the results of various treatments and the process of
developing these new medicines, but you can also know other patient’s feelings and
experiences. I hope that other patients suffering from cancer can get out of their selfmade shadows and step into the sunlight of knowledge as soon as possible.
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]
Defeat Cancer With Absolute Confidence
Mr. Odachi, 48, Private Entrepreneur, Miyagaki County

On December 9, 1999, the doctor diagnosed my husband as having progressive
rectal cancer. An operation lasting four and a half hours was performed the next day.
Seeing my husband undergo concentrated treatment with ducts inserted in his body, I just
could not help but break down.
Accompanied by my daughter, I listened carefully to the doctor in charge as he
described the slice of tumor taken out. Although cancer cells did not metastasize, the
tumor was exposed from the rectum and extended to the lymph vessels around. The
visible part of the tumor was wholly removed. It was swollen. Sitting in the doctor’s
office, I felt everything going over my head, vague and had nothing whatsoever to do
with me.
Although I couldn’t accept the fact, I was at a loss and still had to appear
energetic enough to copy with clients. When I returned home, however, I couldn’t help
falling apart. “Cancer equals death.” This thought kept going around in my mind,
haunting me like an ever present ghost. I have such a good husband. Why does God
have to be so unfair to me?
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The day before my husband’s release from the hospital, the doctor told him about
the rectal cancer, operation and plans for undergoing anti-cancer drug. Although he was
firm in signifying his cooperation to the treatment plan, I could still feel his shock at all
the information he had to suddenly absorb.
I proceeded to find out more about cancer and among the information I accessed
was Tian Xian liquid, which was developed by Dr. Wang Zhengguo. With the assistance
of the Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery Association, we came into
contact with people mentioned in the book. From then on, I was convinced that only
Tian Xian liquid can cure my husband.
My husband began to take anti-cancer drug for five days each month for a period
of six months. At the same time, he also drank Tian Xian liquid. The combination of
western medicine and traditional Chinese medicine negated the side effects which was
quite a surprise for the doctor. Several days ago and even months after the operation, my
husband went through a detailed examination that showed newly generated cells at the
suture to be normal.
When I recall the time when my husband was found to have cancer, I remember
the burden that weighted upon me. Now, our whole family vow to “defeat cancer” and
we believe this to be possible if he continues to drink Tian Xian liquid. We are sure then
that dancer will be driven away, thanks to Tian Xian liquid.
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]
A Miraculous Extension From 6 Months To 2 Years
Mrs. Huang, 57, Housewife, Gaoxiong, Taiwan

In 1997, Mother was found to have rectal cancer. She went to the provincial
hospital for her regular check-up because of serious diarrhea and apparent loss of
appetite.
The doctor said that the cancer had worsened and that an operation appeared
imminent. He also told us that Mother will not survive more than six months. Of course,
we did not tell Mother about this.
Some time after Mother was admitted to the hospital, a friend brought to our
attention the possibility of using Tian Xian liquid. Since the sister of the doctor in charge
also knew about this product, we thought that Tian Xian was among the medicine being
recommended by the hospital and Mother started to take it.
Relatives and friends introduced many other kinds of medication and we
considered Tian Xian liquid as just another ordinary medicine.

Unexpectedly, this

medicine manifested special effects. When Mother’s strength recovered slightly, she was
allowed to leave the hospital. Soon, she was on the mend and returned to her normal life.
When flu spread at the beginning of this year, Mother was infected by it. The
cancer cells then were discovered to have metastasized to many other parts of her body
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including the peritoneum, which led to intestinal obstruction. Mother, again, was unable
to ingest any food.
Everyday as soon as I open my eyes, I pray to God to create a miracle for
Mother’s sake. Western medicine could no longer help so we simply urge Mother to take
Tian Xian liquid that her life may be prolonged. Unfortunately, she finally left us a
month ago. Tian Xian liquid was the only medicine Mother took after leaving the
hospital for the last time and we all believe that it helped prolong her life till now.
The half a year that the doctor predicted for her was stretched to two years. During this
precious extension, my sister and I accompanied Mother day and night to enrich the
remaining moments of her life. We should thank Tian Xian liquid and I think, Mother,
who is now in heaven, shares the same opinion.

]
Reliance On Body And Heart After Operation
Chen Yueyen, 37, Unemployed, Malaysia

In October 1999, my sister was diagnosed to have third stage cancerous tumor in
its located at the bottom of her large intestine (sigmoid flexure). She went through an
operation in a cancer-specialized hospital. An artificial anal opening was then installed.
After the operation, the doctor suggested radiation therapy. My sister, who happened to
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work in the Malaysia Agency of Tian Xian liquid, knew that if radiation and anti-cancer
drug were to be complemented with Tian Xian liquid, the results would be better.
She also had a thorough understanding of the side effects of anti-cancer drug and
radiation. The whole family gathered together to discuss whether she should receive the
suggested treatments.
Finally, we decided to forego the radiation treatment and opted to rely on Tian
Xian liquid alone. Three months after the operation, my sister began to take Tian Xian
liquid, and after another month, added Tian Xian pills up to now. My sister did not
receive any other special therapies, but she has b good healthy complexion now and is
recovering her lost weight. The tests in the hospital show that the cancer cells had
disappeared. We are so joyful for this positive news! Thank Tian Xian liquid for putting
my sister’s disease under control.

]
Sharing Happiness And Experience
Mr. Kawada, 61, Retired, Hiroshima

In February 1995, the sudden melena surprised me and my family decided to
bring me to the hospital for a check-up. The diagnosis was rectal cancer and surgery
followed.

Fortunately, the operation was very successful and one month later, the

hospital cleared me for departure.
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I continued to take the medicine prescribed in the hospital and suffered a lot from
the side effects.

Six months later, my niece who used to have uterus cancer

recommended that I take Tian Xian liquid, a traditional Chinese medicine that is found to
have potent effect against cancer. I started my Tian Xian program immediately and as a
result, I fully recovered I half a year.
Five years have passed and my two latest physical examinations do no indicate
any alarming developments. I have returned to my normal life. Now, I still drink Tian
Xian liquid to stabilized my physical condition. I often take domestic trips and abroad.
Now, I am in good physical state and even more active that I was before. The happiness
of recovering my health is utterly wonderful and beyond belief.
I continued to drink Tian Xian liquid although the amount has been reduced. I
thin this is a good way to keep healthy.

]
Family Members Gave Me The Courage
To Struggle For Survival
Mr. Fred Waltic, U.S.A., driver, 52

At the beginning, I felt weak and constantly tired. My weight mysteriously
dropped sharply and ultimately, I had become unable to drive the bus. After a thorough
examination in a hospital in Los Angeles, the doctor indicated suspicion of cancer. I was
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immediately referred to a cancer-specialized hospital for CT scan. The final diagnosis
was cancer of the large intestine in the terminal stage. The cancer has grown to its final
stage and I was urged to undergo surgery right away. Since my wife is Chinese, my
Chinese mother-in-law sent me Tian Xian liquid, a kind of traditional Chinese medicine
well known in Hong Kong. The subsequent operation was declared successful and
although the tumor had been removed, a few cancer cells remained in the lymph nodes,
which the doctor warned could lead to a recurrence. I received chemotherapy and at the
same time, drank Tian Xian liquid. The doctor cautioned that the chemical treatments
will cause violent side effects such as vomiting, general debilitation, hair loss, etc.
Fortunately for me, no side effects manifested in my case.
I kept on drinking the Tian Xian liquid and as a result, the cancer cells left after
the operation were completely eliminated and did not have the power to attack again.
During the following six months after my operation, my weight dropped over 50 kg.
Now, this too returned to my original weight of 78 kg and I work even harder than
before.
My family consists of eight persons; my wife, four children and parents and I
foresee working for their welfare for another five to ten years. To prevent another cancer
attack and to fortify my health condition, I drink two bottles of Tian Xian liquid – for my
sake and for the sake of my family.
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]
Changing Crisis Into Another Chance For Life
Lin Sufeng, 54, Middle School Teacher, Taiwan

In February 1998, I suddenly had terrible diarrhea and my weight dropped 8 kg
for no reason at all. Finally, due to the heavy bleeding on the anal opening, I went to the
hospital to have my situation checked only to find out that I had cancer of the large
intestine.
According to the doctor, blood in the stool is the characteristic symptom of large
intestine cancer. Even if the blood comes from hemorrhoids, one should go to the
hospital to have a check-up. Many take it for granted that the blood in the stool is due to
hemorrhoids so that detection of large intestine cancer is usually delayed. Upon my
diagnosis, I chose to immediately have an operation. Before this, however, a colleague
mentioned Tian Xian liquid to me. In fact, I have already heard of this from another
colleague’s wife of who claimed that her breast cancer was cured through Tian Xian
liquid. Encouraged by all the information, I began to take Tian Xian liquid without
hesitation.
I also read more about Tian Xian liquid to know more about its efficacy. I found
out that quite a number of people all over the world are taking Tian Xian liquid and this
increased and affirmed my confidence in the product. I became convinced that only Tian
Xian liquid could provide me a cure. After my operation, radiation and chemotherapy
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followed. I was taking Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills simultaneously with my
hospital treatment and this fact mitigated the side effects of the chemical therapies.
Compared with other patients at the hospital for the same disease and suffering
the same symptoms, I recovered much faster than all of them. Six months later, the
examination showed that everything was back to normal. I will continued to take Tian
Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills from now on.

]
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Experiences In Successfully Defeating Prostate Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Miraculous Return To Life – A Delightful Surprise
Mr. Sakui, 77, Company Director, Kanagawa County

I had an operation for rectal cancer in 1992 and recovered well. I lived an active
life in the following seven years.
The year before last, however, I began to have henaturia and was suspected to be
suffering from prostate cancer. The doctor helplessly informed me that an operation
cannot help. In February of that year, I was sent to the hospital in an ambulance for
intestinal obstruction. I had thought myself very healthy and never expected this cancer
attack. From then on, I began to fight cancer intensely. Two months later, in the middle
of April, I was faced with the choice of having an operation or waiting for death. Finally,
I decided to face death the natural way. Since an operation was not going to help and the
cancer cells had quickly spread to the bone marrow, I decided that I will not agree to any
further harm to my body.
As I decided to face death squarely, the cancer cells invaded my whole body with
full force and surprising speed. I was weakening by the day and whatever other cancer
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treatment I may have heard of, I was constrained to check out and try. I even had pipa
acupuncture. I finally heard of Tian Xian liquid and began to drink it on August 10. The
result was beyond my expectations! I gradually recovered my health and energy day by
day. I got to thinking that this might be my miraculous return to life. The hope that I
dared not entertain in my mind came back and I enthusiastically continued drinking Tian
Xian liquid. Although I had accepted death already, I still did not refuse other treatments.
So, at the same time as I was doing all of these, I went through radiation treatment in
possible range.
It did have an effect one or two months later. I felt like another person. I was
getting stronger and the cancer did not spread anywhere else and the cancerous tumor did
not grow any bigger.
In greeting the new millennium, I designed a special card and sent it out declaring
that I was still alive. Relatives and friends were all surprised and delighted. Anyway, I
am still a patient. In spring, I catch cold as is usual, I experience fever now and then and
feel weak occasionally. Thus, I still take more Tian Xian liquid. I believe it is only by
doing this that I have a chance to defeat cancer.
Strength is the source of life and I will do more than the ordinary man to enhance
my strength.
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]
Regain The Happiness Of Life
Mr. Kanada, 81, Retired, Tokyo

I had an operation for stomach cancer to remove two thirds of my stomach in
January 1991. Although endoscopy could also take out the part afflicted by cancerous
cells, I still chose to have surgery so that the tumor could be removed once and for all. I
recovered well thereafter and assumed that the cancer was detected early. I did not worry
about metastasis or the recurrence of cancer.
In July of the same year, I was found to have prostate cancer and the suspicion
was that it had likewise affected my bladder, which deteriorated greatly. Due to my old
age, the doctor no longer suggested operation but chose to give me radiation treatment
and injection of hormones.
I did not hope to defeat cancer completely at this time but I was still worried
whether the treatment could solve my problem or even control the spread of cancer cells.
I felt very uneasy and doubtful. Most of the patients around me did not have surgery and
were subjected to radiation or chemotherapy.

Although their disease was under

temporary control and turned better, they still died one or two years later.
At that time, I came across the book “Fighting against Cancer”. There were
numerous books and advertisements about cancer in the marked at that time. I couldn’t
tell, however, what drove me to pick up this particular book or what attracted me to it. I
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felt so lucky to have done this, however, since it was about Tian Xian liquid. I began to
take Tian Xian liquid after finishing the book. At the beginning of September, radiation
treatment started. I called the Japanese branch of the International Cancer Recovery
Association for consultation and they suggested for me to add Tian Xian pills as well to
aid in my recovery. I drank six bottles of Tian Xian liquid per day and in October, I
added Tian Xian suppository before going to bed.
In the course of the radiation treatment, I neither felt any pain nor itching. Since
it concentrated on my abdomen, though, I developed serious diarrhea. For several days, I
was a constant occupant of the toilet, up to ten times a day. Except for this, I did not feel
any complications or side effects and I hardly felt tired.
I was not sure whether it was the effect of Tian Xian liquid since radiation was
also started at the same time that I began my Tian Xian program. Besides, I was not
totally free of the side effects as I thought I would be.
The radiation treatment course lasted 33 times and was terminated at the end of
October. The PSE (tumor indicator) dropped from 120 to 100 after ten days’ treatment
and to 70 at the beginning of November upon the termination of the treatment. At that
time, I had been taking Tian Xian liquid for one and a half months.
Afterwards, I was given hormones and the PSA further dropped and this time
sharply, to 20 at the end of the month. The tumor reduced in size and could hardly be felt
through palpation. The doctor who was rather more surprised than delighted told me the
examination results excitedly. He thought it was the effect of the hospital treatments
while I was convinced that it was the combination of western treatment with traditional
Chinese medicine. The quick change in the symptoms nevertheless surprised the doctor.
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The uneasiness that had been haunting me for a long time has eventually
disappeared. I felt relieved for the first time in years. More importantly, I felt the
happiness of life.
During this period, I reported my experiences and progress to the Japanese branch
of the International Cancer Recovery Association and inquired about subsequent
treatment. At the beginning of December, I began to take six Tian Xian pills per day.
The disease had thereafter turned better ever more quickly. PSA dropped to 1.5 in
January 2000, to 0.6 in February, to 0.4 in March and to its lowest level of 0.1 in April.
Even the doctor could not hide his excitement. “It can’t drop any lower. It is so great!
Keep it up! Go on!” That was all that I heard from the doctor.
I doubt whether my quick recovery was all due to western medicine, neither will I
say that it owing to Tian Xian liquid alone. One thing is sure, however, and that is my
quick recovery is for real. I think that without the help of Tian Xian liquid, I would not
have been able to make it.
I am finally convinced that cancer is by no means invincible as long as we stick to
drinking Tian Xian liquid. It has been one year since I was confirmed to have cancer.
The cancer cells in my bladder have all disappeared. The possible metastasis to the
pelvis had been prevented.
I believe it is due to Tian Xian liquid that I live a comfortable life every day. In
the future, I will regulate the amount and continue to drink Tian Xian liquid.

]
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Experiences in Successfully Defeating
Malignant Lymph Tumor
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Experience In Fighting Against Cancer Four Times
Lady Matsuda, 57, Housewife

In 1993, I was admitted to the hospital for ovarian cancer. I had surgery and anticancer treatment after. Although I regained my strength and energy and life returned to
normal, I felt great pain in my back in June 1995 and coughed terribly leading to my
inability to ingest food. The examination in a nearby public hospital revealed malignant
tumor in the lymph nodes around the stomach. I received anti-cancer drug treatment for
six months and it was during this time that I heard of Tian Xian liquid through news
reports.
The report revealed that a late-stage cancer patient in Chuan Yue Dai Jing San
Hospital became better after drinking Tian Xian liquid. Upon reading this, I immediately
gave the product a try. First, I obtained detailed information about Tian Xian liquid and
firmly believing in it, I started to drink the liquid in October. Since I was in the hospital
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at this time, I sought the doctor’s opinion. He advised that since the liquid is also for the
purpose of curing cancer, I might as well give it a try. I, therefore, decided to bank on the
expected effect of Tian Xian liquid while finishing my hospital treatment.
In April of the following year, I was again in the hospital for three months to
receive transplant of bone stem cells and for anti-cancer drug treatment. Still, I did not
stop taking the Tian Xian liquid.
Although I knew beforehand that I will suffer side effects from the anti-cancer
drugs such as appetite and hair loss, the doctor told me frankly that the transplant was
equivalent to large-amount anti-cancer drug. I suffered terribly from the side effects as I
went through two kinds of treatments at the same time. I constantly felt sick and unable
to eat. I felt as if it was the end for me. Death occurred in my mind repeatedly.
Compared to younger patients, however, my recovery seemed quicker that I couldn’t
believe it myself. Afterwards, the side effects of the anti-cancer drug made me feel numb
in my hands and feet. Although I lived a normal life, tumor was again found in my pelvis
in August 1997 despite the fact that there were no obvious symptoms. Again, I was back
in the hospital for anti-cancer drug treatment.
The treatment took its full course and I was released from the hospital in January
1998. The tumor indicator at that time read 110. The doctor said that should it rise to
150, I should immediately get to the hospital and avail of another round of anti-cancer
drug treatments. Since the indicator rose after I left the hospital, I asked Dr. Wang for the
correct dosage of Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills and added the same to my normal
intake. As a result, the tumor indicator dropped gradually to 50 in May. Although the
tumor indicator was very unsteady at this time, I was convinced that the cancer can be
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finally licked. I placed all my hope on Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills. Now, the
tumor indicator has returned to the normal range.
I have been on the verge of death many times, only my fighting spirit could defeat
cancer. During my stay in the hospital, I got acquainted with many patients but very few
of them have survived. I do not want to dwell on this. The most important thing is not to
hesitate, for we are unable to manipulate our fate and no one can escape death. We
should, therefore, enjoy every day of our limited life time. In fact, when I feel happy and
elated, I could feel strength surge through my body.
While going through anti-cancer drug treatment, I suffered terribly from vomiting,
constipation and hair loss, but I was sure that I will be able to survive all the difficulties.
A friend at one time said that the disease is not necessarily related to our life span.
I agree with her. An intimate friend of mine felt nothing wrong but suddenly fainted due
to cerebral aneurysm and subsequent passed away. I, however, a cancer patient, live
longer than she did. It is a fact. Now, I am healthy. Just a few days ago, my husband
and I took a trip to northern Europe. Life is going to be good and long for me!
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]
Symptoms Disappear Quickly
Kong Chi Keung, 77, Retired, Hong Kong

In summer two years ago, I suddenly fainted. I was always quite strong and this
came as a shock to me. To allay my fears, I went for an examination where the results
showed dropsy in the lung and heart and lymph cancer. Due to my old age and weakened
state, the operation was considered high risk. Later, the doctor told me frankly that the
possibility of an improvement was less than 20% even with continuous radiation and
chemotherapy.
I stayed at the hospital for three months with no actual treatments being done. My
physical condition deteriorated and my weight drastically dropped. In autumn of the
same year, a friend told me of the uses of Tian Xian liquid as published in the newspaper.
After learning more about the product, my family decided that it was the product for me.
I drank Tian Xian liquid for two months and my weight increased. Chemotherapy
was also started at that time but I still continued drinking Tian Xian liquid. As we know,
chemotherapy leads to hair loss as well as loss of appetite. I neither lost my hair nor my
appetite. I never felt like vomiting either.
Since I had been working in a fiber factory and later in a gas station, the doctor
suspected that the cancer might have been a result of the poor working environment.
Seeing me work so energetically and actively, however, he couldn’t add more. Soon
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after, an examination in December showed that the lymph cancer reduced to an
unbelievable size and I could obviously feel the improvement of my body. I was eager to
leave the hospital.
Now, I also use Tian Xian suppository. I am surprised as well as happy to try
new things actively.

]
Face Death Courageously
Zeng Yuee, 32, Engaged in Processing Work, Taiwan

Four years ago, a peanut-sized lump appeared in my throat. As it grew bigger, my
voice turned more and more hoarse. I went to the Chang Gen Hospital near my home for
a check-up and was told that it was a benign tumor. An operation was immediately
performed to have the tumor removed. I had to undergo chemotherapy continuously
afterwards and my strength never recovered. I felt worst.
I was then a divorced professional woman with a six-year-old daughter and a
nine-year-old son. Considering the future of my children, I hoped that the doctor could
tell me what my real situation was. I knew then that I suffered from malignant lymph
tumor. It was the fourth month since the operation and my mind felt blank. I even
considered dying with my children!
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Like A Nightmare I Would Never Wake From
A friend who studied traditional Chinese medicine told me of Tian Xian liquid
after he found out about my disease. He sent the liquid for me to drink for one month.
I began to take Tian Xian liquid as I underwent chemotherapy. About half a year
later, the positive effects of Tian Xian liquid started to manifest. I, therefore, relied on
this product solely from then on.
Four years have passed. In a recent examination this January, the doctor declared
that all the cancer cells have disappeared. The disease is cured. I once gave up hope to
live on, but now, for my two children, I am sure I will live a better life.

]
For Myself And My Wife, Never To Give Up
Huang Qingbiao, 37, Food Processor, Taiwan

In April 1997, hard lumps appeared in my throat and under my left armpit. An
examination in a nearby hospital diagnosed my condition as “chronic inflammation”. I
did not take this seriously.
Six months later, hard lumps appeared in the lymph glands all over my body and
my weight started to drop. I went to a hospital in Taipei for further examination.
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The doctor’s diagnosis was lymph cancer of the fourth stage. When informed, I
felt as if I were in a deep, dark cave and knew not what to do. Fortunately, my wife
supported and encouraged me to seek chemical treatment, which guaranteed violent side
effects. Vomiting and hair loss, however, tested my endurance but I tried my best to
withstand the pain. Later tests showed that the cancer cells had already invaded the
marrow. I felt so desperate and shocked.
At that time, a former colleague brought Tian Xian liquid for my use. After this
introduction, I continued to take Tian Xian liquid and even added Tian Xian pills while
undergoing chemical treatment. Though I still had my doubts about the efficacy of the
Tian Xian products, I still continued with it. In the examinations in May and July 1998,
the doctor in charge told me that the cancer cells in the marrow have surely disappeared
completely. He, of course, attributed it to the chemical treatment while I was sure it was
due to the Tian Xian liquid and pills.
Now, although cancer cells have kept away from me, the doctor still cautioned
that the lymph cancer may attack again so I vow to continue to take my Tian Xian liquid
and Tian Xian pills.
I am very happy that I have recovered my health and am actively alive. Aside
from my wife’s moral support, I believe I owe my thanks to Tian Xian liquid.
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]
Good Products Bring New Chances
Ma Meiyu, 46, Housewife, Thailand

I went to the hospital due to the discomfort in my throat. The doctor’s diagnosis
was slight inflammation and he gave me antiphlogistic. Although the discomfort did not
disappear, I no longer sought further check-up because I was busy taking care of my
husband and children.
In September 1995, I felt some itching at my neck as if I stung by a mosquito. I
scratched the spot and drew blood. Since the bleeding would not stop, I had to go to the
hospital where they found lymph tumor. An operation was performed two months after
to remove two of three confirmed tumors. The other one could not be touched as it was
near the artery.
Fortunately, my husband works for a government office where we are able to live
a better life and could afford traditional Chinese medicine even while undergoing
chemical treatment. We got information about Tian Xian liquid, by then a well k known
traditional Chinese medicine, from the Internet. I went to a drugstore in Bangkok that
happened to sell Tian Xian liquid and immediately drank the same. Despite signs of
improvement, the pain from the chemical treatment grew more acute and the symptoms
worsened. Even now, I can still feel my disappointment at that time! I did not even have
the energy anymore to go to the drugstore to protest.
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One day, I happened to read reports about Tian Xian liquid in a Hong Kong
newspaper. While I was ready to dismiss it as I thought that it had no effect whatsoever
on cancer, I noticed that the packaging in the photo that was used by the newspaper was
very different from the packaging of the product that I bought from the drugstore.
Besides, what was described in the newspaper was also different from my own
experiences. After my husband made inquiries from a Hong Kong news agency, I was
sure that the product I bought from Tang Ren Street was a fake. The Hong Kong
newspaper also warned patients of countless fake Tian Xian products. I was then able to
confirm cases when the real Tian Xian liquid cured cancer.
After I got the telephone number of the general agency of China No. 1 Tian Xian
liquid, I placed an order directly from Hong Kong. The Tian Xian liquid delivered from
Hong Kong looked the same as the one in the newspaper. This is the real Tian Xian
liquid! As I previously expected, the effect also distinguished the fake from the real
thing. The pain that troubled me incessantly disappeared after I took the product for a
month.

Six months later, the lymph tumor shrunk.

Since I also underwent

chemotherapy, the effect could not wholly be attributable to Tian Xian liquid. But I still
dare say that Tian xian liquid was absolutely effective.
When I thought that I had re covered sufficiently, I stopped drinking Tian Xian
liquid and only relied on the chemical treatment. I immediately felt weakened and the
disease took over with full force and pain recurred. The examination showed the tumor
grew in size so I started to drink Tian Xian liquid again. After this experience, I know
that I will never stop drinking Tian Xian liquid until I have completely recovered.
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Now, I rely only on Tian Xia liquid, and depending on my physical condition, use
Tian Xian suppository, too. The lymph tumor had shrunk again and can no longer be
palpated.

]
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Experiences in Defeating Skin Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Family Members’ Support Surpasses All
Lady Nagada, 49, Housewife, Gifu County

In August 1995, I was found to have skin cancer at the neck (malignant
melanoma). I have fought against this disease for five years now.
In the first two years after an operation, I was on the mend and recovered
satisfactorily. My life returned to normal except for times when I had to go for regular
examination. During a check-up on the third year, cancer cells were revealed to have
metastasized to my chest. I received anti-cancer drug treatment for this affliction and, at
the same time, I tried all kinds of available medicines like Chinese caterpillar fungus.
Nothing brought exciting development. I was at a loss. I came to know of Tian Xian
liquid in the radio program “Sheng Dao HIROSI, Good morning!” and through
newspaper advertisements. As usual, I immediately bought the product.
In the first three months, I drank four bottles of the liquid per day. After cancer
cells were found to have spread to my abdomen, I included six Tian Xian pills to my
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regimen. Fortunately, the tumor in my chest reduced in size. Although the tumor in my
abdomen remain unchanged, the disease was finally put under control.
When the cancer cells were again found to have affect the bone of my leg, I began
to take six bottles of Tian Xian liquid per day and twelve Tian Xian pills while
undergoing radiation treatment.
I could not do simple housework and even walked around with a crutch. Without
the support of my family, I could not have gotten through this situation. Not only my
husband but also my three children pay great attention to my needs. They also search for
anti-cancer medicines and health food from the Internet and advertisement. They also do
the housework for me. My gratitude to my family is endless.
Now, I hope to share my experiences and feelings with other patients who suffer
from malignant melanoma. Besides communicating with family members, more ideas
and suggestion can be exchanged if a meeting could be held for people who drink Tian
Xian liquid.

]
Determined To Exist With Cancer
Mr. Amenaka, 71, Retired, Chiba County

Twelve or thirteen years ago, skin cancer was found on my ring finger. After
seeking consultation with experts and since I always had a conservative attitude towards
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western medicine, I decided to adopt treatment using traditional Chinese medicine, aided
by proper diet, Qi Gong, acupuncture and moxibustion. The initial stage of the cancer
was most difficult to deal with. It seemed to mock me as I went through treatment
seriously. The cancer cells spread like wild fire to my hands and three months later, I felt
it spread through my whole body. My left wrist, which cancer attacked first, swelled to
double its normal size and I felt piercing pain in every part of my body.
Cancer appeared in my internal organs as well much like breast cancer.

I

continued to deteriorate. Of course, I tried my best to fight against this illness. I told
myself that cancer would not take my life away but that it has to be content in existing
with me.
The real fact, though, was more serious. I would break out into cold sweat because of
tremendous pain in my abdomen but I could do nothing but bear it.
Two years ago, I got to learn of Tian Xian liquid and started on the program.
After I analyzed its ingredients, I decided that this will be the medicine than will save me.
As I expected, I felt warmth through my body and this really excited me.
One and a half years have passed. I, who had always been critical of traditional
Chinese medical science and medicine, continue to drink Tian Xian liquid. I am the best
testimony that it works.
In the past, I was afraid to take a trip to far away places for I suffered great pain
all over my body. Now, I am free of this bondage. Recent tests showed that my internal
organs are now quite improved. All this is due to Tian Xian liquid.
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Experiences in Defeating Bone Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Defeated The Tremendous Pain Caused By Cancer
Lady Nagada, 69, Housewife, Shijuoka County

After thorough physical examination in 1989, I went through surgery for cancer in
my right thyroid gland. Up to now, I continue to take hormone pills to supplement my
bodily function. Although my life returned to normal, five years later in 1994, cancer
again appeared in my uterus. Another operation was performed to cut away the afflicted
part. One year after, the remaining cancer cells were found in my vagina and I had to
undergo a third operation.
The last operation must have been a big accident! It was a failed operation
because at the time, my bladder adhered to the intestine and the doctor cut off the healed
bladder as well. As a result, urine flowed to my abdomen and my bladder deteriorated.
The doctor suggested cutting away the whole bladder but I had hoped to keep at least the
half that was not afflicted. Finally, only a small part was left.
Only this operation caused a great burden on my body. In September 1998, the
cancer was found to have metastasized again. At first, I felt slight pain in my back and
waist. The acute pain made me unable to move. I was in the hospital again and the
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doctor said that an operation on the waist might make me unable to walk. Considering
that I was approaching 70, I refused further operations and opted to have radiation
therapy.
The pain in my waste was not relieved despite the continuous treatment. I could
not sit nor stand. I had difficulty even turning over in bed. I took morphine to kill the
pain during my stay in the hospital and continued doing so even after my release. It did
not solve the problem either!
At that time, my daughter’s friend gave me a book entitled “Fighting against
Cancer” with the suggestion to try other medicines rather than wait for death. With my
family’s support and encouragement, I started to take Tian Xian liquid for five months.
Gradually the pain eased and I no longer needed the added dosage of morphine. I could
finally walk around without being supported and sometimes, I even forgot to take the
morphine. It was so unbelievable! In September 1998, my family was still afraid that I
couldn’t spend the New Year with them.

But I was determined to greet the new

millennium with my beloved family. Now, I am so energetic! Although I can’t hold one
position for long, I am able to do light housework. Before I fell ill, I was tired of cooking
three meals a day, washing clothes and cleaning the rooms every day. Now, I feel so
delighted at any thing that I can accomplish well. I take interest in weaving and patching.
Considering the designs of the pattern, I really feel satisfied.
Going through such a terrible experience makes me think one’s fate is destined.
Of course, I hope to live longer. While taking Tian Xian liquid, I no longer feel anxious
but more eager to face new challenges and new things. No one should demand too much
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of himself, however. So I simply relax, keep optimistic and I believe I will be strong
enough to fight against disease.

]
I Am Not The Only One Who Suffers From Cancer
Lady Yamamura, 65, Housewife, Kanagawa County

It was seven or eight years ago that I came to know of Tian Xian liquid because of
my husband’s illness.
Several years after we forgot Tian Xian liquid, the doctor informed us that the
tumor indicator had risen to an alarming level. Drip-feeding was required. I received the
injection of drip-feeding for three hours. After that, my husband declared that we shall
go home after the treatment. Curiously, I was holding in my hand an anti-cancer drug.
I went back to the hospital one week later and asked the doctor if I had caught
cancer. It was the first time I ever heard of “polymyeloma”. I thought that if I had really
caught cancer, I should start drinking Tian Xian liquid.
In October, the Tian Xian liquid I ordered was delivered through the agency.
After taking it for some time, the sense of numbness in hands and feet felt better.
During the Spring Festival, my daught and I planned to take my 3-year-old
grandson for a visit to the Palace Museum in Taiwan. One week before this trip, I went
through another injection of drip-feeding in the hospital and took anti-cancer drug as
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well. I brought my Tian Xian liquid with me and surreptitiously continued my regimen.
I lost all my hair after returning to Taiwan but I still had a nice trip. I thought that Tian
Xian liquid allayed the side effects so I was encouraged to drink it constantly.
Soon after, I took part in a meeting in Tokyo organized by the Japanese branch of
the International Cancer Recovery Association. After listening to the lectures delivered
by Dr. Wang Zhengguo, and the warm-hearted Mr. A. Bu from the ninth clinic, I found
that I was not alone in my fight against cancer. There were so many people of strong
character and iron will power trying their best to defeat the disease.
Now, I no longer feel numbness in my hands and feet and the tumor indicator is
steady. I used to be required to go to the hospital once a week for check-up but now, it
has been reduced to once a month. Next year, I am going to Kampuchea to visit the Wu
Ge Borrow, so I am full of expectations and excitement. In order to control the side
effects of the anti-cancer drug, I continue to drink four bottles of Tian Xian liquid aside
from receiving acupunture and moxibustion.
I am filled with gratitude for Tian Xian liquid.
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]
Miraculous Return To Life
When There Was Only Three Months Left
Mr. Klarkon, 57, College Professor, South Africa

I was examined and found to have myeloma by my friend, Dr. Botag. I thought it
could be cured with medical treatment.

The follow-up examination in April 1995,

however, showed that myeloma attacked again. The doctor was sorry to inform me that it
has spread to my hands and I only have three to six months to live.
Although I could accept this fact, I could not stand the tears of my family and the
desperate expressions in their eyes. As I gave up and began to rearrange my work to
spend more time with my family, my elder brother, who works with the embassy in India,
sent me a letter containing information about Tian Xian liquid. He emphasized that I
should give this a try. This was in July and although I did not cherish any hope, I wanted
to have more time for my family so I decided to give Tian Xian liquid a try.
Since I ordered through mail order, it was already August that got to drink Tian
Xian liquid. Wonder was achieved! One or two weeks after, my weakened condition
gradually recovered.
In another examination, even Dr. Botag was surprised at my recovery. All kinds
of tests showed improvement. The examination in May 1997 confirmed that the cancer
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cells had been wiped out. The regular marrow test and blood test also showed that
everything was normal.
It is a real miracle for me! The doctor predicted six months but I have survived
longer. I believe that since I can recover, so can others, too. Never give up on your life.
Believe and hope in the positive effects brought by Tian Xian liquid.

]
My Experience About Bone Cancer
Wan Rsbiatul, 13, Student, Malacca

In October 1998, my left leg was seemingly a bit swollen. Since I was going to
take part in the sports meet in Wu Ji Zhi Na Area on behalf of my school, I was often
practicing playing ball and the 100-meter hurdle race. I thought, then, that I had sprained
my leg. The sports meet was fast approaching while my leg began to swell more and
more. I called the attention of my parents but both did not take it seriously. Mother also
thought it was a simple sprain.
Two or three days later, my mother sent for a massage doctor to help me but this
did not work. She took me to a private clinic and the doctor simply gave me some
antibiotic for detumescence. Since it still did not work, Mother again took me to the
same clinic where the doctor told her to take me to the Malacca Central Hospital for an
X-ray. It turned out that the cancer had already worsened at this point and I had to be
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hospitalized immediately. Since Malacca does not have the equipment to diagnose and
treat cancer, I was transferred to the Ma Da Medical Center at Kuala Lumpur.
There, the doctor carried out CT scan and tests on me to confirm the disease. All
examinations were done and the conclusion was bone cancer. The doctor immediately
subjected me to chemotherapy followed by surgery. The chemotherapy took six courses,
three before the operation and three afterwards.
All my hair fell out including my eyebrows and eyelashes. To avoid the sunshine,
which hurt my eyes, I had to wear sunglasses all the time. All the sufferings, I believed,
were the way that led me to recovery with the help of God.
On December 31,1998, I was brought to the operating room in the company of my
parents, brother and sister, to undergo operation on my left leg. I was scared and felt an
impulse to run away but couldn’t. Then, I lost consciousness. When I opened my eyes
again, it was over. I saw my parents and siblings by the bed so I did not sense anything
drastically wrong.

It took three days for me to realize that my left leg had been

amputated. On the fourth day, I realized that there was nothing I could do but accept the
fact, face reality courageously and learn to walk with the help of a crutch.
On March 15, 1999, I was diagnosed with lung infection and in the CT scan,
doctors found two small tumor in my left lung and one in the right. I was frightened. I
had, by then, learned to suppress my emotions. Another operation was suggested but it
was deemed too risky. Without the operation, however, my chance of survival was very
minimal since the cancer cells in my body were very active and spread quickly. My
parents allowed me to make my own decision and I agreed with the doctor’s
recommendation.
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One week later, I still remember clearly that it was April 14,1999, I was again in
the operating room. Due to my weakened condition and constant coughing, the doctor
thought it was not the right time to operate. It was not until April 21 to 28 that the
operation took place. It was considered a success since seven small tumors from my left
lung and nine from my right lung were removed. These tumors were too small to be
measured. Chemotherapy followed and I returned to the hospital for blood tests after the
course was finished.
In December 1999, the doctor again suspected that cancer cells have spread to my
heart and prepared me to undergo supersonic check. I was placed in a double ward and
my roommate was a girl suffering from blood cancer. One day, the girl’s uncle, who is
Chinese, visited her. He encouraged my mother to attend a scheduled lecture that will
introduce an effective traditional Chinese medicine found to be effective against cancer.
Several hours later, I was called to my heart examination but the doctor could not find
any cancer cell in my heart as he suspected. The next day, the Chinese uncle brought the
address of the agency that was organizing the lecture he mentioned. He seemed a bit
vague about its price, though. That afternoon, Mother asked for permission to leave me
at the hospital so that she could go to the agency and obtain additional information about
the product. At home, my disease grew worse so I had to go back to the hospital. The
effort to save the money from buying the Chinese medicine was reconsidered.
Finally, in December, Mother bought China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid and No. 5
Tian Xian pills. I took the medicine for four months before going to the hospital for
another examination. The doctor said that the tumors in my lung were no longer active
and did not grow any bigger. He warned, however, that this should also be proven in the
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X-rays. In June 2000, I had another X-ray and the doctor could not believe the result so
much so that he ordered a second one. He showed the negatives to a professor who could
not be sure whether the tumors in my body had been totally eliminated. The doctor
argued that my lung appeared clear from the X-rays.

When the analyst got the

photographic plate, he could not believe the report either and had to further consult Prof.
Peads Klinik, who agreed with my attending doctor. The result proved what the doctor
said was unbelievable and the professor described as very special. The good news
brought laughter to my family and I also hoped that it was tru.
Up to now, I take Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills. I can go back to school
with the help of a crutch, my weight has risen to 43 kg and I have done a good job in my
studies. Although I did not go to school for almost a year, I still passed the UPSR exams.
Here, I’d like to express my sincere gratitude to China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid and No. 5
Tian Xian pills which gave me confidence and happiness to live on.
May China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid and No. 5 Tian Xian pills bring me a bright
future forever!

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Laryngopharyns Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Try Various Ways And Strengthen Confidence
Mr. Nakahara, 64, Retired, Igeraki County

It has been over one year now since I started taking Tian Xian liquid. In March
1999, the doctor declared that I had laryngopharyns cancer so my wife searched for book
about cancer in the hope of finding a cure. I was attracted to the book “Fighting against
Cancer”. I began to take eight bottles of Tian Xian liquid and nine Tian Xian pills before
I finished reading the book.
The laryngopharyns cancer was at the entrance of the esophagus about 1 cm wide
and 2.5 cm long. It was planned that I will have surgery after the tumor was reduced by
radiation treatment.
While waiting for radiation treatment, however, I discussed with my family what
life would be like after the operation and the quality of life I may hope to enjoy. We
finally decided not to pursue the operation and relied solely on radiation treatment to
prevent the further spread of the cancer cells. On top of all this, I decided to hope on the
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results and effects that Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian pills can give me. Compared with
other patients, I did not suffer much from the side effects of radiation.
In other words, there was no discoloration on my skin and no loss of appetite
either. I could eat normally and did not need to be injected for drip-feeding. I only
turned a bit pale and some change was notice in my vocal quality, which recovered
naturally after the treatment.

Both the doctors and nurses were astonished at my

resilience. In fact, I received a larger amount of radiation (76 Gray) than all the other
patients because I did enjoy the benefits of surgery and my treatment continued for 42
days. During the nearly 80 days that I stayed in the hospital, I ate every meal served
without exception.
It is said that when the amount of radiation surpasses 30, many patients could no
longer walk and have to rely on drip-feeding for survival. It is due to Tian Xian liquid
that I had not been similarly affected by my medical treatment.
Precious as Tian Xian liquid is, I still felt a little ill as I began to drink it. I had to
add or reduce the dosage as I found necessary in particular circumstances. Now, I take
four bottles of Tian Xian liquid per day and twelve Tian Xian pills. As the treatment
began, the doctor warned me that the only thing that can cure my cancer was surgery. Of
course, I never forgot his words but I still decided to believe in Tian Xian liquid. Now,
neither CT scan nor MRI examination can show anything wrong. There is no sign of
metastasis and I am happy that I made the right decision so that my body will not be
harmed. Although I always bear in mind all that the doctor declared, I believe more in
the choice my wife and I have made. I will continue to drink Tian Xian liquid with
confidence in the future.
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]
Resolution Never To Give Up
Mr. Tanaka, 64, Private Entrepreneur, Saga County

In February 1996, the local hospital diagnosed me as suffering from
laryngopharyns cancer. I was immediately admitted for treatment with anti-cancer drug
to reduce the tumor and to await operation.
I felt well after the operation and was allowed to leave the hospital in April.
Before I could even enjoy the satisfaction of recovery, I was again afflicted with great
pain at the end of September. The examination showed that the cancer cells had attacked
again and that I could now only rely on radiation treatment.
Subsequently, a neighbor who had been taking Tian Xian liquid recommended it
to me. I began to take Tian Xian liquid and at the same time, went for chemical
treatment.
I drank six bottles of Tian Xian liquid every day. Three months later, the pain
stopped and the tumor disappeared. The doctor said that there is no sign of metastasis so
that I felt relaxed and totally relieved. Now, I am in good physical and mental condition
and invulnerable to colds and flu, too. I can enjoy a healthy life. I still continue to drink
Tian Xian liquid to ease my worry of recurrence.
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Experiences In Successfully Defeating
Thyroid Gland Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Feel The Essence Of Never Giving Up
Mr. Ikeyama, 41, Employee, Yamanashi County

It Had Been 10 Years Since Cancer Was Found In My Thyroid Gland
At first, I had to undergo an operation to remove my thyroid gland. Eight and a
half years passed in peace but suddenly, cancer cells were again found in my lung, brain
and neck. Another operation was performed but soon the cancer cells spread to my two
lungs and the doctor gave me three to four years to live.
At that time, I was only 30 years old and could not simply give up. After the last
operation, I tried all means effective to combat cancer, including changing my diet with
the help of my wife.
In May the following year, cancer cells invaded my lymph gland at the neck and
again, an operation was done to remove it. In July, another operation was performed to
cut open my windpipe because breathing had become difficult.
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I had always been fond of delicious food so that the diet treatment called for
sacrifice on my part. Due to the pressure created in line with my work, I sometimes
could not pay attention to minute details. I was getting quite depressed about my
situation. In August, I suffered from pneumonia and had blood in the phlegm for no
reason. I, again, had to go to the hospital for hypercalcinemia. My weight dropped from
65 kg to 45 kg and I was terribly weakened by all the surgical procedures being done.
Once my strength was lost, various symptoms occurred one after another.
As soon as pneumonia was cured, my voice turned hoarse in winter. In February
the following year, as I was to undergo isotope radiation treatment to prevent another
attack, bloody phlegm again manifest. Frankly speaking, I thought by then that I was
going to die. No effect whatsoever was derived from the long list of treatments I had
undergone. At this time, I had thought that there was no other option for me but to take
Tian Xian liquid.
I bought books about the subject matter and placed an order for the product from
the general agency in Hong Kong. Although I was, at that time, still quite doubtful of the
reports about the recovery of patients and the 80% success rate, I had decided that I had
nothing to lose at this point. If these claims were merely promotions, at least, I had given
it a try.
There are numerous cases where consumers were cheated by various kinds of
health food in the market, including traditional Chinese medicine. Since the isotope
radiation treatment was not working, however, I cannot but place my last hope on Tian
Xian liquid. I thought that everyone dies anyway and simply plunged into my work.
Thus, with this fatal acceptance, my mood turned cheerful. Ten days after I began to take
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Tian Xian liquid, the bloody phlegm disappeared. In another week, the pain in my chest
stopped.

My hoarse voice turned to normal and my complexion became healthy.

Eventually, I was able to resume my normal life. Now, my weight has increased to 51 kg
and I can go camping for two days and three night in summer. I feel that I owe all these
privileges to Tian Xian liquid.

]
If Only I Had Known Tian Xian Liquid Earlier
Zhu Zhi Chi, 62, Orderly, Taiwan

I have gone to many hospitals for diagnosis and treatments. How many people’s
lives are troubled by cancer! I had to go to various hospitals and face various doctors. I
believed that I could get to know good doctors and good treatments so as to rid myself of
the cancer monster.
From the beginning, the doctors’ diagnoses were always unclear.

At the

beginning of 1995, I went for an examination since I constantly coughed but nothing
seemed wrong with the function of my heart. The doctor thought it was asthma and the
lowering function of the heart.

The treatment recommended had no effect on my

problem. One year later, I spit out bloody phlegm and again, consulted doctors in the
hospital. Again, nothing could be found nor confirmed. I had to seek the advice of an
eye-ear-nose-throat (EENT) doctor familiar with these particular organs. The doctor
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found my symptoms strange and referred me to a chest doctor in a bigger hospital. The
doctor there finally diagnosed thyroid gland cancer.
That was January 16, 1996. I cannot remember the details anymore except that I
felt darkness envelop me; an indescribable fear gripped my heart. I have caught cancer
and nothing can help me now. I had to verify with my daughter what the doctor said.
She repeated that the doctor gave me three months to live. Stubborn as can be, my
daughter declared this to be impossible. “ You cannot just wait to die!” she exclaimed.
Initially, I had an operation to remove the thyroid gland and the doctor suspected
that the tumor still remained in my body so I had to undergo radiation treatment next. I
received treatment in the hospital during the day and went home at night to sleep. During
all this time, I did not stop coughing and spitting out bloody phlegm. I gradually lost my
appetite. Thus, every painful day dragged by. At last, I could no longer utter a sound and
lost my trust in that hospital.
I consulted the EENT again and he suggested having another examination. I was
instructed to go to the hospital where his former teacher worked. Although at that point,
the decision to have my throat removed and a metal duct installed in its stead had already
been made, my daughter and I heard that the operations performed in that hospital all
failed. So, just before the scheduled operation, I left the hospital temporarily on the
grounds that my daughter was going to be married. I secretly transferred to a Buddhist
hospital, but the operation performed there also failed.
When I again went to the hospital in September, the doctor said that when my
windpipe is removed and a duct installed, I will recover my voice and coughing will stop.
Hoping that this will come true, I subjected myself to such an operation. I was gravely
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depressed by the results of the operation because I have totally lost my voice and the duct
in my throat often fell off. Since the duct was not properly installed, it even dropped into
my bowl once when I was eating. My family never complained and I was very grateful
for this. My wife and daughters must have shed a lot of tears behind me. At that time,
my daughter saw the advertisement of Tian Xian liquid and visited Mr. Xu, the
consultant. Now, I know that it is Mr. Xu who saved my life! If it were not for his
advice, I would not have recovered my voice.
Mr. Xu is a very careful person. He instructed me on how to drink Tian Xian
liquid and introduced Doctor Gao from the hospital attached to the Taipei Medical
Institute.
Since this hospital carries western medicine treatments, I did not place too much
hope in it. Doctor Gao, however, was really different from the other doctors I have
previously consulted. In fact, all the people in this hospital seemed to be kind.
I had to receive radiation treatment and was able to speak after the fifteen session.
My vast joy was beyond description. I sincerely felt that life was so good. It was
unbelievable that after losing my voice because of radiation treatment, I recovered it by
radiation treatment too. It was all due to Tian Xian liquid.
Although cancer cells did not disappear completely, they did not transfer nor
spread. The tumor was found to have shrunk. My weight rose to 70 kg from 60 kg after
the operation.
Not until recently did I know that the doctor once predicted that I only had three
months to live. I believe that my wife and children hid this truth from me and suffered
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more for the knowledge. I relate all my experiences to those who are fighting cancer but
have not taken Tian Xian liquid. For my family, I will continue to fight.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences In Successfully Defeating Nose Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
I Am Surprised At The Effects
Of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Putlachatta, 62, Private Entrepreneur, Thailand

Early this year, I felt a hard lump in my nose.

I regarded it as a simple

inflammation and did not pay much attention to it. Soon, I had increasing difficulty in
breathing so I was forced to go to the hospital. The doctor’s diagnosis was nose cancer.
The doctor suggested radiation treatment for 35 times. My friend recommended
Tian Xian liquid to me after hearing of its effects. I, therefore, began to drink Tian Xian
liquid one week before going through the radiation treatment. My physical condition
improved after seven days and I felt the tumor become softer than before and my
breathing unblocked.
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I continued to drink Tian Xian liquid while undergoing radiation. I also took Tian
Xian pills to help alleviate the side effects of therapy. I did not feel thirsty and could still
attend to my work during the treatment.
What struck me most was the tumor really shrunk after the tenth radiation
treatment. After the 28th session, the doctor examined me and said that the cancer cells
disappeared completely and that the treatment course will be immediately terminated.
Of course, the doctor was amazed at the drastic change in the behavior of my
disease. I am convinced that my recovery was not due to radiation but Tian Xian liquid.

]
Finding Hope and Not Despair
Zhou Yuzhen, 58, Carpenter, Taiwan

Since the lymph gland behind my ear swelled, I felt strange and went to the
hospital for consultation. The diagnosis was nose cancer.
The doctor said it could be cured in two months after concentrated radiation
therapy four or five times.

I accepted the doctor’s advice.

Subsequent treatment

sessions, however, not only gave me pain in the noise but dry throat as well. I could not
sleep at night and my weight dropped 10 kg from the original 65 kg. Chemotherapy
followed. Five milliliters of anti-cancer drug was injected into my body continuously. I
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felt myself weakening. When chemotherapy was pronounced as finished four months
later, I did not get better but felt greatly enervated and filled with discomfort.
At that time, I have heard that a friend was cured of stomach cancer after drinking
Tian Xian liquid, which he bought from Hong Kong. I immediately left for Hong Kong
and bought Tian Xian liquid. For two months, I simultaneous underwent chemotherapy
and drank Tian Xian liquid. My physical state improved and I was very surprised
because in the following six months, I simply relied on Tian Xian liquid alone.
It has been one year since I was found to have cancer. The examinations now
confirm that the cancer cells are wiped out. The doctor also confirmed the positive
effects I derived from Tian Xian liquid and expects me to continue drinking it.

]
Reviving the Spirit and the Body
Lee Yuk Yin, 52, Businessman, Hong Kong

In April 1997, I felt weakened by flu-like symptoms.

I thought it was the

common cold that would go away after a brief rest. After two or three months, however,
I still had not recovered. I soon felt my lymph gland swollen. I was so frightened that I
rushed to the hospital to have a check-up. The doctor brought me shocking news that
what I suffered from was nose cancer, which had spread to the lung and the liver. Maybe
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it was necessary to tell me so he indicated that the cancer was in its late stage. Since it
had metastasized to my lung and liver, I thought I couldn’t have very long to live.
Astonished as I was, I still managed not to be upset.

I diligently received

chemotherapy and radiation under the doctor’s instructions. The radiation was for six
sessions while the chemotherapy seven times, both once every month. The effect was not
satisfactory. The doctor secretly told my wife that I only have around three months since
the cancer had already progressed to its terminal stage. I was not told this fact until later.
During this period, it was my wife who suffered a lot since the disease intensified and
waned alternately.
After I realized my real situation, a friend asked me if I had heard of Tian Xian
liquid. Since I had no idea what he was talking about, I asked the doctor about it. The
doctor was so cynical and questioned the efficacy of traditional Chinese medicine. He
even added that if I did not trust the ability of the hospital to help me then it was better to
leave. I changed doctor after that not because I doubted his ability but because he was
not in the least kind.
From then on, I did not raise my opinions. After several radiation treatments and
chemotherapy, I did not feel any side effects that should have manifested. Even my new
doctor expressed surprise at this. He quietly asked if I were taking any other medicine. I
did not deny that I was but found it unnecessary to elaborate. The doctor sensed that I
did not want to share the information and simply left. Three years had passed since the
previous doctor’s prediction. Now, I still work at my post.
The regular check-ups required of me every month show that my white blood
cells increased, and the size of the lymph tumor shrunk. I believe that I have chosen the
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right treatment. The doctor told me that even if the tumor is reduced, it is safer to
continue further chemical treatment. I did not want to suffer any further, however, so I
refused.
Now, both my physical and mental states are improved. I know my condition
best. Although cancer remains unchanged, I believe it will not grow nor spread and I will
get better. My wife finally told me about the doctor’s prediction one time and we both
laughed. I still live every day well and can do simple work. I have resumed my normal
routine and feel myself grow stronger in spirit. I believe that all this is due to Tian Xian
liquid.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences in Successfully Defeating Esophagus Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Regain The Happiness From Sons And Grandsons
Ding Suk Ying,70, Housewife, Hong Kong

Fifteen years ago, I resigned my job in the hope that I can start on a leisurely life
in the company of my grandson. In autumn three years ago, I felt discomfort in my throat
when swallowing food and even felt like vomiting after every meal. I was suddenly
seized by a sense of foreboding.
Nevertheless, I did not take it seriously until gradually I became unable to
swallow food. Urged by my daughter, I fearfully went to the hospital for an examination.
X-rays showed a tumor in the center of the esophagus and it was over 10 cm. The doctor
said that due to my age, an operation would be difficult so that it is better to have
radiation and chemotherapy.
After the series of treatments, I was still unable to swallow food due to the side
effects of the treatments. I was extremely exhausted and always felt like vomiting
despite the fact that my stomach was empty. I thought, maybe I was going to die.
At that time, I came to know of Tian Xian liquid, a traditional Chinese medicine
from my son-in-law. I bought the product and started to drink it. To my surprise, I could
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take in liquid food after two weeks and in a month’s time, the side effects disappeared
and I could eat soft food without difficulty.
X-rays showed that the tumor had reduced by one third in three months. The
doctor gladly credited the result to the radiation and chemotherapy. For myself, I was
quite sure that it was due to Tian Xian liquid that I had easily recovered.
Three years had passed and of course, I can proudly declare that I am doing very
well.

]
How To Take Care Of Your Body After Operation
Mr. Etou, 40, Employee, Nakashima County

On August y, 1997, I was sent to the hospital attached to the medical department
of Jiu Zhou University. During the preceding two months, I had a check-up at a local
hospital where blood was found in my urine. I was released less than three weeks after
because the cause could not be found. In order to detect the disease, I lived in the same
hospital again and was subjected to various examinations every day. During this time, I
did not take any medicine. On August 20, a duct was inserted in my ureter and the result
was made known on August 28. The doctor in charge spoke to my family and revealed
that three tumors were found in the middle part of the left ureter. An operation was
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scheduled to remove the left kidney and the whole ureter. After more discussions, the
final diagnosis was cancer.
Despite this shock, my family tried their best to find other means of cure. We got
information on the treatment of cancer through the Internet. We called its Hong Kong
office to place an order. As soon as the Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian suppository
arrived, my family brought it to the hospital. On September 8, I started to use one pill of
Tian Xian suppository and drank four bottles of liquid every day. Almost one week had
transpired when the duct was again inserted into the ureter. They found that the three
tumors disappeared. The doctor planned to cut away the tumors found in my bladder and
at the bottom of my ureter on September 16. Due to the effects of Tian Xian liquid, the
operation was postponed for two weeks and was later successfully performed. I was
finally released from the hospital on October 22.
Today, I live every day happily and continue to drink Tian Xian liquid at a lower
dosage.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences in Successfully Defeating Tongue Cancer
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Value Life And Value Tian Xian Liquid
Cai Junhui, 42, Bus Driver, Taiwan

Since I had been driving long distance from Jiayi to Taipei for quite some time, I
had to rely on cigarettes and betel nuts to refresh myself. I smoke at least one pack of
cigarettes and two packets of betel nuts per day. I still maintain the habit even when I am
not driving. As an old saying puts it, “If you often walk at night, you will meet the ghost
one day. “ It does not mean that I have really met the ghost while driving, but simply that
my bad habits such as the cigarettes and the betel nuts, led me to the monster of tongue
cancer.
In 1997, I started to feel alternate numbness and pain on my tongue. Consequently, I
chewed more betel nuts to make me comfortable. One morning, however, as I was
brushing my teeth, I opened my mouth in front of the mirror and only then noticed that
my tongue looked different from before. A large part of it was red and black and
festering. My heartbeat quickened. I told my wife about it and opened my mouth to let
her see for herself. She was greatly shocked and suggested that I take a leave for a
medical check-up.
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She asked her sister to take care of our two children and accompanied me to a big
hospital in Taipei. Even without much checking, the doctor told me what my affliction
was. The purpose of the examination was just to confirm it.
The next day, the doctor came with a group of young student doctors while
making his rounds of the wars. He asked me to open my mouth, pointed out my tongue
to them and let them express their opinions. Finally, he told me that my tongue had to be
cut off. Then, he simply walked away with the group of young doctors to visit the other
wards. My wife looked at me with tears flowing down her face, while before my mind,
flashed scenes of myself trying to express my thoughts through hand signals.
My wife used to quarrel with me many times because of my cigarette smoking
and betel nut chewing. Now, she kept her thoughts to herself. As for me, I thought that I
had sought the trouble myself, yet felt that it came too early. I was only 42 years old.
Cancer only attacks those above 60. Why did it strike me so early?
Anyway, I had to face reality. I calmed down and told my wife there must be
some other treatments other than having my tongue cut. We could ask friends and
relative for relevant information. Eventually, as I stayed home waiting for my operation,
my sister-in-law brought me a document about China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid. I had seen
the product in magazine before but did not trust it because I was born in Taiwan and
China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid must come from mainland China. It was reported that
many traditional Chinese medicines contain poisonous heavy metal and could not be
trusted. I simply put the information aside.
Considering the option that the doctor gave us, however, anything looked more
attractive. So my wife took out the document on China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid and read it
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She was convinced it would be helpful and urged me to give it a try.

Otherwise, there was only one other option and that was to have my tongue cut off. I
agreed to buy Tian Xian liquid and Tian Xian suppository, which can squeezed through
the anal opening. I thought I’d better the instructions right since the medicine was very
expensive.
Ten days after I took the medicine, the doctor called for me to go to the hospital
for preparation for the operation three days later. When the resident physical examined
my tongue again, he found it different from before. The tongue was now smooth and
only a small part was festering. The doctor said that the operation still needed to be
performed but only a small portion will be removed. He explained that it will not affect
my eating nor my speech. He also asked if I took any traditional Chinese medicine the
past few days. I answered directly that I drank China No. 1 Tian Xian liquid. He smiled
and said that he had heard of it and then patted me on the shoulder.
As I was pushed out of the operating room, the doctor told my wife that the bad
part was cut off and it was not big. Care must now be taken and smoking and betel nut
chewing absolutely forbidden. It is up to me now to decide whether I would continue
drinking Tian Xian liquid. After leaving the hospital, I read the introduction about Tian
Xian liquid and drank it strictly under instructions. I went to the hospital for regular
check-up every three months and later, every six months. I continue to drink Tian Xian
liquid until now. I do not use the Tian Xian suppository any more, though.
Of course, I do not dare smoke or chew betel nuts! I also tell the other drivers of
the company not to emulate me. Anyway, I am filled with gratitude for I can again live a
normal life.
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Thanks to Tian Xia liquid, I got to keep my tongue. I’d like to advise other
cancer patients to choose a traditional Chinese medicine to complement the western
medicine and achieve better effect. Side effects of western medicine could also be
mitigated in this manner.
In fact, I know cancer is likely to attack again, but the chance will be less if I
continue to drink Tian Xian liquid. I have made up my mind to be with my wife and
children for as long as I can and I won’t deprive my family of my love and services so
early. I will value every day of my life, as I value every drop of Tian Xian liquid.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences in Successfully Defeating
Malignant Thymus Tumor
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
No Side Effects Even With Chemical Treatment
Sing Kam Yuen, 36, Employee, Hong Kong

I had never expected to have cancer at my age! For some unknown reason, it was
malignant thymus tumor, which is rarely seen in the world. In December 1996, I went to
the hospital due to slight pain in the chest and fever. At first, the cause could not be
detected. After X-rays and various other examinations, it was confirmed to be malignant
thymus tumor. The doctor in charge said there are very few such cases in the whole
world. Even if the treatment is successful, he said it was impossible to recover.
If it was impossible to recover, then that means the I am dying. Why the doctor
told me so directly, I think was because he knew I was a Catholic and my belief gave me
the courage to face death. But I was frightened and dazed. When I was introspecting on
this punishment from God, I was in great fear of death. I told my family about my
disease and my brother-in-law immediately recommended Tian Xian liquid. I thought
that if western medicine did not help, I could try traditional Chinese medicine. I began to
drink Tian Xian liquid during the four months I was in the hospital. Chemical treatment
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was administered once a month but I did not suffer from any side effects such as
vomiting and hair loss.
Even the doctor was amused and questioning. I believed that Tian Xian liquid
took effect immediately. Another surprise was in store for me when my girlfriends left
me upon my release from the hospital.
I did not hide the truth from her because I thought she would have an uncertain
future with me. The idea of marriage to her, however, was all the inspiration I had to
fight cancer. The news that she was leaving me surprised me as much as cancer. I
refused to be demoralized, however. With the notion that God is with me, I continued to
receive the chemical treatment and drank the Tian Xian liquid diligently.
In May 1997, an examination showed that the cancer cells completely
disappeared. Now, I simply need to go to the hospital for check-up once a month. That
period of my life seemed long. I have used up all the money I had saved for my
marriage. For someone with a low salary, Tian Xian liquid is really an economic burden.
Hope exists, however, as long as I survive. I thank Tian Xian liquid for saving my life.

]
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

Experiences in Successfully Defeating Other Diseases
………………………………………………………………………………………………

]
Family Members Are Surprised At My Recovery
Lady Shimitsu, 63, Saitama County

For the whole day, I had diarrhea, acute pain in the back and abdomen and I felt
extremely tired. The doctor diagnosed pancreas tumor. This happened in February this
year.

The disease was caused by liquid flowing into the pancreas and forming a

malignant tumor. All the pain was caused by the after-effect of brain tumor. When the
doctor told me of the disease, I was too shocked to comment.
On April 26, when I was informed of the result of the endoscopy and MRI, the
doctor explained the complications of the big operation planned. I think I will never
forget that day in my life. Fear and pain tortured me. At that time, I heard of a good
traditional Chinese medicine. Although it was not too clear whether the medicine could
cure cancer, I thought that I should at least give it a try. My son brought me the books
written by Dr. Wang Zhengguo and the more information I found from the International
Cancer Recovery Association, the more convinced I got that this might be my cure.
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Since I had never discriminated against traditional Chinese medicine, it was easy for me
to understand the workings of the medicine.
I was then weighing whether I needed to undergo an operation so I though that I
might as well start on my Tian Xian therapy. I began taking Tian Xian liquid on May 6.
The next day, I immediately felt different and as I continued to take the liquid, my
intuition was becoming confirmed.
Several days after, my bowel movement improved and almost returned to normal.
The constant pain also disappeared. Before that, I couldn’t sleep well for the pain and
when I went out, I always felt upset. My family tried their best to support me.
On May 29, it was the first time that I went to the hospital for a regular MRI
examination with excitement.
Two days later, the result came out with the pancreas tumor obviously reduced in
size so that an operation was no longer required.

I still have to undergo frequent

examination, though.
When I heard the result from the doctor, I saw the surprised expression on the
doctor’s face. I knew my condition was better than anyone else and I felt more relieved
after the doctor actually confirmed it.
The blood test on my out brain also showed positive results. The doctor said not
to worry about anything anymore. He even added that I should believe in Tian Xian
liquid.
In the past, I always tried to avoid medical examinations in the hospital, but now,
I hope to know the effect of Tian Xian liquid regularly. On my birthday in October, I
also pledged to God to have MRI often. My son recently declared that I have fully
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recovered but I dared not let down my vigilance because recovery cannot be achieved so
quickly. I have to be patient.
Besides, the Shang Rong Tea that I drank under the instructions of the Japanese
branch of the International Cancer Recovery Association took much effect against
diarrhea.
Later on, I came to know that it was also effective for non-cancer patients so I
recommend it to my relatives and friends. I have drunk Tian Xian liquid for several
months. Although I can’t give a detailed account here, I will try to relate my experiences
to more people and continue drinking it.

]
Improve Physique Gradually
Miss Tobashi, 26, Employee, Tokyo

Two years ago, I went to the OB-Gyne department of the hospital because of my
dysmenorrhea, which even in college, constantly troubled me.
At first, the doctor suspected endometriosis. After various tests, all doubts were
dispelled. The final diagnosis was “period trouble”. It began from the pain in the back
and the waist before the period developed into a great headache. During my period, the
pain spread through the lower part of my body from the abdomen. Besides, I also felt
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dazed and vomited to the extent that I was unable to walk, but usually went off to work in
a taxi.
The pain killer given by the hospital had effect for only two or three hours so did
the suppository. Since I took the medicine after I felt pain, it caused vomiting and
stomachache. To suppress the stomachache, I had to take other medicines. In this way,
my digestive organ had ulcer and bled, and I was again hospitalized.
Although I was forbidden to eat and only relied on drip-feeding, it was a chance
for rest. I suffered a lot from the trouble in my digestive organ, and decided not to use
painkillers any longer. Instead, I took up sports like swimming. Dymenorrhea was not
relieved and I had to endure the monthly pain. At that time, I came across Tian Xian
liquid and Tian Xian suppository from the materials I collected.
The traditional Chinese medicines I used to take included agelica and herbaceous
peony powder, cassia twig and poris cocos pill, channel warming soup, etc. I stopped
taking some of them for they caused serious diarrhea and others did not take effect even
after I took them for almost one year. The mystery of traditional Chinese medicine is too
profound to understand. It is not medicine but if it takes effect, you are very luck. So I
began to use Tian Xian plaster.
I applied Tian Xian plaster to my abdomen, waist, back, etc. On those parts, I
neither feel cold or hot, but cool and gradually warm. When the pain aggravates, I apply
8 plasters once and obviously feel the pain mitigated. Since my skin is very delicate, I
feel itching on the part where Tian Xian plaster has been applied and it also turns red. So
we should be particularly careful when using Tian Xian plaster in summer.
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Although there is no record that Tian Xian suppository is effective against
dymenorrhea, I still use it according to my own judgment for I have felt its effect. On
opening the packet, I smell a special flavor. However, Tian Xian plaster is not small. If
you apply one before going to bed, you can have sound sleep till the next morning. In the
past, whenever I had my period, I would lie in bed bent in pain.

Even if I take

painkillers, the pain woke me up after the effect of the medicine is gone. I couldn’t sleep
at all. That is why I find Tian Xian plaster so marvelous!
Although the effect is so satisfactory that the pain disappears after using it. I still
haven’t found any specific drug for dymenorrhea. In some months, using Tian Xian
plaster and Tian Xian suppository together does not kill the pain. But, the effect is much
better than before if I use it according to my physical state.
Anyway, relieving my digestive organ of the burden is the best result to me. It is
so nice to find a medicine suitable for me. Some matters of notice should be attended to:
use Tian Xian suppository three times a day and don’t apply Tian Xian plaster to one part
over eight hours.
Only those who have suffered from cancer can feel the great pain caused by
cancer, so some people do not take dymenorrhea seriously, for my pain amounts to
nothing compared with that of cancer patients.
I have the deepest feeling of pain, however. It is not only a feeling but exerts
great influence on one’s mental state, for one has to endure the pain and cannot do
anything.
I hope that all the people could be relieved of the pain and live a relaxed life.
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]
Conquer Excruciating Pain
Mr. Kikuchyo, 70, Retired, Kanagawa County

In the intense competition of modern society, I caught duodenal cancer at the age
of 58. After retirement, I caught herpes zoster at the age of 68 and suffered a lot from
intercostals neuralgia. A friend of mine who used to suffer from the same symptom
suggested receiving treatment at the hospital immediately. Since the condition of my
family did not allow it, I often woke up at midnight in great pain.
During this time, acupuncture and moxibustion treatment eliminated the pimple
and redness on the skin but intercostals neuralgia still remained. Afterwards, my strength
declined, I felt weak in my back and feet and cold in my limbs. I thought I was going to
die. Later, I thought that a “sound digestive system is the basis of health” , so I began to
search among traditional Chinese medicines available in Japan for a suitable medicine for
my digestive system. It happened that I came to know the natural nutritious liquid at
Doctor Wang Zhengguo’s lecture. I began to drink it immediately and exciting effect
was achieved.

Marvelous Effects Made Me Excited
It tastes sour and sweet as if I had drunk it before, and I have really felt its effects
on my digestive organs.

I picked up the confidence in my health although I was
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physically weakened. The natural nutritious liquid not only worked on my digestive
system, warmed my hands and feet, but also had anti-cancer functions. In my opinion,
traditional Chinese medicine helped me recover the function of my internal organs.
I am now in my late seventies. Combining western and Chinese medicines seems
as if the natural nutritious liquid was bestowed by God. Here, I’d like to express my
gratitude again.

]
Iron Deficient Patient Enjoy Food Again
Mr. Nohara, 39, Employee, Tokyo

It was twenty years since I was found to be suffering from anemia through a
blood test.

To be specific, it was iron-deficiency anemia.

become serious so that I had to receive blood transfusion.

Sometimes, the disease
Unfortunately, I was

hospitalized one time because the blood transfusion caused acute hepatitis. It was a
blessing that I did not feel the typical symptoms of anemia such as daze. Even when I
caught hepatitis, I did not lose my appetite, now had jaundice.
Soon afterwards, my liver function returned to normal. My white blood cells, red
blood cells, and hemoglobin count were maintained on low levels so I began to try
various health foods. Although I ate rough unmilled rice, my blood circulation was still
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not good. My body couldn’t take in nutrition and there was no sign of improvement. My
weight did not increase and I remained physically weak like before.
Four or five years ago, I resumed yoga, which I previously stopped because I
wanted to wait when I grew stronger. At that time, I began to drink the natural nutritious
liquid I had heard of. The list of ingredients showed that a bottle of 10 ml natural
nutritious liquid contains such natural medicinal herbs as ginseng, Chinese caterpillar
fungus, glossy ganoderma, etc., each of which has unique function. Besides, since it also
contains honey, it tastes sweet and is easy to drink.
Every time I drank the natural nutritious liquid before meal, I had appetite.
Normally, I couldn’t drink a large amount of water at one time but I could drink the
natural nutritious liquid easily three times a day, in the morning, noon and at night. The
health examination three months later showed that my red blood cells, white blood cells,
hemoglobin, and blood cell specific volume were within the normal range. All my
friends and relatives were surprised and glad at my increasing weight.
Everyone has different ways of keeping healthy. As for me, the natural nutritious
liquid and yoga are most suitable. I’m so happy to find the suitable way to keep healthy.
I’ll continue this way.
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]
Natural Nutritious Liquid Conquers Listlessness
Miss Sakara, 29, Employee, Tokyo

Sometime this year, I often felt dazed and was easily tired. Even my heartbeat
quickened.

Since I was physically weak from childhood and suffered a lot from

dymenorrhea. I did not take this seriously. These symptoms aggravated, however, so I
went to the OB-GYNE section. The results were invariably “abnormal exhaustion,
anemia”, which made me depressed. I had no choice but to take medicines.
There was no sign of improvement and even my sense of taste became strange.
Roast meat is my favorite but I could not swallow even a small piece. My weight began
to drop. When I was spending every day dazed, I got to know Doctor Wang Zhengguo,
who came to Japan to deliver a lecture.
At first sight of me, Doctor Wang said, “Your physical state is so bad. It may be
due to the weakening function of thyroid gland.”

He pointed to the problem.

I

immediately accepted Doctor Wang’s suggestion to take the natural nutritious liquid. On
the first day, I felt energetic and it was simply marvelous.
Before that, the dog (female 40 kg) that belonged to my family had a cancer on
her gingival and it grew bigger. After an operation was performed to cut it off, the doctor
said it will surely attack again. Just as expected, the tumor at this part grew even bigger.
My family did not have the heart to see her suffer so much. I thought the medicine that
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works on people must have the same effect on animals. So I placed an order for Tian
Xian liquid and let her drink eight bottles of it per day. I poured Tian Xian liquid on a
clean rag and applied it to the affected part. Seeing her so frisky days after, I felt elated
at the natural instincts of animals for survival. As a result, the tumor grew smaller and
disappeared completely after four months.
After this experience, I began to drink two bottles of the natural nutritious liquid
per day.
Two weeks later, since there wasn’t much change to my body, I thought of giving
it up. Eventually I went on. My appetite began to recover from the third week onward
and my mental and physical states returned to normal gradually. Finally, the daze that
had troubled me disappeared. Only the person concerned could feel these experiences. I
don’t have to take any other medicines any more. As a bonus, even my rough skin
gradually turned smooth and soft.
It is three months since I began to drink the natural nutritious liquid. My weight
has recovered and I can enjoy the delicious roast meat again. Since I haven’t tasted it for
long, I eat a lot. Now, I am faced with another problem – overweight.

]
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